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How To Use This Tool 

 
 
 
Tool Structure 
This CD-ROM tool is comprised of PDF Files of the resources 
contributed by campus programs.  The schools are listed 
alphabetically and under each school name is a table of contents that 
lists each item from that school. 
 
The PDF Files have been arranged in one large file to allow you 
access through the Bookmarks.  If the title has a “+” next to it, click 
on the “+” to view additional sub-topics. 
 
 
 
Multiple Page Documents 
The Bookmark link will take you to the first page or section indicated.  
Please note that some documents have multiple pages.  Click on the 
page advancing button at the bottom menu to view additional pages. 
 
 
 
PDF 
Each item was scanned or converted from a word processing file to 
PDF.  For more information about PDF files, you can go to the Adobe 
web site at: www.adobe.com 
 
 

http://www.adobe.com/
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(509) 963-3214 
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Gail Farmer, Director 
gail.farmer@cwu.edu 

 
 

web site: 
http://www.cwu.edu/~wwc/ 
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HED 101 Programming for Sexual Assault Education 
I. Introductions 
II. Rape Myths (Stereotypes) 
III. The Van Ride: 
 a) Read the scenario 
 b) Gather every two rows into a group 
 c) Pass out scorecards 
 d) Tally the scores 
 e) Discuss why the outcomes were different 
  Be seated 
IV. Survivor Statistics 
V. Definitions 
 a) Consent: assent, permission (L. con with + senfre feeling) 
 b) Sexual Harassment 
 c) Sexual Assault 
 d) Rape 
VI. Common Victim Responses to Trauma 
 a) Acute Distress Phase 
 b) Apparent Readjustment Phase 
 c) Reorganization Phase 
VII. How To Help 
VIII. Sex IQ Game 
IX. Handouts 
X. End 



 

 

The Trip Home 
 

Once upon a time there was a college student named Rachel. She had recently transferred 

from the community college in her hometown about two hours away. Her boyfriend, Mark, was still 

in school back home and Brenda hadn't seen him in nearly a month. In fact, she was hoping to get a 

ride over to see him that coming weekend and asked her friend, Tony, if he would take her. 

Unfortunately, Tony's car wasn't working, so Brenda didn't have a way to get there. She was really 

eager to see Mark because they had planned on spending a romantic weekend together. 

Another student, named Jimmy, who lived in the same apartment building as Rachel and 

Tony, overheard them discussing her plans for the weekend. Jimmy mentioned that he lived close to 

Rachel's hometown and would be willing to take her there in his new sport utility vehicle. Rachel 

thought Jimmy was a little creepy and had heard some rumors about him. Tony had heard the same 

rumors, but thought that Rachel could handle herself. He told Rachel to stop worrying and instead get 

excited about seeing her boyfriend. Rachel finally agreed with Tony and accepted Jimmy's offer. Rachel 

ran upstairs to pack and change into Mark's favorite outfit, a skimpy summer dress. 

Before they set off, Jimmy stopped at a convenience store and bought some beer, which 

he offered to Rachel. He was really attracted to her and thought she looked especially sexy in her outfit. 

Rachel enjoyed drinking beer and since she was feeling both nervous about riding with Jimmy and 

excited about seeing Mark, she drank four beers on the way. During the trip, Jimmy flirted with Rachel 

and she smiled back politely. The more beer she drank,- the more she realized that she found Jimmy 

attractive. 

About halfway there, on a deserted stretch of road, Jimmy suddenly pulled over to the side of 

the road and told Rachel that he thought she looked really gorgeous in her little summer dress.  He 



 

 

started kissing her. Rachel was feeling pretty drunk by then and kissed him back. They started fooling 

around in the back seat, but then after about 3 minutes, Rachel started to feel guilty about her 

boyfriend Mark, so she pushed Jimmy away and tried to get out of the back seat. Jimmy gently but 

firmly held her there and indicated that he wanted to have sex with her. Rachel told him, "No, I want 

to stop this. I don't want to cheat on my boyfriend." but Jimmy insisted that everything was fine and 

continued on. 

Afterwards, Jimmy told Rachel to get dressed and warned her not to say anything or her 

boyfriend would break up with her. When Jimmy dropped her off at Mark's, he told her, "Stop crying. 

No one has to know what happened between us. And don't worry, I'll still call you." 

Upset and confused, Rachel told Mark what had happened.  Mark became 

furious and yelled at her for being an unfaithful drunkard. He didn't believe that she 

had actually been raped, but instead thought that she was making it up to cover for 

"getting herself in a situation she couldn't get out of." Hurt, Rachel found bus fare 

and returned to the apartment at school. 

Later that week, she found her friend Tony and told him what had happened between her, 

Jimmy, and Mark. Tony believed Rachel and was very sympathetic, but he also felt guilty for letting 

Rachel go with Jimmy. He grew increasingly angry at Jimmy for what he had done to Rachel, and that 

afternoon beat him up severely in the apartment parking lot, yelling at Jimmy, "Why did you rape 

Rachel!?" while the other residents stared at them. Afterwards, he informed Rachel, "You won't have 

to worry about Jimmy anymore-I think he got the message," expecting Rachel to be relieved and 

thankful. Instead, she became even more upset and angry with Tony. Tony was totally surprised and 

didn't know what he had done wrong-after all, Jimmy deserved it, right? 

 



 

 

NOW: Please rank the four characters' behaviors and decisions, 1 being least offensive and 4  being 
 
most offensive. 

 
 
Please rank the four characters' behaviors and decisions, 1 being the least offensive and 4 being 

the most offensive.. 
 Rachel Mark Tony Jimmy 
 

1) 
 

2) 
 

3)   
 

4) 
 





 

 

Common Victim Responses to Trauma 
 
I. Acute distress: can last hours, days, or months 

a) characterized by anxiety, fear, guilt, 
 depression, nervousness, hyper-alertness, 
 shame, shock, denial, embarrassment, 
 anger, sense of powerlessness, lowered-self 
 esteem, social/ relationship problems, 
 sexual adjustment issues, nausea, 
 headaches, gastrointestinal disorders, 
 nightmares, sleep disturbances. 
b) PTSD 

 
II. Apparent Readjustment: months to years 

a) characterized by denial 
b) appearance of return to normal life 
c) avoid being alone, dating, sexual relations 
d) disrupted relationships, numbing of 
 emotions, depression, self-esteem loss 
e) men question their sexual orientation, 
 masculinity. . . homophobia sets in 

 
III.  Reorganization: months to years  

a) some continuing symptoms  
b) no denial  
c) anger, long-term depression, guilt, self-hatred, eating 
 disorders, self-hurting, death  
d) regain sense of personal security  
e) personal empowerment 



 

 

How To Help 
 
Offer support: 
! Believe 
! Listen 
! Encourage reporting (police, counselor) 
! Allow victim to make own choices Never reveal the 

rape without permission 
 
Get Active: 
! Community volunteer work 
! Social activism 
! Be a leader within your peer group 
 
Know Your Resources: 
! CWU Sexual Assault Response Coordinator-Gail 

Farmer 963-3214 
! SAFE at CVV'U: Students for an Assault Free 

Environment 963-3213 
! ASPEN: Ellensburg's domestic violence/sexual assault 

resource and services office 925-9384 



 

 

sex iQ game 
 

1. 64% of rapes are reported to the police. 
2. Every day, 1,871 women are forcibly raped. 
3. 84% of rape survivors were over 25 at the time of the assault. 
4. About 80% of victims know their offenders. 
5. 1 in 3 women will be assaulted once in their lifetime. 
6. 1 in 5 men will be assaulted once in their lifetime. 
7. 35% of college males reported the likelihood to rape if they wouldn't get  

caught. 
8. 65% of college males surveyed would not rape even if they thought                 

they wouldn't get caught. 
9. Ellensburg has resources for victims of sexual assault. 
10. Caring lovers degrade their partners with obscene or derogatory 

remarks about their gender, sexual performance or body. 
11. Abusive partners take responsibility for their own actions and don't 

blame others for their problems. 
12. Rapists think of the use of sexual violence as manly and believe that 

some people "ask to be raped." 
13. Good lovers are careful not to deaden their partner's senses and they 

want their partner responsive and involved. 
14. Good lovers usually ignore direct signals like crying, physically resisting 

or fighting off sexual advances. 
15. It is unhealthy to talk about sexual expectations and respect sexual 

limits with your partner. 
16. Sex with an intoxicated person can be considered rape under the law. 
17. Rape is a premeditated act of sexual violence that is about power and 

control, not sex. 
18. It is okay to coerce or force sex if your partner is not a virgin. 
19. Reporting sexual assault is a good way to stop sexual assauIt. 



 

 

20. It is okay for a sexual partner to say "no" at any time during a sexual 
interaction. 

21. 90% of all college rapes include the use of alcohol. 
22. Male college freshmen are at the highest risk for rape. 
23. If your partner says nothing, you can assume that she or he wants sex. 
24. "Straight" men are never the victims of sexual assault. 
25. Some people deserve to be raped. 
26. If a woman shares a drink with a man, she wants sex too. 
27. Women and men can form powerful alliances to stop sexual assault at 

CWU. 
28. Alcohol is never used as a date rape drug. 
29. Rapists are more often strangers than personal acquaintances. 
30. "No" means "Try harder." 
31. Asking permission to touch or kiss can be very sexy. 
32. Athletes, valedictorians, and friends never rape. 
33. It is a waste of time to speak out about sexual violence at CWU. 
34. Lovers don't need to discuss sexual issues. 

 
1) F; 2) T; 3) F; 4) T; 5) T; 6) T; 7) T; 8) T; 9) T; 10) F; 11) F; 12) T; 13) T; 14) F; 15) F; 16) T; 17) T; 
18)F;19)T;20)T;21)T;22)F;23)F;24)F;25)F;26)F;27)T;28)F;29)F;30)F;31)T;32) F; 33) F; 34) F 



 

 

Sexual Assault Presentation 
 

 
 
What is the most useful thing you learned from this presentation? 
 
 
 
What did you like best about this presentation? 
 
 
 
What would you change in this presentation? 













 
 

Eastern 
Washington 
University 

 

 
 

Health, Wellness and Prevention Services 
526 5th Street 

Showalter Hall 117 
Cheney, WA 99004 

Phone: 509-359-4279 
 

For more information, contact: 
 

Michelle Pingree 
michelle.pingree@mail.ewu.edu 

 
 

Web site: 
http://www.ewu.edu/StudentServ/stuhea/ 
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The Evergreen 
State College 

Olympia, WA 
 

http://www.evergreen.edu/prevention/hmfr.htm 
 
 

For more information about TESC resources, contact: 
 

Chandra Lindeman 
Sexual Assault Prevention Office 

2700 Evergreen Parkway NW, MS 4126 
Olympia, WA 98505 

lindemanc@evergreen.edu 
Phone: (360) 867-5221 

http://www.evergreen.edu/prevention/hmfr.htm
mailto:lindemanc@evergreen.edu








 

 

 
The Evergreen State College 

Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs 
Library 3236 

Olympia, Washington 98505 
Telephone (360) 867-6296 

 
September 2001 
 
Student Members of The Evergreen State College Community: 
 
Congratulations! You have become a member of our community and now share with all of us the right to, and 
responsibility for, maintaining the conditions under which learning can flourish. Let me tell you more about what this 
means. 
 
While at Evergreen, you have all the rights afforded to you by the state of Washington, including right to due process if 
charged with a violation of one of our campus regulations. You also have the right to seek redress should you be 
negatively affected by the behavior of others. In addition, you must abide by the laws of the state of Washington, and the 
special regulations that apply to behavior on our campus. 
 
This booklet, "Rights and Responsibilities-Yours and Ours," explains many of Evergreen's special goals and regulations. 
The place to start learning about these is the Social Contract, our unique statement of conditions necessary for positive 
educational relationships (see pages 5-7 of this booklet). Some of the values set forth in the Social Contract exist as ideals 
which cannot and should not be formulated as regulations, but over the years the College has created a wide range of 
specific policies and processes that flow from the Social Contract. 
 
If you have not read the Social Contract, I encourage you to do so and to strive to live by its principles. If difficulties 
arise in academic programs, in housing, in your relationships with other students, in parking, in athletics, or in other 
areas, the other more detailed grievance and appeals procedures may well apply to you (see pages 8-15 of this booklet). 
 
What an institution views as important is often embodied in its policies and procedures. In reading this booklet, you will 
understand what we value as a community. Grievance policies require adherence to procedures and deadlines. If you 
become involved in a grievance, your knowledge of the specific content of this document could be critical. Should you 
have any questions about the content of this publication, please call me at 867-6296. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Art Costantino 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOKLET 
 
Introduction 
 
This booklet contains a collection of policies and guidelines likely to be useful to students. The information in this booklet is 
especially important to students who find themselves in conflict with another person at the college or with a college policy. This 
introduction describes some important general principles underlying the policies in this booklet, provides some help in deciding 
which policies to refer to in specific cases, and describes some additional resources and sources of help. 
 
General principles 
 
Direct communication 
Many of Evergreen's core values and aspirations are described in the Social Contract, which is found on page 5 of this booklet. 
The authors of the Social Contract described a college that protects the right of individuals to express unpopular and 
controversial points of view and that values intellectual freedom and honesty. In such an environment, conflicts inevitably arise. 
The Social Contract says that "All must share alike in prizing academic and interpersonal honesty, in responsibly obtaining and 
providing full and accurate information, and in resolving their differences through due process and with a strong will to 
collaboration." This means that, as a general rule, most conflicts should be addressed through direct and honest communication 
among the people involved. Like most general rules, this one requires some qualification (for instance, in cases involving 
discrimination, including sexual harassment). 
 
Mediation 
Sometimes people in conflict may need the assistance of a third person to communicate directly with each other. The Center for 
Mediation Services provides a group of trained volunteers with the skills to help parties in conflict examine their individual 
needs, identify common interests, and begin to craft a mutually beneficial agreement. The Center's clients sign agreements 
stating that information discussed in a mediation session will be confidential and not discussed outside that session. The Center 
for Mediation Services can be contacted at ext. 6656. 
 
Safety 
Direct communication would not be wise if it would compromise personal safety. Students who believe that their personal 
safety or the safety of the community is at risk should contact the Police Services office (ext. 6140). The office is open 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. In addition to receiving the training necessary to become commissioned police officers, Evergreen's 
police officers receive additional training in areas such as conflict resolution, assisting survivors of sexual assault, and other 
topics that will better enable them to serve the college community. Police Services is located at Seminar 2150. 
 
Sexual assault 
Trained advocates are available to survivors of sexual assault. Police Services Officers (ext. 6140), the Campus Grievance 
Officer (ext. 5052), or the Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator (ext. 5221) can help students get in touch with advocates. The 
section on Sexual Assault beginning on page 16 provides additional information for survivors of sexual assault. 
 
Discrimination and Sexual Harassment 
Evergreen is committed to creating a discrimination-free environment and has developed policies and practices for addressing 
allegations of discrimination, including sexual harassment. Students who believe they may have been victims of discrimination 
or sexual harassment may also use state and federal systems for pursuing their complaints. The section titled "Equal 
Opportunity and Non-Discrimination" beginning on page 27 provides some additional information about these options. The 
President's Special Assistant 
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for Civil Rights is available to assist students in understanding the options available and can be contacted at ext. 6386 (Library 
3103). 
 
Which Policy Applies? 
 
The policies and guidelines published in this booklet describe several additional processes for addressing grievances and 
resolving conflicts. When the general principles described above do not address or resolve a conflict, one of the processes listed 
below may be appropriate. This section is intended to help students determine which processes may be useful to them in 
specific situations. In some situations, a student may find that none of the processes in this booklet seem to apply or that more 
than one process seems appropriate. The office of the Dean of Student and Academic Support Services (ext. 6034) and the 
office of the Vice President for Student Affairs (ext. 6296) can assist students in understanding their options. 
 
Other students 
If a student has a grievance against another student and the general guidelines described above do not apply, it is likely that one 
of the following two processes might be used to address the grievance: 
 
• If both students live in the residence halls and the conflict is centered in Housing, the Housing dispute resolution process 

may be appropriate. The process is described in the Housing Handbook. Residence Assistants can answer questions about 
the Housing process. Contact Housing at ext. 6132. 

• In most other cases, grievances against students are pursued through the process described in the Student Conduct Code, 
printed on page 8. A student wishing to pursue a complaint through the Student Conduct Code would contact the Campus 
Grievance Officer (ext. 5052). The Grievance Officer might decide to seek a resolution by following the process in the 
Student Conduct Code or might refer the complaint to another dispute resolution process. 

 
Complaints involving discrimination, including sexual harassment, may be directly referred to the President's Special Assistant 
for Civil Rights (ext. 6386). 
 
Members of the faculty 
The "Academic Programs" section of this booklet may be helpful to a student having a dispute with a member of the faculty 
(pages 22-24). The section outlines the specific process for resolving a dispute over academic credit or the content of student 
evaluations. Other disputes with faculty that are not addressed by the general principles described above can be referred to the 
Academic Deans' office (ext. 6870). 
 
Student Employment 
The "Student Employment" section of this booklet (on page 41) describes the process for resolving conflicts related to student 
employment. The Student Employment Office (L1115, ext. 5520) can assist students and employers with their questions about 
the grievance process. The office serves as a neutral contact for students with disputes related to their employment at the 
college. 
 
Other conflicts 
Many areas of the college have processes for resolving conflicts specific to those areas. Several of these processes are included 
in this booklet. For instance, the Parking Policy section beginning on page 31 describes the process for appealing parking fines 
to an infraction review board composed of students, faculty, and staff. If none of the processes described above or included in 
this booklet seem to apply, the office of the Dean of Student and Academic Support Services (ext. 6034) and the office of the 
Vice President for Student Affairs (ext. 6296) can provide additional assistance. 
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Important resources 
 
 
Below are some important resources and situations in which they might be used. For additional help, students can contact the 
office of the Dean of Student and Academic Support Services (ext. 6034, Library 1414) or the office of the Vice. President for 
Student, Affairs (ext. 6296, Library 3236). 
 

Resources 
Places to Go - People to See 
On Campus: 
 
1. Faculty 
2: Academic Deans, ext. 6870 
3. President's Asst. for Civil Rights and Legal Affairs, 
 ext. 6386 
4. On-campus Mediation Center, ext. 6656 
5. Housing Staff, ext. 6132 
6. Financial Aid, ext. 6205 
7. Counseling Center, ext. 6800 
 (hours: 8 a.m. 7 p.m. M-Th, 8 am.-noon, F) 
8. TESC Health Center - ext. 6200 
9. Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator, ext. 5221 
10.  Campus Grievance Officer, ext: 5052 
11.  Ombudspersons-see campus phone book under "Sexual Harassment Ombudspersons," page A12 (in the back section). 
12.  Core Connector - call Academic Advising, ext. 6312 
13.  Academic Advising, ext. 6312 
14.  First Peoples' Advising (advocacy for Persons of Color), ext. 6467 
15.  Evergreen Police Services, ext. 6140 (call also for Housing or Counseling issues after office hours) 
16.  Access Services for Students with disabilities, ext: 6348 
 
Off Campus: 
 
17.  Dispute. Resolution Center of Thurston County 
 (DRC), 956-1155 
18.  Legal Aid (Thurston County Volunteer Legal Clinic Foundation), 705-8194 
19.  SafePlace, 754-6300 (24 hours) 
20.  Crisis Clinic of Thurston County, 586-2800:(24 hrs.) 
21.  Domestic Violence Hotline, (800) 562-6025' 
22.  Planned Parenthood, 754-5522 
23.  Health Dept., 786-5581 or 786-5583 
24.  Thurston Co. Sheriff, 911 or 786-5500 
25.  Olympia Police Dept., 911 or 753-8300 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Some Example 
Situations with 
Suggested Resources 
Below are some common situations that a 
student might bring to you.. The numbers 
after each refer to the Resources list on the 
previous page. 
 
Academic Issues: 
 
! Evaluation or academic program conflict with faculty -1 first, then 2, 13 
! Seminar conflict with fellow students –fellow students first, then 1, 4 
! Accommodation for disabilities -16 
 
Social Issues: 
 
! Roommate conflicts- Fellow roommate(s) first, then 5, 4, 7 
! Sexual harassment (repeated unwanted gestures, comments, acts that do not cease upon request) - 3, 9, 11 
! Discrimination (non-sexual harassment)-3,14 
! Homelessness-13 (some info available), 20 
! Domestic relationship issues-7, 18, 21 
 
Medical and/or Health issues:    
 
! HIV testing - 8 or 23 
! Pregnancy testing.- 8 or 22 
! Drug and Alcohol evaluations - 8 
 
Legal Issues: 
 
! Rape - Hospital (St. Peter's is only local hospital with rape kit), 7, 3, 19, 5 (if resident), 15 
! Domestic violence-15, 7 
! Landlord/tenant conflict-18, 17 
! Non-college legal issues - e.g., Protection orders, arrest, DWI, etc. -18, 24, 25 
! Financial problems - 6, 18 
 
Academic Advising Office- updated March, 1999 
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THE SOCIAL CONTRACT - COLLEGE PHILOSOPHY 
 

(WAC 174-121-010) 
 
(1) GENERAL: 
Evergreen is an institution and a community that continues to organize itself so that it can clear away obstacles to learning. In 
order that both creative and routine work can be focused on education, and so that the mutual and reciprocal roles of campus 
community members can best reflect the goals and purposes of the college, a system of governance and decision-making 
consonant with these goals and purposes is required. 
 
(2) PURPOSE: 
(a) Evergreen can thrive only if members respect the rights of others while enjoying their own rights. Students, faculty, 

administrators, and staff members may differ widely in their specific interests, in the degree and kinds of experiences they 
bring to Evergreen, and in the functions which they have agreed to perform. All must share alike in prizing academic and 
interpersonal honesty, in responsibly obtaining and in providing full and accurate information, and in resolving their 
differences through due process and with a strong will to collaboration. 

(b) The Evergreen community should support experimentation with new and better ways to achieve Evergreen's goals. 
Specifically, it must attempt to emphasize the sense of community and require members of the campus community to play 
multiple, reciprocal, and reinforcing roles in both the teaching/learning process and in the governance process. 

 
(3) FREEDOM AND CIVILITY: 
The individual members of the Evergreen community are responsible for protecting each other and visitors on campus from 
physical harm, from personal threats, and from uncivil abuse. Civility is not just a word; it must be present in all our 
interactions. Similarly, the institution is obligated, both by principle and by the general law, to protect its property from damage 
and unauthorized use and its operating processes from interruption. Members of the community must exercise the rights 
accorded them to voice their opinions with respect to basic matters of policy and other issues. The Evergreen community will 
support the right of its members, individually or in groups, to express ideas, judgments, and opinions in speech or writing. The 
members of the community, however, are obligated to make statements in their own names and not as expressions on behalf of 
the college. The board of trustees or the president speaks on behalf of the college and may at times share or delegate the 
responsibility to others within the college. Among the basic rights of individuals are freedom of speech, freedom of peaceful 
assembly and association, freedom of belief, and freedom from intimidation, violence, and abuse. 
 
(4) INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS: 
Each member of the community must protect: 
(a) The fundamental rights of others in the community as citizens; 
(b) The right of each member in the community to pursue different learning objectives within the limits defined by Evergreen's 

curriculum or resources of people, materials, equipment, and money; 
(c) The rights and obligations of Evergreen as an institution established by the state of Washington; and 
(d) Individual rights to fair and equitable procedures when the institution acts to protect the safety of its members. 
 
(5) SOCIETY AND THE COLLEGE: 
(a) Members of the Evergreen community recognize that the college is part of the larger society as represented by the state of 

Washington, which funds it, and by the community of greater Olympia, in which it is located. Because the Evergreen 
community is part of the larger society, the campus is not a sanctuary from the general law or invulnerable to general 
public opinion. 
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(b) All members of the Evergreen community should strive to prevent the financial, political, or other exploitation of the 

campus by any individual or group. 
(c) Evergreen has the right to prohibit individuals and groups from using its name, its financial or.other resources, and its 

facilities for commercial or political activities. 
 
(6) PROHIBITION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION: 
There may be no discrimination at Evergreen with respect to race, sex, age, handicap, sexual orientation, 
religious or political belief, or national origin in considering individuals' admission, employment, or 
promotion. To this end the college has adopted an affirmative action policy approved by the state human 
rights commission and the higher education personnel board. Affirmative action complaints shall be 
handled in accordance with state law, as amended (e.g., chapter 49.74 RCW; RCW 2813.16.100; chapter 
251-23 WAC). 
 
(7) RIGHT TO PRIVACY: 
(a) All members of the college community have the right to organize their personal lives and conduct according to their own 

values and preferences, with an appropriate respect for the rights of others to organize their lives differently. 
(b) All members of the Evergreen community are entitled to privacy in the college's offices, facilities devoted to educational 

programs, and housing. The same right of privacy extends to personal papers, confidential records, and personal effects, 
whether maintained by the individual or by the institution. 

(c) Evergreen does not stand in loco parentis for its members. 
 
(8) INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM AND HONESTY: 
(a) Evergreen's members live under a special set of rights and responsibilities, foremost among which is that of enjoying the 

freedom to explore ideas and to discuss their explorations in both speech and print. Both institutional and individual 
censorship are at variance with this basic freedom. Research or other intellectual efforts, the results of which must be kept 
secret or may be used only for the benefit of a special interest group, violate the principle of free inquiry. 

(b) An essential condition for learning is the freedom and right on the part of an individual or group to express minority, 
unpopular, or controversial points of view. Only if minority and unpopular points of view are listened to and are given 
opportunity for expression will Evergreen provide bona fide opportunities for significant learning. 

(c) Honesty is an essential condition of learning, teaching, or working. It includes the presentation of one's own work in one's 
own name, the necessity to claim only those honors earned, and the recognition of one's own biases and prejudices. 

 
(9) OPEN FORUM AND ACCESS TO INFORMATION: 
(a) All members of the Evergreen community enjoy the right to hold and to participate in public meetings, to post notices on the 

campus, and to engage in peaceful demonstrations. Reasonable and impartially applied rules may be set with respect to 
time, place, and use of Evergreen facilities in these activities. 

(b) As an institution, Evergreen has the obligation to provide open forum for the members of its community to present and to 
debate public issues, to consider the problems of the college, and to serve as a mechanism of widespread involvement in the 
life of the larger community. 

(c) The governance system must rest on open and ready access to information by all members of the community as well as on 
the effective keeping of necessary records. 

(d) In the Evergreen community, individuals shall not be intimidated or be subject to reprisal for voicing their concerns or for 
participating in governance or policy making. 

(e) Decision making processes must provide equal opportunity to initiate and participate in policy making, and Evergreen 
policies apply equally regardless of job description, status, or role in the 
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community. However, college policies and rules shall not conflict with state law or statutory, regulatory and/or contractual 
commitments to college employees. 

 
(10) POLITICAL ACTIVITIES: 
The college is obligated not to take a position, as an institution, in electoral politics or on public issues except for those matters 
which directly affect its integrity, the freedom of the members of its community, its financial support, and its educational 
programs. At the same time, Evergreen has the obligation to recognize and support its community's members' rights to 
engage, as citizens of the larger society, in political affairs, in any way that they may elect within the provision of the general 
law. 
 
[Revised by Board of Trustees Resolution 88-25 dated 8-17-88; 87-30 dated 10-19-87; 83-32 dated 7-1483; 78-50 dated 
10-19-78; 71-15 dated 11-18-71] 
 
(Previously part of WAC Chapter 120) Renumbered/Approved by Board of Trustees, October 11, 1989. 
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STUDENT CONDUCT CODE 
 
PURPOSE: Students at The Evergreen State College enjoy the basic rights of all members of society. At the same time, 
students have an obligation to fulfill the responsibilities incumbent upon all citizens as 
well as the responsibilities of their particular roles within the academic community. Students may be 
accountable to civil and criminal authorities and to the college for acts occurring on or off campus which 
constitute violations of law. Students may be accountable to civil and criminal authorities and to the 
college for acts occurring on college premises and at college sponsored events. (WAC 174-120-015) 
 
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF STUDENT CONDUCT CODE VIOLATIONS 
(WAC 174-120-035) 
(1) Academic dishonesty: Cheating, facilitating academic dishonesty and plagiarism are violations of the academic honesty 

policy and if persistent or severe may be treated as violations of the student conduct code. 
(2) Destroying or damaging property: Intentionally, recklessly and/or persistently destroying or damaging college property 

or the property of others on college premises or at college-sponsored events. 
(3) Disrupting college functions: Intentionally, recklessly and/or persistently interfering with normal 
 college or college- sponsored activities, 
 including but not limited to studying,     
 teaching,  research, college     
 administration, fire, police, emergency   
 services, or public safety.     
(4) Drugs:  Using, possessing,  or  
 distributing of any controlled substance    
 or illegal drug on college premises or at   
 college-sponsored activities (as defined    
 in the Uniform Controlled Substances 

Act chapter 69.50 RCW, as amended). Public appearance on campus or at any college-sponsored 
event while under the influence of illegal drugs will be considered a violation. 

(5) False accusations: Intentionally making false charges against another member of the college community to harass, harm, 
defame and/or intimidate that individual. 

(6) False alarms: Intentionally causing a false police or fire alarm that involves college property or a college-sponsored 
event. 

(7) False information: Intentionally providing false information to the college for the purpose of gaining admission or 
employment or to avoid determination of facts in accordance with any college investigation or hearing. 

(8) Harm/harassment: Discriminating against, sexually harassing, and threatening or intimidating against another person 
by word or gesture, or physically molesting or assaulting another person which substantially harms or causes reasonable 
apprehension of such harm to that person or which is intended to harm him or her. This includes, but is not  
limited to, physical, psychological or sexual harm/harassment or harassment 
 based on religion, nationality, ability/disability, gender, sexual orientation,  
racial or ethnic origin, cultural identity or political affiliation. This provision 
 in the codes is intended to protect members of the college community against 
 damage or threat of damage to property and injury or threat of injury to physical person or psychological well-being. 

WHO CAN FILE A GRIEVANCE: Currently enrolled 
students (see definition), faculty and staff may initiate the 
student conduct code grievance process. If the person wishing 
to file a grievance against a student is not an enrolled student, 
staff or faculty but is here at the invitation of the college, they 
may contact the campus grievance officer, who will decide 
whether or not to take on the case on behalf of the college. 

See page 16 for resource information 
regarding "What to do in case of 
sexual assault." 
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(9) Hazing: According to chapter 2813.10 RCW hazing is defined as any method of initiation into a student organization or 

living group, or any pastime or amusement engaged in with respect to such an organization or living group that causes, or 
is likely to cause, bodily danger or physical harm, or serious mental or emotional harm. 

(10) Housing contract violations: Violation of residence hall contracts. 
(11) Interfering with the adjudicative process: Harassment of students, faculty or staff involved in the adjudicative process. 

Violation of any agreement made during the adjudicative process, including but not limited to no-contact orders. Perjury 
or retaliatory or disruptive behavior will also be grounds for further disciplinary action. 

(12) Liquor: Use, possession, or distribution of liquor on college property. This is not intended to apply to use by students of 
legal age in a residence or at a college-sponsored event provided the event has an approved alcoholic beverage banquet 
permit (chapter 174-157 WAC, as amended). However, public appearance on campus or at any college-sponsored event 
while intoxicated, as defined by state law, will be considered a violation. 

(13) Refusal to desist from prohibited conduct: Refusal of students to desist from conduct prohibited by these rules. 
(14) Smoking: Smoking in an area not designated as a smoking area as defined by college rules. (WAC 174-136-160 to 

174-136-170, as amended.) 
(15) Theft or conversion: Deprivation of another's property, including college property or services, without that individual's 

or the college's authorization. 
(16) Violation of published campus policies: Violation of published campus policies including, but not limited to, the 

academic honesty policy, the habitation policy, the sexual harassment policy, the discrimination policy, the hazing policy 
and the pet policy. 

(17) Weapons, firearms, explosives and dangerous chemicals: Firearms and weapons, as defined by state law, are 
prohibited on campus. Unauthorized use, possession or storage of any explosives, dangerous chemicals, substances or 
instruments which may be used to inflict bodily harm on another individual or damage upon college premises or at a 
college-sponsored event are prohibited. 

 
These examples of student conduct code violations are not designed to define violations in exhaustive 
terms. The student conduct code does not supplant other existing policies. 
 
LEVELS OF RESOLUTION (WAC 174-120-045) 
(A) Voluntary Mediation: Community members who come into conflict with one another should make a determined effort to 

resolve problems peacefully and constructively between themselves. To facilitate this objective, the college encourages 
voluntary mediation through mediators (see definition). The mediators will assist the two parties to reach resolution. If 
successful, the parties will sign an agreement stating that resolution has been reached. If unsuccessful, both parties may 
agree to binding arbitration (see definitions) or either party may file a grievance with the Campus grievance officer (see 
definitions). If voluntary mediation is not agreed to and the matter is referred to the campus grievance officer, the case 
becomes a disciplinary matter between the accused and the college. The complainant serves as a witness during the 
college's presentation of evidence, if a hearing occurs. 

 
(B) Campus Grievance Officer Review Process: 
 (WAC 174-120-045 & 174-120-055) 
 

(1) The basic role of the campus grievance officer is to seek justice and educate the students about their rights and 
responsibilities. The campus grievance officer is responsible for determining if violations of the student conduct code 
have occurred, handling investigations in a thorough and timely manner, proposing corrective action on behalf of the 
college if warranted and for keeping all records specified in these grievance procedures. 
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Exceptions: 
 (a) Students presenting imminent danger to others, college property, and/or the educational process may be immediately  

  suspended from the college by the president, Vice President for student affairs, or their designee(s). 
(b) In cases involving violations of the housing contract, the director of housing or his/her designee shall act as the campus 
 grievance officer. 

 
(2) Outline of the Campus Grievance Officer Review Process 
 

(a) Reaching a Settlement Agreement: If the campus grievance officer decides to pursue a case in the name .of the 
college,  the student may accept or deny responsibility for the violation. If the student accepts responsibility, she or he 
may  propose a sanction in writing to resolve the case. The campus grievance officer may also propose a sanction. If 
 agreement on responsibility and sanction(s) are reached, the settlement agreement (see below) shall be made in writing 
 and signed by the student and the campus grievance officer. The student may withdraw the settlement by submitting a 
 written statement of withdrawal which is received by the office of the Vice President for student affairs within 
 twenty-four hours after being signed by the student. 
(b) Settlement Agreement: An agreement on responsibility and sanctions, if appropriate, shall be written and contain:  

1. A description of the violation for which responsibility is accepted;  
2. The agreed sanction, if any; 
3. Signatures of the student and the campus grievance officer. 

 (c) Temporary No-Contact Order: The campus grievance officer may impose a temporary order to restrict contact  
  between parties or access to facilities for the duration of the student conduct code grievance and appeals process. 
(d) Failure to Respond to the Campus Grievance Officer's Request for a Meeting: Failure to respond to a request for a 
 meeting will result in an adjudicator hold (see definitions) on a student's registration file and could result in more 
 serious sanctions. 

 (e) Decision by Campus Grievance Officer of No Cause Finding: If the campus grievance officer determines, based on  
  the evidence collected, that the accused has not violated the student conduct code, the accuser may request in writing  
  within twenty calendar days that the Vice President for student affairs review the process and evidence collected by the  
  campus grievance officer. No further review will be allowed if the Vice President for student affairs agrees that the  
  process followed by the campus grievance officer was appropriate and that the act did not constitute a violation of the  
  student conduct code. 
(f) Failure to Reach a Settlement Agreement: If the Campus grievance officer is satisfied that sufficient evidence exists 
 to substantiate a violation and if a settlement has not been reached, he/she shall send to the student a notice of the 
 formal charges, recommended corrective action, and the right to a hearing. If a student is not charged with a violation 
 potentially punishable by emergency suspension (see corrective action, item 1), he/she must petition the Vice President 
 for student affairs for a formal hearing within twenty calendar days after receipt of the campus grievance officer's 
 charges. If the student fails to petition the Vice President for student affairs for a formal hearing, the recommended 
 disciplinary action shall go into effect (unless emergency suspension has already occurred). 

 
(3) Except in cases of emergency suspension, the student's status at the college shall not be altered until the final opportunity for 

appeal has passed. 
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(C) Formal Hearing Notice, Process and Rights (WAC 174-120-065) 
 

(1) Formal hearings will be subject to the following: 
(a) Students have a right to a fair and impartial hearing on any charge of prohibited conduct and the right to confer 

with a representative present during the hearing. 
(b) Pursuant to state law, the college president authorizes the Vice President for student affairs to determine the trier 

of fact. 
(c) Unless the Vice President for student affairs determines otherwise, the trier of fact conducting a formal hearing 

shall be a hearing board. 
(d) Any such hearing shall be conducted pursuant to state law, RCW 34.05.410 through 34.05.494, as amended or 

superseded. 
(e) Hearings will be closed to the  

public and shall be deemed confidential. 
(f ) The student may request the  

presence of his/her  
representative.      

(g) An open hearing may be held, at the  
discretion of the trier of fact with the  
consent of the student.   

(h) In cases of emergency suspension,  
     the process will be modified as set forth  
     in WAC174-120-075 (student conduct 
    code-- examples of corrective action).   

(2) Default judgment process: The  
failure of the appealing party to  
appear may result in a default  
judgment. In cases of default judgment,  
the student has a minimum of seven calendar days in which to file a written motion requesting that the order be set 
aside and stating the grounds for this request. The trier of fact must respond to this request in writing within seven 
calendar days. The student or campus grievance officer may appeal the trier of fact's response to the reviewing officer 
as set forth in WAC 174-120-080 (6) and (7). 

(3) Formal Hearing Process: Notice of the hearing, including a statement of the particular rules 
involved and matters asserted, shall be provided at least ten calendar days before any hearing. The appealing student 
and campus grievance officer shall inform each other of witnesses and, if applicable, representatives (through the 
office of the Vice President for student affairs) at least 3 calendar days before the hearing. Failure to provide a list of 
witnesses and/or the name(s) of their representatives at least three calendar days before the hearing will most likely 
result in disqualification of those witnesses and/or representatives. Both parties may submit brief written position 
statements to the designated Trier of Fact. Both parties have the right to: 

 
(a) Question witnesses and have a representative advise them throughout the process. The parties shall inform each 

other of their witnesses (with a maximum of one character witness) and representatives at least three calendar 
days before the hearing. Representatives may not appear in lieu of the student charged. 

(b) Have subpoena(s) issued by the Vice President for student affairs and/or trier of fact, subject to a convincing 
showing of the general relevance and reasonable scope of the evidence sought. 

(c) Petition for disqualification of a member of the hearing board. 

Outline of What a Hearing Might Look Like 
 

a) Opening remarks by Trier of Fact/Chair of Hearing board 
b) Opportunity for parties to Challenge Trier(s) of Fact 
c) Opening Statement by Campus grievance officer 
d) Opening Statement by student appealing Campus grievance 

officer's decision 
e) Presentation of Campus grievance officer's findings (includes 

questioning of witnesses by all parties)  
f) Presentation of student appealing Campus grievance officer's 

decision's case (includes questioning witnesses by all parties)  
g) Closing statement by Campus grievance officer 
h) Closing statement by student appealing Campus grievance 

officer's decision 
i) Close hearing 
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(d) Challenge any hearing board member based on cause, such as personal bias. The unchallenged hearing board members 
shall hear the challenge for cause and make a finding. If cause is found, the Vice President for student affairs shall fill 
the vacancy forthwith. If the hearing board has an advisor, he/she may also challenge a hearing board committee 
member. Except for petitions for disqualification, hearing board. members may .be disqualified upon majority vote of 
the remaining board members. 

 
(4) Other Rules that Govern the Formal Hearing Process: 

(a) The trier(s) of fact should not discuss the case outside of the hearing, and shall base their decision upon the evidence 
presented at the hearing. 

(b) The burden of proof shall be on the college which must establish, by a preponderance of the evidence (see definitions), 
that the student is responsible for a violation of the social contract and/or the student conduct code. 

(c) Formal judicial rules of evidence shall not be applicable, nor shall harmless procedural errors necessarily invalidate a 
decision or proceeding, unless significant prejudice to the rights of the student or the college would result. The trier of 
fact shall recognize rules of confidentiality and privilege, but shall otherwise admit all matters into evidence which 
reasonable persons would accept as having probative value in the conduct of their affairs. 

 

Formal Grievance and Appeals Process Outline - In Brief 
 
1. Campus grievance officer renders proposed corrective action. 

A.     If accused agrees, no further action. 
 -or- 
B. If accused disagrees, has 20 calendar days from receipt of proposed corrective action to petition Vice President for student affairs for formal 

hearing. 
Il. Vice President for student affairs Receives Petition for Formal Hearing 

A. Hearing shall take place within 90 calendar days. 
B. Notice of hearing will go out at least 10 calendar days before the hearing. 
C. Appealing student and campus grievance officer shall inform each other of witnesses and, if applicable, representatives (through office of the 

Vice President for student affairs) at least 3 calendar days before the hearing. 
III. Hearing Date Arrives 

A.     If party appealing appears: 
1. Hearing takes place. 
2. Within 15 calendar days of close of Hearing (or 30 calendar days of receipt of petition, whichever is longer), Trier of Fact shall reach 

decision. 
3. Within 10 calendar days of receipt of decision, student may file appeal with Reviewing Officer. 
4. Within 15 calendar days of receipt of appeal, Reviewing Officer renders final written order. 
5.      No further agency appeal. 
                           -or- 

        B. If party appealing Campus grievance officer's proposed corrective action fails to appear: 
1. Trier of Fact will serve a default judgment (see definitions) or decide to hear the witnesses and take action. 
2. Within 7 calendar days, the student/Campus grievance officer may file written motion requesting order be set aside. 
3. Within 7 calendar days, the Trier of Fact must respond. 
4. Within 10 calendar days, appeal must be filed with Reviewing Officer. 
5. Within 15 calendar days, Reviewing Officer renders final written order. 
6. No further agency appeal. 
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(d) Undue repetitious or irrelevant evidence may be excluded. 
(e) Illegally obtained evidence cannot be used. 
(f) The Trier of Fact shall reach a final decision within thirty calendar days of receipt of the petition or within fifteen 

calendar days of the close of the hearing, whichever is greater. Decisions of the trier of fact shall be by majority 
vote of the members present and voting. The trier of fact's written findings and conclusions shall be delivered to 
the accused student by hand or certified mail to his/her last known address. (WAC 174-120-065) 

 
(D) Procedural Appeal Process (WAC 174-120-085) 
 
Within ten calendar days of receipt of the trier of fact's findings and conclusions, either the campus grievance officer or the 
student may submit to the president (L3109, ext. 6100) a written appeal. The president will appoint a reviewing officer who will 
conduct a procedural review. The reviewing officer will review the written and audio taped record. Within fifteen calendar days 
of the filing of the appeal, the reviewing officer must render a final written order. No further agency appeal is required or 
provided. 
 
If the accuser is a victim of conduct which is considered violent, she/he is entitled, according to the Federal Education Rights to 
Privacy Act, to receive the results of the process, upon request, after the final opportunity for appeal has passed. 
 
EXAMPLES OF CORRECTIVE ACTION (WAC 174-120-075) 
 
The primary purpose for imposing corrective measures is to educate, deter and protect. Notification of corrective action shall be 
in writing, and shall indicate the terms of any suspension or termination and any special conditions which must be met before 
readmission. Students who have been sanctioned are expected to fulfill their sanctions as prescribed. A student who has been 
sanctioned for violating the student conduct code will be required to complete the sanctions prior to the award of the degree by 
the board of trustees. Factors to be considered in mitigation shall be the present demeanor and past disciplinary record of the 
student, as well as the nature of the offense and the severity of any damage, injury, or harm resulting from it. Repeated or 
aggravated violations of any rule may result in greater corrective measures, such as expulsion or suspension, as may be 
appropriate. A student's off-campus criminal conduct may also be considered in determining what discipline is warranted for 
similar on-campus conduct. 
 
1. EMERGENCY SUSPENSION: Students presenting imminent danger to others, college property, and/or the educational 

process may be immediately suspended from the college by the President, Vice President for student affairs, or their 
designee(s). A hearing will be scheduled within twenty days unless otherwise waived by the student. At the hearing, the 
trier of fact will determine whether or not the summary suspension shall remain in effect throughout the duration of the 
grievance and appeals process. At the time of the suspension, the student shall be notified in writing if possible, and 
otherwise orally, of the basis for the emergency suspension and of his/her right to a formal hearing. If oral notification is 
given at the time of the emergency suspension, written notification shall be personally delivered or sent to the student's last 
known address within twenty-four hours. At least three days before the hearing, the grievance officer shall notify the 
student of her/his findings, proposed sanctions, witnesses to be called at the hearing and, if intended, representative. Except 
as noted here, the process will be followed as set forth in 174-120-065 (Student Conduct Code -- Formal Hearing Notice, 
Process and Rights). 

2. EXPULSION: Permanent separation from the college and termination of community membership. The student may also 
be barred from college premises and/or college-sponsored events. 
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3. PROBATION: A trial period during which the student's conduct is monitored. Any additional violations of the Student 

conduct code during this period may be subject to exceptional disciplinary action. 
4. REPRIMAND: Warning(s) that further misconduct may result in more severe sanctions. 
5. RESTITUTION: Payment may be made to the college or to other persons, groups, or organizations for damages incurred 

as a result of prohibited conduct. 
6. SUSPENSION: Temporary dismissal from the college and temporary termination of community membership for a stated 

period of time, but no longer than one year. The student shall not participate in any college-sponsored activity and may be 
barred from college premises. Suspension implies that the student may eventually return if evidence or other assurances are 
presented that convincingly ensure that prohibited conduct will not be repeated. 

7. TEMPORARY EJECTION FROM THE PREMISES: Students on college property who willfully refuse to obey an 
order of the president, the president's designees, or law enforcement officers to desist from conduct prohibited by the 
college's rules and regulations may be ejected from the premises for a specified period of time not to exceed forty-eight 
hours. After a temporary ejection takes place, the campus grievance officer will conduct an investigation to determine if a 
violation of the student conduct code has occurred and, if so, what additional corrective action should be proposed. Refusal 
to obey the temporary ejection order will subject the student to arrest under the state criminal trespass laws, in addition to 
such other sanctions as may be applicable. 

8. OTHER SANCTIONS AND CONDITIONS FOR ENROLLMENT: Other sanctions or conditions may be imposed if 
related to the violation. Sanctions could include, but are not limited to: Limiting extracurricular activities, restricting 
registration of motor vehicles, assigning community service. Students may also be removed from college housing for 
contract violations. Conditions for enrollment could include, but are not limited to: a psychological assessment and/or 
counseling. 

 
DEFINITIONS (WAC 174-120-025) 
 
For the purposes of the student conduct code, the following terms have the meanings indicated: 
 
(1) "Adjudicative hold" means a notification by the campus grievance officer or Vice President for student affairs that a 

student will not be allowed to register for classes until he/she gets a clearance from the grievance officer. 
(2) "Binding arbitration" means a process in which parties in conflict submit their differences to the judgment of an 

impartial third party appointed by the campus mediator with the consent of both parties. 
(3) "Calendar day" means all days of the month not just working days. In cases where a specified due date falls on a 

weekend or holiday, the working day closest to the date due will be used (i.e., if the tenth day deadline falls on Saturday, 
the document will be done on Friday). 

(4) "Campus grievance officer" means a faculty or staff person who shall be appointed by and accountable to the vice- 
president for student affairs. The grievance officer is responsible for determining if violations of this policy have 
occurred, for investigating and initiating formal disciplinary action on behalf of the college, and for keeping all records 
specified in these hearings procedures. 

(5) "College facilities/premises" means property owned, leased, operated, controlled, or supervised by the college: 
(6) "College-sponsored event or activity" means activities or events involving planning or funding or other approved or 

authorized participation by the college. 
(7) "Default judgment" means a decision made by the trier of fact that, due to the appealing student's failure to appear, the 

proposed sanctions of the campus grievance officer will be adopted by the trier of fact. 
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(8) "Evergreen community" means currently enrolled students and currently employed faculty and staff members. 
(9) "Exception to trier of fact's findings" means a written request by either the campus grievance officer or the student 

requesting a review of the findings by the reviewing officer. 
(10) "Hearing board" means five community members appointed by and from the different sectors of the college 

community, which includes one faculty; one classified or exempt staff; and three students; to hear appeals of the campus 
grievance officer's findings. The Vice President for student affairs shall be responsible for ensuring that hearing board 
members and their alternates are appointed. The Vice President for student affairs will appoint the chair of the hearing 
board, who, with technical and clerical assistance of the Vice President for student affair's office, will write and issue the 
board's finding. An assistant attorney general, an administrative law judge, or any qualified community member may 
serve as a nonvoting advisor to the hearing board on the hearing process. 

(11) "Housing grievance officer" means the director of housing or his/her designee. The housing grievance officer is 
responsible for determining if violations of the housing policy have occurred, for investigating and initiating formal 
disciplinary action on behalf of the college, and for keeping all records specified in the procedures. 

(12) "Mediator" means an impartial, neutral third party who helps disputants reach their own mutually agreeable settlement. 
Trained volunteer mediators are available through the campus center for mediation services, which also provides 
telephone conciliation and resource referral. In addition, the dean of student and academic support service is the campus 
mediator and has been appointed by the Vice President for student affairs. Any third party may serve as a mediator if 
mutually agreed upon by the parties in conflict. 

(13) "Preponderance of the evidence" means the greater weight of evidence or evidence more convincing to the mind than 
not. 

(14) "Reviewing officer" means an individual designated by the president to provide a review of the trier of fact's findings, 
conclusions, and sanctions, if any. 

(15) "Student" means a person enrolled for any amount of credit at the college. On-leave students, i.e., those admitted but not 
currently enrolled, may have their enrollment eligibility withdrawn if they do not abide by the student conduct code while 
on campus and are accountable to civil and criminal authorities. 

(16) "Trier of fact" means the hearing board, administrative law judge, or any other individual(s) designated by the vice- 
president for student affairs and responsible for hearing appeals of the campus grievance officer's findings and proposed 
corrective action. 
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                                                   SEXUAL ASSAULT 
 
The Evergreen State College will not tolerate sexual misconduct, including rape, sexual harassment or sexual assault. Sexual 
misconduct can include any form of actual or attempted sexual activity perpetrated upon a person without that person's consent. 
This includes both sexual behavior coerced through physical or verbal threats, force or other forms of manipulation and sexual 
behavior when one person cannot give consent due to incapacitation. Such activities are against the law and are a direct 
violation of the College's Student Conduct Code, specifically the sections related to harassment/physical harm and/or the Sexual 
Harassment Policy. When violations are believed to have occurred, disciplinary action can be pursued. 
 

IF YOU THINK YOU OR SOMEONE YOU KNOW HAS BEEN RAPED 
 
The following information offers suggestions and options if you or someone you know has been sexually assaulted. Rape 
will be referred to as sexual assault throughout this document. 
 
1. SAFETY  
Get to a place where you will feel safe. If you are in immediate danger, call 911; if you are on campus, call the campus police at 
extension 6140. 
 
2. MEDICAL OPTIONS 
It is important to be checked for physical injuries, sexually transmitted infections, HIV and pregnancy. In spite of a strong and 
natural desire to clean up, it is best if you do not bathe, take a shower, douche or change clothes until after the physical 
examination. If you have to change your clothes, put the clothes you were wearing in a brown paper bag and take them with you 
to the hospital. (Avoid using a plastic bag as it can destroy chemical composition needed for testing). For accurate testing 
results, it is important to get a rape exam within 72 hours; the sooner the better. If you think you have been drugged with 
any date rape drug, you will need to ask the hospital to test for those specific drugs. 
 
Local hospitals providing legal rape exams are St. Peter(413 Lilly Road 493-7289)and Group Health (700 Lilly Road, 923-7000 
- members only). See Resource List for other area hospitals that provide legal rape exams. St. Peter Hospital will call a 
Safeplace advocate and a Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner for you. Rape exams at St. Peter Hospital are paid for through Crime 
Victims Compensation regardless of whether you file a police report or not. 
 
If you decide to file a police report later and have not had a rape exam to collect evidence, it may be very difficult to convict 
your assailant. If you are 18 or older, the results of your rape exam will not be released to the police without your written 
consent. If you are under 18, the hospital is required by law to report that a rape has occurred. It is your choice whether or not 
you answer the questions the police ask you. However, without your cooperation, it is highly unlikely that the case will be 
prosecuted. 
 
While the College Health Center (Seminar 2110, 867-6200) is not equipped to conduct legal rape exams, the staff can treat 
many injuries, test for pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections, provide free and anonymous HIV testing, and supply The 
Morning-After treatment. 
 
3. LEGAL AND COLLEGE REPORTING OPTIONS 
If you would like to report a sexual assault, contact the police or sheriff's department for the jurisdiction where the assault 
occurred. 
A) Campus Police Services - Seminar 2150 867-6140 An officer taking a report will thoroughly investigate the allegations and 

depending on the outcome will make an arrest and/or will forward the information to the Thurston County Prosecutor. The 
officer will notify the Sexual Assault Prevention 
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Coordinator as soon as possible. The coordinator will ask if you wish to have a trained student or Safeplace advocate 
present during evidentiary questioning and for on-going support. If the accused is identified, a report will be filed with the 
Thurston County Sheriff's office. When a campus police report is filed, the Grievance Officer is notified and will meet with 
you to discuss your grievance options. 

B) Thurston County Sheriff -Courthouse Complex Building 3: Call 911 or 786-5500 if the assault happens off-campus within 
the county. 

C) Lacey Police Department, 420 College SE: Call 911 or 459-4333 
D) Olympia Police Department, 900 Plum Street SE: Call 911 or 753-8300 if the assault happens offcampus in the city. 
E) Tumwater Police Department, 555 Israel Rd SE: Call 911 or 754-4200, 
F) Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator - 867-5221 M-F between Sam and 5pm and Police Services (867-6140) after hours 

Even if you decide that you don't want to contact the police or are unsure what you want to do, call to discuss your options. 
The coordinator will provide support and assistance with making choices and seeking help. 

G) The Grievance Officer - 867-5052 will meet with you to decide if the college will file a grievance. The Grievance Officer 
always conducts a thorough and unbiased investigation before reaching a conclusion about whether a violation of the 
Student Conduct Code has occurred. The college encourages all parties to have a friend or advocate with them during the 
parts of the grievance process that are not closed to observers. Sexual Misconduct/Assault allegations are covered under 
Harm/Harassment in the Student Conduct Code. 

H) Special Assistant to the President for Civil Rights and Legal Affairs - Library 3103 867-6386 is tasked with the 
responsibility to enforce the colleges commitment to promote, maintain and encourage a learning and work environment 
free from all forms of discrimination, including sexual harassment. Sexual assault is considered a form of sexual 
harassment. Please contact the Civil Rights office for more details about the sexual harassment policy and procedures. 

 
4. EMOTIONAL SUPPORT OPTIONS 
A) Get support from a friend, faculty, family member, peer advocate, Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator, Safeplace 

advocate, Housing Resident Assistant (RA), Housing Resident Director (RD), advisor from First People's Advising 
Services or anyone you trust for immediate and/or long term support. 

B) Counseling Center - Seminar 4126 867-6800 Licensed therapists are available during the academic calendar year. 
Conversations with a licensed counselor are confidential and free. Drop-in hours vary from quarter to quarter but can be 
obtained by calling. 

C) Safeplace Rape Relief/Women's Shelter Services - 754-6300 TDD 754-6300 Safeplace Crisis Line workers and advocates 
are available 24 hours a day and are specially trained to help survivors through all phases of recovery, including medical 
treatment and the legal system. Safeplace can also provide you with confidential shelter for women and children. Male 
advocates are available upon request. 

D) Crisis Clinic - 586-2800, TDD 754-2818 The Crisis Clinic is available to provide referrals to counseling, emergency 
housing, medical needs and legal support. 

 
Additional Campus Options 

 
You are encouraged and welcome to contact any of the following offices: 
 
1. Housing staff - (See Resource List for telephone #s): can provide support and work with you to develop a plan to assure 

your safety and support. The Director of Housing may require either party to move to a different room temporarily or 
permanently. 
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2. Campus Temporary No Contact Order: The Campus Grievance Officer can impose a Temporary No Contact Order on 

any and all parties involved in a harassment/assault complaint during an investigation. 
3. The Vice President for Student Affairs - Library 3236 867-6296: can impose an emergency suspension that results in an 

immediate eviction from housing and a temporary ban from campus. The Vice President for Student Affairs, or his/her 
designee, will determine if an all-campus bulletin is appropriate and, whenever possible, will consult with the survivor 
about content and composition of the bulletin. 

4. Academic Needs: If you and your assailant are in the same academic program, you may have the option of changing 
programs, or arranging an alternative study plan with your faculty. 

 
CAMPUS PROCESSES 

 
Survivors of sexual assault are strongly encouraged to use both the campus grievance process, sexual harassment complaint 
process, and the criminal justice system in pursuing action against the alleged assailant. 
 
The Evergreen State College is committed to providing its students with an environment conducive to the pursuit of knowledge. 
Admission to the College carries with it the presumption that students will conduct themselves as responsible members of the 
community and refrain from actions that would endanger the health, welfare or safety of others. 
 
Conduct constituting a sexual offense, such as rape, sexual or physical assault, or sexual harassment, will not be tolerated. 
 
Students who commit sexual offenses of any form can be prosecuted under Washington State Criminal Code (RCW Chapter 
9A) and/or disciplined under the College's Student Conduct Code (WAC174-120) and/or Sexual Harassment policy. 
 
If the alleged assailant is a student, the survivor is encouraged to meet with the Campus Grievance Officer and/or Civil Rights 
Officer to file a written complaint. A written complaint allows the Grievance Officer and/or Civil Rights Officer to initiate an 
investigation. 
 
The Grievance Officer and/or Civil Rights Officer will treat such a complaint with high priority and will conduct a fair and 
impartial investigation. Both parties will have the opportunity to tell their side of the event. 
 

LEGAL POINTS AND OPTIONS 
 
Regardless of whether or not the alleged assailant is a student, the survivor is encouraged to explore legal avenues for criminal 
action. Sexual assault, like other serious criminal offenses, is considered a crime against the State. Therefore, the prosecutor acts 
on behalf of the State and not directly on the survivor's behalf. The survivor becomes a major witness for the prosecution. 
Usually the prosecutor will want to interview the survivor to verify the accuracy of the police report, obtain additional 
information, and explain the judicial process. There is a Crime Victim Witness Coordinator in the Prosecutor's Office 
(360/786-5540) who can assist with paperwork, explain what could occur and offer emotional support while using the legal 
system, inform the survivor of available financial and emotional support options and make referrals. If the State decides not to 
prosecute, the survivor has the right to a complete explanation of how and why this decision is made. 
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The Washington State Justice System is the only legal recourse students have if the assault happens off campus unless the assault occurred 
during a college sponsored activity and/or on-going, connected problems occur on campus or at college sponsored events off campus. The 
Criminal Justice System is punitive, whereas the Campus system is education focused. Safeplace can provide you with advocates who are 
specially trained to help rape survivors make informed decisions while going through the legal system. Campus advocates are also available 
through the Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator (ext. 5221). There is a Crime Victim Witness Coordinator at the Thurston County 
Prosecutor's office who can also provide you with assistance. This office will determine whether or not they will pursue your case based on 
the amount of evidence present and chances of conviction. The College's counseling and medical support systems are available to students 
throughout the school year. 
 

RESOURCES 
 
Seeking help or confiding in someone about being sexually violated can be difficult, particularly if the perpetrator was someone you knew 
and trusted. There are many resources on campus and in the 
 community who want to help you. 
 
 On-Campus Resources 
 THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE .....................................................866-6000 
                                                                                                             Extension 
 Access Services Students with Disabilities .......................................................6348 -TTYO 866-6834 
 Counseling Center ................................................................................................6800 
           Emergency Contact through Police Services .......................................6140 
 Dean of Student and Academic Support Services ..........................................6034 
 First Peoples Advising .........................................................................................6467 
 Grievance Officer .................................................................................................5052 or 6296 
 Health Center ........................................................................................................6200 
 Housing ..................................................................................................................6132 - TTY 866-6694 

During non-business hours, contact Police Services to contact an on-duty Resident Director 
 Police Services -24 Hours ...................................................................................6140 - TTY 866-6696 
 Sexual Assault Prevention Coordinator ............................................................5221 
 Special Assistant for Civil Rights (Sexual Harassment Complaints) ............6386 
 Tacoma Campus ...................................................................................................6602 
          (Contact the Tacoma Police Department to report a sexual assault) 
 Tribal Based Program ..........................................................................................6020 
 Vice President for Student Affairs ....................................................................6296 
 
Most offices are open during regular business hours unless otherwise indicated. 
 
 Student Groups 
 Evergreen Queer Alliance ...................................................................................6544 
 Mens Center ..........................................................................................................6092 
 Peer Health Advocacy Team (PHAT) ..............................................................6098 
 Coalition Against Sexual Violence .....................................................................6749 
 Women of Color Coalition .................................................................................6006 
 Women's Resource Center ..................................................................................6162 
 *Additional student groups are listed in campus directory. 
  
Off-Campus Resources 
 Capital Medical Center (No Legal Rape Exam) ..............................................956-2590 - TTY 956-2570 
 Centralia Providence Hospital ............................................................................(360) 736-2803 
 Crisis Clinic (24 Hour Crisis Line) ....................................................................586-2800 
 Grays Harbor Comm Hospital (Aberdeen)(360) ......................................................532-8330 - TTY 800-833-6388 
 Group Health - Members Only .................................................................................923-7000 
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 Mason General Hospital (Shelton) ................................................... (360) 426-1611 
 St. Joseph Medical Center (Tacoma) ................................................ (253) 627-4101 
 St.Peter Hospital (Sexual 
 Assault Nurse Examiners) ................................................................493-7766 - TTY 800-833-6388 
 Safeplace Rape Relief 
 (24 Hour Crisis Line and Advocacy) .................................................754-6300 - TTY 754-6300 
 Tacoma General Hospital ................................................................. (253) 552-1000 
 Thurston County Prosecutor ............................................................. 786-5540 
 Washington Coalition of 
 Sexual Assault Programs ..................................................................754-7583 
 
Unless otherwise stated, the listed hospitals provide legal rape exams and advocacy. 
LIST OF TERMS 
 
Acquaintance/Date Rape: Acquaintance/Date rape is non-consensual sex between adults who know each other. Studies show 
that 8 out of 10 victims know their attackers by at least a first name. Acquaintance/date relationships include platonic, dating, 
marital, professional, academic or familial; it is the most common and most likely form of sexual assault to occur on college 
campuses. Rape by an acquaintance or date is every bit as traumatic as rape by a stranger. 
 
Advocate: A man or woman chosen by a survivor of sexual assault for support in a crisis to:  
• respect their right to confidentiality 
• listen sympathetically and supportively to their story 
• share knowledge of medical and legal proceedings 
• present options and choices 
• help with safety planning 
• make referrals or act as a liaison  
• support and listen to feelings, values and beliefs  
• assist in dealing with the College and State Legal systems should they choose to use one or both of them 
 
Coercion: is defined as force or the power to use force. Intimidation, threats and peer relationship pressure are common 
behaviors used to coerce unwanted sexual contact or activity. 
 
Consent: Both parties must agree, or gain consent, to any sexual activity before initiation. Consent is the act of willingly and 
verbally agreeing to engage in specific sexual contact or conduct. Obtaining consent is an on-going process in any sexual 
interaction. The request of consent must be specific to each act and should be obtained with each new level of physical and/or 
sexual contact/conduct in any given interaction, regardless of who initiates it. Don't ever make any assumptions about 
consent, do not take silence as consent; it isn't. Consent must be clear and verbal. 
 
The person with whom sexual contact/conduct is initiated is responsible to express verbally and/or physically her/his 
willingness or lack of willingness when reasonably possible. If someone has initially consented but then stops consenting during 
a sexual interaction she/he should communicate withdrawal verbally and/or through physical resistance. The other individual(s) 
must stop immediately. 
 
Controlled and illegal substances: Alcohol, marijuana and other controlled substances are present in most sexual assaults; the 
use or abuse of any of these does not excuse sexual misconduct of any kind. A person under the influence of alcohol or drugs is 
legally incapacitated, and therefore incapable of giving consent to sexual activity. Knowing or setting your own personal 
boundaries, or respecting other people's boundaries, may be harder if alcohol or drugs are involved. 
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GHB aka Home Brew: Also known as a date rape drug, GHB is a potentially lethal substance that is odorless, colorless and 
sometimes tasteless and undetectable when dissolved in a beverage. It has most of the symptoms of rohypnol. 
 
Roofies aka Rohypnol: Also known as a date rape drug, Roofies are an illegal drug that is a potent and fast-acting sedative. 
The physical effects of the drug may be noticeable within 20-30 minutes after ingestion. It causes partial amnesia, drowsiness, 
confusion, impaired motor skills, dizziness, disinhibition, impaired judgment, and reduced levels of consciousness. It is 
especially dangerous when it is mixed with alcohol and/or other drugs. 
 
Court orders: May be obtained at the Thurston County Courthouse: 
• Protection Order - against a family or household member 
• No Contact Order - against a roommate 
• No Harassment Order - against the harasser 
• No Stalking Order - against the stalker 
• Restraining Order - against a spouse or person with whom you have a child in common 
 
Incapacitation: A person can never give consent to sexual activity if they are physically or mentally 
incapacitated or if they are a minor under the age of 18. A person who is unconscious or under the influence of alcohol, illegal 
substances or/and prescribed medication is incapacitated. 
 
Legal Rape Exam Kit: Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit Physicians report, diagnostic impressions and description of 
trauma and injuries, pelvic exam, collect samples of pubic hair, vaginal, oral, rectal exam, fingernail scrapings, saliva, clothing, 
secretions, check for injuries, blood typing,(swabs, slides, syringes) foreign materials, alcohol/toxology samples. 
 
Rape: is defined by the Washington State Criminal Code as engaging in sexual intercourse with another 
person under any of the following circumstances: 
 
• 1st deree: Forcible compulsion including the use, or threatened use of a weapon, or what appears to be a weapon; 

kidnapping the victim; inflicting serious physical injury; feloniously entering into a building or vehicle where the victim is 
located. 

• 2nd degree: Forcible compulsion when the victim is incapable of giving consent because he or she is physically helpless or 
mentally incapacitated for any reason, including being under the influence of any drugs or alcohol. 

• 3rd degree: The victim does not consent to sexual intercourse with the perpetrator and such lack of consent is expressed by 
the victim's words or conduct. 

 
Sexual Harassment: Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or 
physical conduct of a sexual nature when: 
• Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of a person's employment of 

academic advancement; 
• Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for decisions affecting an individual's 

employment or academic standing; 
• Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with a person's work or academic performance or 

creating and intimidating, hostile or offensive work, learning or social environment. 
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                                                    ACADEMICS 
 

Program Covenants 
 
If you are a member of an academic program at Evergreen, (as opposed to taking an individual contract, or a single course), 
your program will probably have a covenant. Commonly, the covenant explains program expectations, and describes who is 
responsible for different aspects of program management. The covenant is also likely to explain the procedures to be followed if 
disputes arise among members of the program, and the grounds and procedures for the expulsion of students from the program. 
 
If you are not aware whether your academic work is governed by a covenant, check with the faculty, or check to see whether a 
covenant has been filed in the Academic Deans' office. 
 

Academic Honesty Policy 
 
Academic honesty is a necessity in a learning community. It makes coherent discourse possible, and is a condition for all 
sharing, dialogue and evaluation. All forms of academic dishonesty, including cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic 
dishonesty and plagiarism are violations of the Social Contract and may be violations of the Student Conduct Code. Academic 
dishonesty may result in penalties as severe as expulsion from your academic program or even from the college. 
 

Amending Student Evaluations 
 
(1) PURPOSE: The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) is intended to protect the accuracy of a student's 

educational records. Federal law provides students with a right to a hearing to address only factual errors, misleading 
statements of a factual nature, or statements which violate individual privacy or other rights as related to FERPA. The 
FERPA process is not intended to interfere with assessments or decisions of a substantive and evaluative nature made 
by faculty or other professional staff. 

 
(2) Process for Amending Faculty Evaluations of Students. 
(a) Every quarter faculty write evaluations of students. The evaluation is a statement of the quality 

and quantity of student work as perceived by the faculty member based on her/his professional 
judgment. A student does not have a right to a hearing with an academic dean regarding a 
disagreement with the faculty member's professional academic judgment about the quality 
of work or award of credit. 

(b) In matters related to faculty evaluations of students, students are expected to first talk with, or 
write to, the faculty member who signed the evaluation within 30 calendar days from the 
date the final evaluation was received by the student. (The exception to this time limit is 
when an evaluation is received at the end of spring quarter and either the student or faculty 
member will be absent from the institution during the summer, in which case the student needs to 
contact the faculty member within 30 calendar days from the date classes begin the subsequent 
fall quarter.) The only exception to the requirement to contact the faculty member directly is 
when the case may involve issues of discrimination. In such cases, while students are still 
strongly encouraged to talk directly with the faculty member involved, they are not required to do 
so. Students should consult the Special Assistant to the President for Civil Rights in any case 
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which may involve illegal discrimination, including sexual harassment, as defined by state and federal statutes. 
(c) If resolution cannot be reached with the faculty member responsible for the evaluation, then, in 

cases of a team-taught program, the student is expected to talk with, or write to, the faculty team 
for the program. The faculty team must respond to the student within 20 calendar days. If the 
faculty team decides not to amend the evaluation as requested by the student, the team shall 
inform the student in writing of their decision and the student has 30 calendar days to 
request a hearing from an academic dean. The team or the academic deans office shall 
provide the student with a form to be used to request a hearing. 

(d) When an academic dean receives a request for hearing, s/he will then determine if the case 
is appropriate for a hearing. This will require the dean to determine: 1) that the student's 
request is not based merely on a disagreement with a faculty member's professional judgment; 2) 
that the student's basis for requesting an amendment addresses factual errors, misleading 
statements of a factual nature, or statements which violate individual privacy or other rights as 
related to FERPA; and, 3) that the request is being made on a timely basis (within 30 calendar 
days from the date the faculty member or the faculty team sent the student notice of their 
decision). 
If the dean determines that the case is not appropriate for review, s/he will notify the 
involved parties in writing, stating the specific reasons for the determination, within 20 
calendar days. Since the record would remain unchanged and no hearing would occur in this 
case, the student would retain the right to place a statement in his/her self-evaluation commenting 
on the contested information and/or stating why the student disagrees with the final decision. 

(f) If the dean determines that the case is appropriate for review, a hearing will be scheduled 
within a reasonable time, not to exceed 45 calendar days. 
 The dean will serve as the hearings officer. 
 The dean will give the student and faculty member notice of the date, time, and place, 
 reasonably in advance of the hearing. 
Minimally, the hearing will include: 
 1) an opportunity for the student to present her/his case, including the submittal of any 
 supporting evidence; and, 
 2) an opportunity for the faculty member to submit evidence to support his/her decision. 
The student may, at his/her own expense, be assisted or represented by one or more individuals of 
his/her own choice, including an attorney, at the hearing. Either party to the contested record 
must give advance notice if it is their intent to be represented by counsel at the hearing. In cases 
where the student exercises this option, the college will also have an attorney present. 

(g) The dean will make a timely decision based solely on the evidence presented at the hearing. 
This decision will include appropriate action to be taken with the evaluation, which may include 
amending the evaluation. The dean must write a summary of the evidence and the reasons (based 
solely on evidence presented at the hearing), for the final decision to the involved parties. If the 
faculty member responsible for the evaluation still disagrees to amending the evaluation, the dean 
will write and sign the amended evaluation of the student. 

(h) If the dean does not find the information in the faculty evaluation of the student to be 
factually inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of 
the student as related to FERPA, and the record of the student remains unchanged, the 
student has the right to place a statement in his/her self-evaluation commenting on the 
contested information and/or stating why the student disagrees with the final decision. 

 
(3) Sample Student Hearing Request Letter  

I hereby request a hearing to challenge the content of the student record referenced above. (Please attach a copy of the 
record you want amended to this form and indicate the specific language you object to in the record and why this language 
is factually inaccurate, a misleading 
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statement(s) of a factual nature or otherwise in violation of your privacy or other rights as related to FERPA.) The following is 
the basis for my request: 
 

Academic Standing Policy 
 
The academic standing of each Evergreen student is carefully monitored to ensure the full development of his or her academic 
potential. Any student not making satisfactory academic progress, as defined below, is informed of his or her standing in the 
college and is advised accordingly. 
 
Evaluation by faculty of student achievement formally occurs at the conclusion of programs, contracts, courses and internships. 
In addition, any student in danger of receiving less than full credit is so notified in writing at mid-quarter by his or her sponsor. 
A student making unsatisfactory academic progress will receive an academic warning and may be required to take a leave of 
absence. 
 
1. Academic warning. A student who earns fewer than three-fourths the number of registered credits in two successive 

quarters will receive an academic warning, issued by the dean of enrollment services. A student registered-for six (6) 
quarter-hours or more who receives no credit in any quarter will also receive an academic warning. Such warning will urge 
the student to seek academic advice or personal counseling from a member of the faculty or through appropriate offices in 
student development. A student will be removed from academic warning status upon receiving at least three-fourths of the 
credit for which s/he is registered in two successive quarters. 

 
2. Required leave of absence. A student who has received an academic warning and who, at the next evaluation period, 

receives either an incomplete or less than three-fourths of the credit for which s/he is registered will be required to take a 
leave of absence, normally for one full year. A waiver of required leave can be granted only by the academic dean whose 
desk assignments include academic standing upon the student's presentation of evidence of extenuating circumstances. A 
student returning from required leave will re-enter on academic warning and will be expected to make satisfactory progress 
toward a bachelors degree. Failure to earn at least three-fourths credit at the first evaluation period will result in dismissal 
from the college. 

 
Dismissal Policy: A student who is dismissed from the college for academic reasons will not be allowed to register for any 
academic program or course at the college during any subsequent quarter. A student who has been so dismissed may only 
be readmitted to the college through a successful petition to the academic deans. The petition must convince the deans that 
there are compelling reasons to believe that the conditions which previously prevented the student from making satisfactory 
academic progress at Evergreen have changed. 

 
FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT (FERPA) 

 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) concerns the right of students to access certain records and 
documents. The college's FERPA rules can be found in the Washington Administrative Code (WAC 174-280). These rules are 
also posted on the College's website at http://www.evergreen.edu/user/pol_proc/WAC280.htm. 
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COMPUTER SERVICES 
 
Note: For the most current and complete computer services policies, please refer to the policies available on the Evergreen web 
site or in the college computer center or computer center web site 
(www.evergreen.edu/user/computing/academic/center/center.hrml). 
 

TESC COMPUTER CENTER USER POLICIES 
 
• Appropriate Accounts Usage: Users of computer services are expected to use its resources in a responsible manner and 

with regard for other user rights. Users are responsible for their own actions, account holdings, and resources 
• Avoiding Abuse of Computer Resources: Computer services relies on peer pressure, individual responsibility, Evergreen 

rules and policies, acceptable use policies of the K-20 network, and the general body of law (local, state, and federal) to 
prevent abuse of the college's computing resources. 

• Disciplinary Action: Disciplinary action against an individual shall be according to college grievance and disciplinary 
procedures and policies. An attempt will be made to resolve differences at the lowest departmental or divisional level. 

 
K-20 NETWORK ACCEPTABLE USE POLICIES 

The Evergreen State College is connected to the internet through Washington's K-20 network (www.wa.gov/K20/topc/aup.htm). 
The following is extracted from the K-20 Appropriate Use Policy. 
 
1. Use of the network is restricted to educational purposes, i.e., activities consistent with the educational missions of the 

institutions and sectors. The determination of what is an "educational purpose" rests with each institution or sector. The 
term is intended to be defined broadly, and may include activities that directly or indirectly support the delivery of 
educational services. However, the following are presumed not to be educational uses: 

• Organized political or religious advocacy. 
• Resale or lease of K-20 shared bandwidth, electronics, or other equipment to private entities for commercial 

purposes. However, non-educational entities may utilize K-20 services under certain conditions set forth in 
paragraphs (2) and (3) below. For purposes of this document, resale or lease does not include educational 
institutions' arrangements with private entities for the transmission of (1) digital content developed by the 
educational entities as part of university-sponsored research; or (2) course materials, library resources, or ancillary 
materials, the dissemination of which is consistent with the institution's educational purpose. 

 
• The transmission of obscene material. 

 
2. For the use of K-20 resources for videoconferencing services, priority shall be given to educational activities at K-20 

Board-approved sites on a first-come, first-served basis. An institution may permit public sector non-educational entities to 
use its own (non-shared) videoconferencing facilities provided the following conditions are met: 

• The use involves facilities that would otherwise go unused. 
• The use involves only the on-site facilities and related equipment, and does not utilize K-20 transport or MCU 

capacity. 
 
3. Where a shared component of a K-20 satellite uplink/downlink facility is underutilized, the trustee institution may find that 

the lease of the facility for non-educational commercial purposes is appropriate for limited periods to help offset the 
operational costs of the facility. Such lease arrangements are authorized provided the following conditions are met: 
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• The lease involves air time or equipment that would otherwise go unused. 
• The lease involves only the uplink/downlink facility and related equipment, and does- not utilize K-20 transport 

or other shared equipment. 
• The institution agrees to account to the K-20 Board for all monies obtained as a result of the lease. 

 
4. The participants authorized by statute to use the K-20 network may only do so for activities which they are legally allowed 

to conduct and which do not conflict with state or federal law or policy which governs their endeavors. The network may 
not be used for illegal purposes. Entities have primary responsibility for enforcing the provisions of this document. While 
it is understood that enforcement here cannot be done through technology, it will instead be achieved at the end-sites and 
via the normal legal or policy channels relevant to appropriate investigation and adjudication. 

 
5. Where an entity is alleged to have violated one or more provisions of this document other than Section 1(3), the K-20 
 Board shall take appropriate remedial action, which may include suspension of an entity's network connection, only after 
 providing the entity with notice of the specific allegations against it and an opportunity to respond to those allegations in 
 writing or, at the entity's option, in public hearing. The K-20 Board shall set forth in writing the basis for any remedial 
 action. Any entity whose connection to the network has been suspended by the K-20 Board may request reconnection to 
 the network upon a showing that it has taken appropriate steps to correct the matter or matters that are the basis for the 
 action. 
 
6. Nothing in this document is intended to preclude an entity from developing or enforcing its own acceptable use policies 

to supplement Section 2 of this document, provided its policies are not inconsistent with those set forth above. Where an 
entity proposes a policy that is inconsistent; it may at any time petition the K-20 Board for a waiver of one or more 
specific provisions. A petition for waiver shall set forth the provision or provisions for which waiver is sought; the 
grounds for such a waiver; the impact of a waiver, if any, on the technical operation of the network; and the fiscal impact, 
if any, on the network. The decision to grant or deny a waiver shall rest solely with the K-20 Board. 
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From Evergreen's Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Policy 
 
Evergreen maintains a policy of non-discrimination with regard to race, color, national origin, gender, age, marital status,
sexual orientation/practice, religion, or disability. 
 
Evergreen's Policy is in compliance with Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended, Title IX of the
Federal Education Amendment of 1972, RC W Chapter 2813, RCW Chapter 49.60 as well as other applicable federal and
state law and statutes. 
 
A copy of the full text of Evergreen's Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Policy can be obtained by contacting the
Special Assistant to the President for Equal Opportunity: (360) 8676368, or on the College's website under Policies &
Procedures (www.evergreen.edu). 

From Evergreen's Policy and Procedures on Sexual Harassment 
 
A member of the Evergreen community will be judged to have committed an act of Sexual Harassment in either of the
following circumstances: 
 
• when the person uses authority or power to coerce another person into unwanted sexual relations or punishes another 

person for his or her refusal to engage in such relations. 
• when that person through verbal, written, or physical conduct of asexual nature, adversely affects another person's

ability to work or learn, by creating a hostile, intimidating or offensive environment. 
 
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal, written or physical conduct of a sexual nature
constitute sexual harassment when: 
 
• a person threatens (explicitly or implicitly) another individuals employment or education as a consequence of that 

individual not submitting to such sexual conduct; 
• a person makes decisions regarding an individuals employment or education based on that individuals submission to 

or rejection of a request for sexual favors; 
• such sexual conduct interferes unreasonably with an individuals work or academic performance, or when such sexual

conduct creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment. 
 
Sexual harassment is a form of discrimination and is illegal. The College's policy on sexual harassment addresses
violations of RCW Chapter 49.60, Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act as amended, Title IX of the federal education
amendment of 1972 as well as other applicable federal and state laws and statutes. 
 
A copy of the full text of Evergreen's Policy and Procedures on Sexual Harassment can be obtained by contacting the
Special Assistant to the President for Civil Rights: (360) 867-6386, or on the College's website under Policies &
Procedures (www.evergreen.edu). 
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Discrimination Grievance Procedures 
 
The following information is intended as a guide to assist you in understanding your options for resolving complaints under 
Evergreen's non-discrimination grievance procedures. For a complete understanding of the complaint process please refer to the 
applicable policies. 
 
Policies covering Equal Opportunity, Sexual Harassment and Students with Disabilities accommodation seek to protect students 
from discriminatory acts within the Evergreen Community because of race, color, national origin, gender, age, marital status, 
sexual orientation/preference, religion, or disability. Students who feel they have been discriminated against based on these 
factors are urged to utilize the grievance procedure provided through the President's staff office (Equal Opportunity and Civil 
Rights). 
 
Policies covering discrimination also seek to protect complaining parties from any retaliation which might result from the filing 
of a complaint. Although the College's procedure for taking 

From Evergreen's Policy for Students with Disabilities 
 
The College is obliged to provide reasonable accommodation to a qualified student with a known disability. The College 
determines which accommodations are appropriate for on a case-by-case basis consistent with the College's policy. 
 
No student shall, on the basis of his or her disability, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 
otherwise be subject to discrimination under any college program or activity. 
 
Equal opportunity will be provided to students in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, RCW 2813.10.910 through .914, RCW 49.60, as well as other applicable federal state laws and 
statutes. 
 
A copy of the full text of The Evergreen State College Students with Disabilities Policy can be obtained by contacting 
Access Services for Students with Disabilities: (360) 867-6348. 

From RCW chapter 28B.110 
 
The Evergreen State College is committed to following the provision of Gender Equity law of Washington State found in
RCW chapter 28B.110. 
 
The gender equity law requires that institutions of higher education eliminate possible gender discrimination towards
students, including sexual harassment in the areas of student employment (to include pay scales, duties assigned,
opportunities for advancement, conditions of employment) admissions standards, counseling and guidance services,
academic programs, recreational activities including club sports and intercollegiate athletics, financial aid, benefits and
services as well as other areas impacting the learning environment. 
 
A copy of the full text of RCW chapter 2813.110 can be obtained by contacting the Special Assistant to the President for
Civil Rights: (360) 867-6368. 
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action when probable cause exists varies depending on a person's membership in the campus community, the procedures 
leading to the action are the same. Members of the Evergreen community who come into conflict on issues of discrimination are 
encouraged to make an effort to resolve problems between themselves in a constructive and mutually agreeable manner. If the 
situation remains unresolved, a complainant (the person making the complaint) or a respondent (the person complained about) 
may contact the Special Assistant to the President for Civil Rights for the purposes of policy clarification, advice, assistance or 
mediation. 
 
The Evergreen policy allows formal complaints to be filed within 300 days of the alleged act of discrimination, however, any 
formal complaint should be filed by the complainant as soon as possible. The complainant should be aware that facts are harder 
to substantiate and the investigation becomes more difficult as time passes. Records of formal complaints and their 
determination will be kept by the Special Assistant to the President for Civil Rights. 
 
The college reserves the right to initiate an investigation conducted by the Special Assistant for Civil Rights, or appropriate 
designee, of an employee, student, or faculty member where there is substantial evidence that discrimination has occurred, 
regardless of whether a written complaint is filed. 
 
Disclosure of names in complaints is required only in verbal notification, mediation and formal complaint cases. In preliminary 
reviews of a complaint, every effort should be made by all parties to protect the privacy of the complainant and the respondent. 
Confidentiality cannot be assured if information is requested by those having legal authority to review such materials, or if the 
facts of the case as presented are such that the person receiving the information would have a legal obligation to officially report 
the information (such as a case of sexual abuse, rape or an action involving violence). 
 
The Special Assistant for Civil Rights maintains documentation and records with names only when complaints are processed 
and resolved by mediation or formal procedures. Disciplinary actions, including sanctions, may become part of an employee or 
faculty member's official personnel record or a student's educational record. 
 
The following resolution processes identify a range of options from seeking clarification, to mediation, to filing a formal 
complaint with the Special Assistance for Civil Rights. A complainant may choose to pursue any of these options. These 
are not steps that need to be pursued sequentially. Rather, they are a range of types and degrees of action. 
 
1. Advice from Special Assistant for Civil Rights. Individuals may obtain information without filing a complaint. In cases 

of sexual harassment, in addition to the Special Assistant for Civil Rights, a second person of a gender opposite that of the 
Special Assistant will be designated and trained to help facilitate individuals (complainant and respondent) through the 
complaint resolution process. The Special Assistant for Civil Rights maintains a neutral position and should in no way be 
considered an advocate for either party. The Special Assistant for Civil Rights provides clarification and information to all 
individuals involved. Records will be kept regarding date and time of the inquiry, constituency of person making 
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the inquiry and of the accused, and nature of advice given. No names or specific characteristics of the situation will be kept. 
This ensures a minimal form of institutional record keeping without identifying individuals, while allowing the college to 
track generally the type and number of concerns. All participants are encouraged to exercise considerable discretion to 
assure confidentiality to the extent possible. 

 
2. Direct Resolution. An individual may resolve the matter directly with the other party. This requires no intervention by the 

Special Assistant for Civil Rights. 
 
3. Verbal Notification. People may seek the assistance of the Special Assistant for Civil Rights to notify an individual that a 

concern has been brought to the Special Assistant's attention. In this capacity the Special Assistant for Civil Rights does not 
mediate but merely informs the individual of perceived discriminatory action. The verbal complaint must be distinct and 
clear. The Special Assistant for Civil Rights must reveal the name of the person who has brought the concern forward. 
Records will be kept by the Special Assistant for Civil Rights regarding the date and time of the complaint, constituency of 
both parties, and resulting action taken or not taken. No names or specific characteristics of the situation will be kept. This 
ensures a minimal form of institutional record keeping without identifying individuals. 

 
4. Mediation. An individual may seek the assistance from the Special Assistant for Civil Rights to locate a qualified 

mediator(s). Mediators work with both parties and provide assistance in reaching a mutually acceptable solution. Records 
of the mediation itself will not be kept by the mediators, except for documents signed by both parties agreeing to mediate in 
good faith and the final resolution document. Mediators may not become witnesses in any subsequent proceedings. (This is 
consistent with other mediation models which have been legally tested in court.) Information regarding the request for 
mediation and any specifics that parties voluntarily share with the Special Assistant for Civil Rights regarding the situation 
will be kept by the college as required by law. It is not required at this stage of the process that the names of other parties 
involved be revealed to the Special Assistant for Civil Rights, but if they are, the Special Assistant for Civil Rights may 
include that information in his/her files. 

 
5. Informal Resolution. This applies only in cases brought under the Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity policy. If the 

situation remains unresolved, either party may seek the assistance of the Special Assistant for Civil Rights. The purpose 
shall be to identify, clarify, discuss, and seek informal resolution of the concern with the appropriate parties. The parties are 
encouraged to attend and make a good faith effort to seek consensus and resolution. 

 
6. Formal Complaint. Any person may begin formal grievance procedures concerning discrimination, to include sexual 

harassment or retaliation by any person or unit of the college, by filing a written description of alleged violation of this 
policy with the college's Special Assistant for Civil Rights. The Special Assistant for Civil Rights will provide forms for 
this purpose. Statements should be detailed, accurate and truthful, and must include a suggested resolution. 

 
The respondent will be notified within three business days by the Special Assistant for Civil Rights that a formal complaint has 
been filed. The Special Assistant for Civil Rights will provide a copy of the complaint to the respondent. The respondent is 
encouraged to provide the 
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Special Assistant for Civil Rights a written response to the complaint within seven business days from date of the receipt. If the 
respondent fails to, or chooses not to answer a charge or participate in an investigation, this will not prevent the process from 
proceeding by his or her silence or absence. Failure to respond may result in the investigation proceeding solely on the basis of 
the complainant's testimony and evidence. 
 
After a complaint is filed a resolution conference will be held to discuss the complainant response, clarify the issues and attempt 
a resolution. If not resolution is reached the following steps will occur: 
 
An investigation is conducted by Special Assistant to the President for Civil Rights. If a finding of probable cause in made, the 
respondent could be subject to a range of sanctions from public acknowledgment and/or apology to termination of 
employment/dismissal from the college. 
 
Respondents should refer to the Policy on Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity and/or the Policy and Procedures on 
Sexual harassment for appeal rights. 
 
The College considers the intentional of a false complaint of discrimination, including sexual harassment, to be serious 
misconduct. Sanctions for such and offense might include dismissal from the college or termination of employment. 
 
The College prohibits retaliation against a complaint or anyone who assists the College in gathering evidence or being a 
witness. 
 
A person who believes he or she has been the subject of discrimination/sexual harassment may choose to file with the following 
agencies: 
 
Washington State Human Rights Commission U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
711 S Capitol Way, #402 Seattle District Office 
Olympia, WA 98504-2490 Federal Office Building 
(360) 753-6770 909 First Avenue, Suite 400 
(800) 300-7525 (TTY) Seattle, WA 98104-1061 
 (206)220-6883 
Office for Civil Rights, Region X (206) 220-6882 (TTY) 
U.S. Department of Education 
915 Second Avenue, Room 3310 
Seattle, WA 98174-1099 
(206) 220-7900 
(206) 220-7907 (TTY) 
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                                             PARKING REGULATIONS 

 
Purpose. 

(1) To expedite college business, protect state property, provide maximum safety and convenience for all. 
(2) To assure access at all times for emergency vehicles and personnel. 
(3) To provide funds to obtain and maintain suitable campus parking facilities. 
(4) To protect and control vehicular traffic. 
(5) To protect the environment by encouraging parking and transportation alternatives that minimize the need for additional 

parking lots. 
 
Drivers and owners of vehicles on the property of The Evergreen State College are responsible for safe and lawful operation of 
those vehicles. Individuals operating or parking vehicles on college-owned property must at all times comply with the campus 
regulations, ordinances of Thurston County and laws of the state of Washington. 
 
Enforcement. Whenever an unattended vehicle is observed in violation of the regulations, the parking or public safety 
department shall take the registration number and other identifiable information and shall fix to the vehicle a parking infraction 
in a conspicuous visible location. 
 
Responsibility for illegal parking. 

(1) The registered owner or permit holder is responsible for all parking violations involving the vehicle on which the permit is 
displayed. 

(2) In any review, appeal or hearing alleging the violation of any parking regulation, proof that the particular vehicle described 
was stopped, standing or parked in violation of such regulation together with proof that the person named in the complaint 
or infraction at the time of such violation was the registered owner or permit holder of such vehicle constitutes evidence 
that the registered owner or permit holder was the person who parked or placed the vehicle in the location the violation 
occurred. 

 
Parking--Prohibited places. 

(1) No vehicle shall stop, stand or park so as to obstruct traffic along or upon any street or sidewalk or in any parking lot. 
(2) No vehicle shall park, stop or stand in a location likely to interfere with traffic flow except momentarily to pick up or 

discharge passengers. 
(3) No vehicle shall be parked on any lawn or grass areas except as required for maintenance or construction authorized by the 

director of facilities. 
(4) No vehicle shall be parked so as to occupy any portion of more than one parking space or stall as designated within the 

parking area. The fact that other vehicles may have been so parked as to require the violator to occupy a portion of more 
than one space or stall shall not constitute an excuse for a violation of this section. 

 
Impounding of vehicles. 

(1) No disabled or inoperative vehicle shall be parked on the campus for a period in excess of seventytwo hours. Vehicles 
which have been parked for periods in excess of seventy-two hours and which appear to be disabled or inoperative may be 
impounded and stored at the expense of the registered owner. Neither the college nor its employees shall be liable for loss 
or damage of any kind resulting from impounding and/or storage services provided by a private vendor. Notice of intent 
to impound will be posted on the vehicle twenty-four hours prior to impound. In any case, the owner or operator of a 
disabled vehicle should notify the public safety or parking office of the vehicle's location and estimated time of removal 
or repair. 
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(2) Any vehicle parked upon property of The Evergreen State College in violation of these regulations, including the motor 
vehicle and other traffic laws of the state of Washington, may be impounded and removed to such place for storage as the 
director of public safety selects. The expense of such impounding and storage shall rest solely on the owner or operator of 
the vehicle. Vehicles in violation of campus regulations or state traffic laws may also be impounded in place. Release 
from in-place impounds is contingent on payment of all outstanding fines and charges prior to release of the 
impounded/immobilized vehicle. The college and its employees shall not be liable for loss or damage of any kind resulting 
from such impounding and/or storage services provided by a private vendor. 

 
Fines.  (1) Payment. 

(a) Persons cited for violation of these regulations are required to pay a fine within ten days of the date of notice of 
infraction. 

  (b) All fines are payable at the parking office. Fines may be paid in person during normal business hours or by mail. 
The notice of infraction must accompany any fine payment.  

(2) Unpaid fines. 
If any fine remains unpaid after ninety days from the date of the notice of infraction, the account 
may be referred to the controller's office for collection and the following actions may be taken: 
(a) All services on campus may be withheld including academic registration for the following academic period. 
(b) Transcripts may be withheld for any persons having outstanding unpaid fines. 
(c) The college has authority to contract with collection agencies in order to collect public debts according to RCW 

19.16.500. 
(d) A vehicle accumulating three or more unpaid citations with one or more being ninety days delinquent in payment, 

may be impounded in-place until the outstanding fines are paid. 
 
Deciding whether to pay or contest a notice of infraction. The notice of infraction issued pursuant to these regulations shall 
direct the alleged violator that he/she may elect either to pay the fine applicable to the violation charged or to request a review 
with the infraction review committee within ten calendar days of the date of the infraction. 

(1) If the alleged violator chooses to contest, a written request for a review will be filed with the chairperson of the infraction 
review committee, through the parking office. Requests for review forms are available at the parking office and at the 
parking booth. Requests for a review may be submitted without posting of the fine within ten calendar days after date of 
infraction. 

(2) The infraction review committee will review the written request for review and notify the appellant by mail of its decision. 
 
Appeal/hearing procedure. 

(1) If the decision of the infraction review committee is not supportive of the alleged violator's request, the alleged violator 
may request one hearing before the review committee to present his/her case in person. The infraction review committee 
will meet a minimum of once a month to hear such appeals. 

(2) Persons requesting a hearing before the infraction review committee must make such requests to the chairperson of the 
committee in writing within ten calendar days of notification of the initial review decision. 

(3) The appellant will be notified by the chairperson of the infraction review committee of the time and date of such hearing. 
Decisions rendered by the infraction review committee on appeals heard shall be binding. 
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Appeal/hearing procedure--Rules of evidence. The rules of evidence applicable to courts of law do not apply. Any oral or 
documentary evidence may be received. The chairperson of the infraction review committee may exclude evidence as is 
irrelevant, immaterial or repetitious. 
 
Appeal/hearing--Procedure--Review decision. Upon conclusion of the review and/or appeal, the chairperson of the infraction 
review committee shall render the decision of the review committee as to appropriateness of the assessed fines. The decision 
shall be recorded in the records maintained by the parking office and the secretary of the infraction review committee shall 
endorse his/her signature therein, certifying the record to be correct. 
 
Appeal/hearing--Mitigation and suspension of fines. Upon the showing of good cause or mitigating circumstances, the 
infraction review committee may impose any lesser fine than those established in WAC 174-116-260 of these regulations or 
may dismiss the fine. The chairperson may grant an extension of time within which to comply with the review and/or appeal 
decision. A person charged with a parking infraction who deems himself or herself aggrieved by the final decision in an internal 
adjudication may, within ten calendar days after written notice of the final decision, appeal further by filing a written notice 
with the parking office indicating their intention to pursue the infraction through the civil courts. Documents relating to the 
appeal shall be maintained for such court process. 
 
WACs 174-116-010 Purpose. and 174-116-011 Regulations. and 174-116-020 Authority. and 174-116-030 Enforcement. and 174-116-040 Parking 
permits--General information. and 174-116-041 Parking permits--Special exceptions. and 174-116-042 Parking permits--Special permits. and 174-116-043 
Parking permits--Issuance and display. and 174-116-044 Parking permits--Validity periods. and 174-116-046 Parking permits-Revocations. and 174-116-050 
Responsibility and presumption in reference to illegal parking. and 174-116-060 Designated and assigned parking areas. and 174-116-071 Parking--Prohibited 
places and fines. and 174-116- 
072 Impounding of vehicles. and 174-116-080 Access. 
and 174-116-091 Special parking and traffic regulations and restrictions authorized. 
and 174-116-092 Parking of motorcycles. and 174-116-119 Fines. and 174-116-121  Election to pay or contest a notice of 
infraction. and 174-116-122 Appeal/hearing procedure. 
and 174-116-123 Establishment of infraction review committee. and 174-116-124  Jurisdiction of the infraction review 
committee. and 174-116-125 Appeal/hearing procedure--Rules of evidence. and 174-116-126 Appeal/hearing--Procedure- 
Review decision. and 174-116-127 Appeal/hearing--Mitigation and suspension of fines. 
 

RESPONSIBILITIES DRIVING ON CAMPUS: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
Where may I park? In any marked stall in a designated parking lot. If you hold a permit for B, C and F lots, you may NOT park 
in the MODS lot without a clearance from the Parking Office or (after Parking Office hours) Police Services. MODS lot permit 
holders may park in any lot. All other areas are prohibited to parking. 
 
Are there time restrictions? The parking in all areas other than B, C, or F lot is time restricted and signed as such. Some stalls 
in B lot are restricted to one-hour parking and are marked as such; a one-hour pass from the Parking Booth is required to park in 
these stalls. 
 
If I need to park in a restricted area, what do I do? Phone the Parking Office, ext. 6352, to request a clearance. Be prepared to 
give car make, model, color, location and license plate number. If the request is granted, you must vacate the spot by the time 
agreed upon. Otherwise: unless you are cleared, you are liable to being cited. Don't assume you are cleared by leaving a 
message at the office. When the Parking Office is closed, call Police Services, ext. 6140. 
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1 received a parking ticket and want to contest it. What do I do? You must file an appeal within ten days of receiving the 
citation (as stated on the back of the citation). Appeals are read by the Infraction Review Committee, which represents the 
campus community: two students, one faculty, one classified staff and one exempt employee compose the committee. Appeal 
forms are available at the Parking Booth and the Parking Office. 
 
Can't the Office just tear a ticket up? Sorry, no. Being licensed to issue citations by the Attorney General means that we may 
only cancel tickets which are in obvious error or which are one of a few well defined special cases. Mitigating/extenuating 
circumstances must be heard through the appeal process. 
 
Why not build more parking lots closer to classrooms and make parking free? Evergreen has a long history of environmental 
activism. We try to be as responsible as possible about our impact on the ecosystem surround the College. Parking lots have 
serious consequences for storm water runoff and habitat for salmon and other species. We need to be aware of the costs of 
parking-both financial and ecological-while working toward more sustainable transportation alternatives. 
 
Why do Evergreen police patrol the Parkway? Although the Parkway is used by many nonEvergreeners, it runs through 
college property and falls under the jurisdiction of the College's Police Services. Over the years, there have been a number of 
serious accidents on the Parkway that have led to many requests from community members for increased traffic enforcement. 
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                                                         PET POLICY 
 
Pet policy - purpose. The intent of this policy is that pets and other animals must at all times be treated with due care and 
consideration for their well being. 
 
Pet policy - animal control. All persons bringing animals onto college property shall be subject to Thurston county code 
9.10.050 et seq., as amended, relating to the keeping and control of pet animals. Pets and other animals will not be allowed in 
campus buildings except for: guide animals accompanying disabled persons, shows or other similar approved events, or 
research or other study of animals sponsored as part of the instructional program. Pets and other animals may be on campus 
only when under the physical control of their owners or keepers. No animal shall be permitted to run at large; animals left tied 
up in the absence of the owner shall not be considered under direct control but, rather, to be running at large. Any pet animal 
found in a college building, or on campus not under direct physical control, is subject to impounding according to provisions of 
the Thurston county code, as amended, attached to and made a part of this policy. 
 
Pet policy - enforcement. Any pet or other animal in a college building, or on the campus, not under the direct physical control 
of its owner or keeper, is subject to impounding by campus police. Owners or keepers may be subject to disciplinary action. 
Although principal responsibility rests with campus police, community support is urged in reminding pet owners of their 
obligation if a violation is observed by a community member. Impounded animals may be turned over to Thurston county 
animal control if left unclaimed, and fines may be imposed by county animal control. 
 
Pet policy - definitions. 

Pets and other animals means any animal other than: 
• a human being; 
• a caged bird; 
• a fish in an aquarium. 

Phvsical control means: control by means of a leash, cage, bridle, bowl, or other restraining device held by the 
owner/keeper and leading to the pet or animal. Voice control or indirect control by tying a leash to a railing, for example, 
shall not constitute physical control. 
Owner or keeper means: the person the pet or other animal is accompanying. 

 
                          HABITATING IN UNAUTHORIZED PLACES 

 
Purpose. In the interest of health and safety, and to preserve campus ecosystems, The Evergreen State College expressly 
prohibits overnight habitation by any person in any place on the campus, including its buildings. 
 
This prohibition does not apply to: The facilities provided for such specific purpose by the college housing operation; The 
permanent domiciles located on the college's "organic farm," on the extension of Indian Rock Road; Individuals for whom the 
prohibition is waived by a Vice President or his or her designee for fixed temporal periods and at fixed locations. 
 
Penalties for violation. Any person who violates the above section may be referred to civil authorities for appropriate 
prosecution, including prosecution for violation of the law of criminal trespass. Students may be subject to the Student Conduct 
Code for repeated violations of this policy. (WAC 174-136-040 and WAC 174-136-042 36) 
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                                      RECREATION AND ATHLETICS 
 
THIS DIVISION SUPPORTS CRC BUILDING USERS, RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND ATHLETICS, BOTH 
INTERCOLLEGIATE AND CLUB. 
 
Each program has its own mission, codes and covenants, of which examples can be found below. Students in any of these 
programs may also be held accountable for violations of the Student Conduct Code. 
 

                              THE WILDERNESS RESOURCE CENTER 
 
A. MISSION 
 
The Wilderness Resource Center (WRC) exists to act as a resource for individuals who have interest in wilderness activities 
such as hiking, climbing, cross-country skiing, bird watching, bicycling, and rafting. The WRC's goal is to enhance each 
individual's experiences in the outdoors, as well as to increase his or her awareness and responsibility for the areas they venture 
into. The privilege of sharing the wilderness entails a responsibility to understand its character and its vulnerability. 
 
B. SAMPLE ADVENTURE TRAVEL COVENANT 
 
Major decisions shall be made by consensus if possible; however, that failing, a majority vote shall rule with the minority 
opinion recorded. In the event of a tie the trip leader(s) will make the decision. We agree to abide by the final decision. In 
decisions regarding participant safety, a conservative opinion of the trip leader will prevail. 
 
While important where ever we are, sanitary habits become critical when traveling as a group in the back country of a less 
developed country. We agree to take extra care to protect ourselves individually and as group members by adhering to the 
sanitation guidelines provided. 
 
All recommended immunizations and other recommended health precaution practices will be satisfied unless they represent 
undue risks to one of us; in which case he/she will substantiate that with medical documentation. 
 
Physical stamina and mental discipline will be essential on at least parts of any Evergreen Adventure trip. We will do our best to 
satisfy the minimum requirements. 
 
We will insure that we equip ourselves with all of the recommended gear, and will agree to a pre-trip inspection of equipment. 
 
We will not place ourselves or the group in jeopardy by using physical or mind altering drugs during Adventure Travel trips. 
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                                             RECREATION CLUB SPORTS 
 
A.MISSION 
 
To actively program recreational opportunities that promote fitness, reduce stress, enhance self-esteem, and provide relaxation 
for individuals involved. Encourage participation and sense of belonging . by appealing to diverse cross-sections of the 
Evergreen community. 
 
Philosophy- Clubs are formed by students to provide students, faculty, staff, and community members the opportunity to 
become involved in an organized sport or activity; assist in operating, the club; and compete constructively through extramural 
competition. 
 
This allows an environment that promotes social interaction, peer bonding, and inclusion on campus. 
 
B. CONDUCT CODE 
 
Upon confirmation of acceptance as a trial or continuing Sport Club, that club will be permitted to use the name of The 
Evergreen State College affiliation with the respective club title. In using the name of the College, the club officially 'represents 
both The Evergreen State College and the Division of Recreation and Athletics. The club is required to conduct activities in 
accordance with the rules and regulations of The Evergreen State College, Division of Recreation and Athletics, and the state of 
Washington. Club members are expected to conduct themselves in accordance with the student conduct code, policies of the 
Division of Recreation and Athletics and the state of Washington, and act in a mature and responsible manner both on and off 
campus. This applies to all club members whether or not they are currently enrolled students of The Evergreen State College. 
 
Failure of any club (or club member) to abide by the rules and regulations contained in the documents listed above and/or 
failure to follow the policies of the Division of Recreation and Athletics and/or engage in unbecoming conduct that is 
detrimental to the College and/or the Division of Recreation and Athletics, will be subject to disciplinary action. The 
disciplinary action taken will depend on the offense and the history of the club (or club member) and may include: probation, 
loss of club recognition, restitution, suspension of club and/or club member(s), loss of financial support or other appropriate 
action(s) determined by the Recreation Programs Manager. Examples of illegal actions, violations of the student conduct code 
or policy of the Division of Recreation and Athletics: 
 
1. Use alcoholic beverages in an inappropriate manner (e.g. public drunkenness, inability to participate due to alcohol misuse, 

consumption and/or distribution of alcohol on campus without a valid banquet permit, consumption of alcoholic beverages 
by minors). 

 
2. Possess, consume or sell alcoholic beverages at College athletic events. This applies to everyone at on and off campus 

events and to varsity, intramural or club sports. This applies to students, faculty, staff and guests or others in attendance at 
the event (RCW 66.04.010 (2;) and 66.44.100). 

 
3. There shall be no form of "drinking contests" in either promotion for the event or in the event itself. 
 
4. Alcohol shall not be used as an inducement to participate in a campus event. 
 
5. Promotional materials shall not make reference to the availability or the amount of alcoholic beverages. 
 
6. Use controlled substances (drugs) including marijuana. 
 
7. Misuse vehicles (e.g. use vehicles for private concerns, transport alcohol or drugs, exceed posted speed limits, and/or 

interior or exterior vehicle uncleanliness). 
 
8. Damage to personal or public property, buildings, belongings and so forth. This applies on and off campus. 
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9. Public use of profanity and/or profane gestures.  
 
10. Violations of criminal or civil law. 

 
11.  Failure to comply with the non-discrimination policy and the, social contract of The Evergreen .State College. 

 
                           NAIA AND TESL INTERCOLLEGIATE RULES 

 
NAIA STATEMENTS CONCERNING ELIGIBILITY 
To be eligible to represent a member institution in any manner (scrimmages, intercollegiate):  
• YOU MUST, if an entering freshman*, meet two of three entry level requirements: 

*An entering freshman is defined as a student who, upon becoming identified with an NAIA institution, has not been previously 
identified with an institution of higher learning for two semesters or three quarters (or equivalent). 
a. Achieve a minimum score of 18 on the ACT or 860 on the SAT. Tests must be taken on a national testing date (residual tests are not 

acceptable). Scores must be achieved on a single test. The ACT/SAT test must be taken on a national testing date and certified to 
the institution prior to the beginning of the term in which the student initially participates. 

b. Achieve a minimum overall high school grade point average of 2.000 on a 4.000 scale.  
c. Graduate in the top half of your high school graduating class. 

 
• YOU MUST be enrolled in a minimum of 12 institutionally-approved or required credit hours at the time of participation. Should 

participation take place between terms, you must have been identified with the institution the term immediately preceding the date of 
participation. 

 
• YOU MUST have accumulated a minimum total of twenty-four (24) institutional or required credit hours the two immediately previous 

terms of attendance. Up to 12 institutional credit hours earned during the summer and/or non-term may be applied to need the 24-hour 
rule, provided such credit is earned AFTER one of the two immediately pervious terms of attendance. 

 
• YOU MUST, if a transfer student having ever participated in intercollegiate athletics at a four-year institution, reside for 16 consecutive 

calendar weeks (112 calendar days), not including summer sessions, at the transferred institution before becoming eligible for 
intercollegiate competition in any sport in which you participated while attending the pervious four-year institution. 

 
• YOU MUST be within your first 10 semesters, 12 trimesters, or 15 quarters of attendance as a regularly enrolled student. A term of 

attendance is any semester, trimester or quarter in which you enroll for nine or more institutional credit hours and attend any class. 
(Summer sessions are not included, but night school, extension or correspondence courses are applicable to this ruling.) 

 
• YOU MUST, to participate in the second season of a sport, have accumulated at least 36 quarter institutional credit hours. 
 
• YOU MUST, to participate in the third season of a sport, have accumulated at least 72 quarter institutional credit hours. 
 
• YOU MUST, participate in the fourth season of a sport, have accumulated at least 108 quarter institutional credit hours. 
 
• YOU MAY NOT participate for more than four seasons in any one sport. A season of competition is defined as participation in one or 

more intercollegiate contests, whether as a freshman, junior varsity or varsity participant, or in any other athletic competition in which 
the institution, as such, is represented during a sport season. 
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SAMPLE TEAM COVENANT 
 
The following covenant, or agreement, was negotiated on by those whose signatures appear below. Each of the covenant articles 
listed is understood in spirit and intent by each of the signatories. 
 
WE will attend practices regularly and will abide by procedure stipulated by our team mates, team captain, and coaches. 
WE will schedule our academic work as top priority and schedule study time in such a way as to allow us to participate in 

soccer. 
WE will abide by the common law, especially as it pertains to illegal drugs and weapons. 
WE will abide by state, school, and team regulations governing the use of alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs. 
WE will represent our team and school in sportsmanlike manner both on and off the field. WE will communicate grievances to 
our team captain and/or coach directly. 
 
                                                             ATHLETES AND ILLEGAL DRUG USE 
 
This College maintains a sanction that applies to all students participating in the different programs. 
 
DRUGS: Immediate Suspension: Student Athletes found to have violated Chapter 69.41 RCW, legend drugs -- prescription 
drugs shall, upon conviction, be immediately suspended from participation in school sponsored athletic events by the director of 
athletics. The period of loss of eligibility to participate will be determined by the director at the conclusion of a brief 
adjudicative hearing, to be commenced within twenty days of the suspension. 
 
                                                                          CRC BUILDING USERS 
 
The users of this building are obliged to abide by the equipment use, safety rules, fees and conduct standards set up by 
Recreation and Athletics for each of the facilities. 
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                                                                     STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
 
These policies apply to students whose employment at Evergreen is based on a work-study award, and to "institutional" student 
employees who have not been awarded work-study through Financial Aid. 
 
                                                    DISCIPLINARY ACTION AND TERMINATION 
 
Fair practices relating to disciplinary action and termination of student employees. 

Employers must advertise student jobs with accurate job descriptions, stating the eligibility requirements and full job 
description. Employers will provide a copy of these requirements to employees, discuss their job expectations with them, and 
provide training and orientation where necessary. Consideration of terminating student employees should be based upon the 
assumption that job orientation and training has occurred. All student positions will terminate at the end of the fiscal year unless 
otherwise agreed at the time of hiring. 

An evaluation of work performance is required on a student employee's monthly time report. This evaluation should be 
thoughtfully done by the supervisor. An unsatisfactory evaluation signals the need for discussion with the student concerning 
his or her job performance. Written documentation of such discussion is advisable. 

An employer must advise a student employee in writing of unsatisfactory performance at least once before termination. A 
written warning should precede actual termination by two weeks; however, this two week warning may be waived for incidents 
involving gross misconduct. A copy of written warning or termination must be maintained within the office of origin. 
 
Reasons for terminating a student employee may include, but not be limited to, completion or elimination of job, loss of 
funding, failure to carry out work assignments, lack of cooperation with coworkers or supervisor, repeated tardiness or absence 
from work, unsatisfactory work, or gross misconduct. In the event a student employee feels unjustly treated with regard to pay 
rate, termination, or other employment related circumstances, that student shall first seek recourse with his or her employer. If 
satisfaction is not obtained, the employee may then request a review by the financial aid office. The financial aid office, in turn, 
will attempt to seek a solution that is mutually agreeable to the student and the employer. 
 
                                                         STUDENT EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
 
PURPOSE. 
It is the intent of The Evergreen State College to assure that student employees are accorded the same rights and access to 
processes that other employees enjoy. This policy is intended to provide a grievance process that student employees can use to 
resolve conflicts related to employment that are not covered by other institutional policies. 
 
INFORMAL RESOLUTION. 
In the event a student employee feels unjustly treated with regard to pay rate, termination or other employment related 
circumstances, that student is strongly encouraged to first seek recourse with his/her employer. Student employees and the 
employer may decide together to make use of the mediation process through the Center for Mediation Services. In the absence 
of a satisfactory resolution, the student should seek intervention by the Director of Student Employment located in the Student 
Employment Office. 
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REFERRAL TO OTHER APPROPRIATE COLLEGE PROCESSES. 
In cases involving violations of college policy regarding discrimination, sexual harassment or sexual assault, or in cases of 
violation of state or federal law, the Director. will refer the student to the appropriate office. 
 
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT EMPLOYMENT. 
One role of the Director of Student Employment is to facilitate a resolution that is agreeable to the student and the employer. 
The Director of Student Employment does not decide in favor of one party or the other. 
 
GRIEVANCE PROCESS 
Before action can be taken by the Director of Student Employment, a grievance should be put in writing. The grievance must be 
filed within 30 days of the action being contested. The written grievance should include the specific nature of the concern, dates 
and times of action being challenged and copies of relevant written materials and requested remedy. 
 
The Director of Student Employment will collect any necessary and pertinent information relevant to the employment grievance 
and provide a copy of the student's grievance to the employer. 
 
If necessary, the Director of Student Employment will arrange a joint meeting between the employer and the student employee. 
 
If a joint meeting is scheduled, the Director of Student Employment will also request a written response from the employer. 
 
If a meeting with the employer and the student employee is scheduled, either person may invite a support person to be present. 
Students may obtain the names of support persons from the Student Workers Organization or the Office of the Vice President 
for Student. Affairs. If either party invites a support person, the Director of Student Employment should be notified at least 
three days before the meeting so that the other party in the dispute can be informed and secure a support person if he or she 
wishes. 
 
FAILURE TO REACH RESOLUTION BY DIRECTOR OF STUDENT EMPLOYMENT PROCESS. If a resolution is 
not reached, the student employee may seek a decision by the Vice President responsible for the student's area of work or a 
designee appointed by the Vice President. It is expected that the Vice President or his or her designee will request the written 
materials prepared for the Director of Student Employment and may collect other necessary information related to the 
complaint. The decision of the Vice President or his or her designee is the final appeal in the internal grievance process. 
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                                                                     RELATED DOCUMENTS 
 
Many of these documents are also available from the Evergreen home page: 
 
http: //www. evergreen. edu. 
 
Student Advising Handbook, Available from Academic Advising, L1401. 
Housing Handbook, Available from the Housing Office, Dorm A, Room 322. 
Enrollment Services Regulations, Available in Enrollment Services, L1221. 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) rules, 

 http://www.evergreen.edu/user/pol_proc/WAC280.htm. 
Sexual Harassment Policy, Available in the President's Office, L3109, x6100. 
Affirmative Action Policy, Available in the President's Office, L3109, x6100. 
Annual Crime Statistics Report, Available from the Police Services Office, SE 2150 x6140. 
Pet Policy, Available from the Police Services Office, SE 2150 x6140 or the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, 

L3236 x6296. 

Habitation Policy, Available from the Police Services Office, SE 2150 x6140 or the Office of the Vice President for Student 
Affairs, L3236 x6296. 

Policy and Procedures on Sexual Assault, Available from the Vice President for Student Affairs, L3236 
Substance Abuse and Prevention brochure, Available from the Vice President for Student Affairs, 
 L3236 

Recreation and Athletics Users' Covenants and Policies, Available in the CRC office. 
Student Athlete Handbook, Available in the CRC office, or at www.evergreen.edu/CRC. 
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Sexual Assault and Relationship Violence Information Service: 
SARIS 

Room 104-C, HUB 
Box 352230 

Seattle, WA 98195-2230 
 

Phone: 206-685-HELP 
Fax: 206-685-8749 

Email: saris@u.washington.edu 
 

Contact:  Rachelle White, MSW 
 
 

Web site: 
http://www.washington.edu/students/saris/office/ 
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Washington State University 
Sexual Assault Task Force 

Fall, 2002 
 

CHAIR:  Gretal M. Leibnitz, Ph.D. 
 Wellness Programs Administrator 
 Health and Wellness Services 
 (509) 335-6358 

  Leibnitz@wsu.edu 
 
AREA/COLLEGE: Student Affairs 
 
MISSION STATEMENT: 
The Sexual Assault Task Force was established to respond to the sexual victimization of 
WSU students and members of the community.  It is the mission of the Task Force to 
collect and review information on sexual assault and to advise the University on how best 
to address the wide scope of issues related to this problem; including the formulation of 
policy, prevention, education, services for victims, reporting assaults and accountability 
of perpetrators. 
 
GOALS: 

1. Provide recommendations on the content, extent, and process of educational 
programming. 

2. Serve as a resource in the on-going evaluation of sexual assault programming. 
3. Collect, analyze and utilize data on sexual assault and sexual violence at 

WSU. 
4. Promote the accurate and consistent reporting of incidents of sexual assault. 
5. Encourage the provision of fair processes for holding perpetrators 

accountable. 
6. Provide a network for coordinating University and Community Services to 

effectively respond to victims and others affected by sexual assault. 
 
FUNDING: 
Vice Provost for Student Affairs 

mailto:Leibnitz@wsu.edu
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The Women's Resource Center publishes a Sexual Assault Prevention Resource Guide to provide
general information about policies, programs, and services pertaining to sexual assault prevention,
educational outreach, and survivor support. It is our intention to inform members of Washington State
University and Pullman communities of the serious nature of sexual violence and its impact on our
society. Sexual assault affects people regardless of gender, age, sexual orientation, physical ability,
ethnic origin, and economic status.

●   

Women's Resource Center
Wilson Hall, Room 8

Pullman, WA 99164-4005
Telephone: (509)335-6849

Fax: (509)335-4377

Sexual Assault Prevention
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Common Myths that Perpetuate the Rape Culture
Rape myths are prejudicial, stereotyped, or false beliefs about rape, rape victims, or rapists. Rape myths
have the effect of denying that many instances involving coercive sex acts are actually rapes. To
understand how a rape myth works, one must understand the legal definition of rape and then ask why
many people are still not willing to identify an assault situation even when faced with a sexual assault
that fits the legal definition of rape.

●   

Rape myths are part of the general culture. People learn them in the same way they acquire other
attitudes and beliefs - from their families, their friends, newspapers, movies, books, dirty jokes, and
lately, music videos. The culture reinforces the behavior, and the behavior re-informs the culture and
becomes the reality. To break this continuing cycle of beliefs, we must unlearn false beliefs that
perpetuate the rape culture.

●   

The followings are examples of false statements, yet they are often concepts believed to be true.●   

Women enjoy sexual violence; lay back, relax, and enjoy it.1.  

Women ask for it through: (a)dress; (b)behavior; (c)saying no and not meaning it.2.  

Women want/need to be raped in order to have their function in life affirmed.3.  

Most sexual assault involves strangers attacking women.4.  

No woman can be forced against her will to have sex.5.  

Men cannot control their sexual urges.6.  

Most men cannot do anything about the problem of rape, because most men do not rape.7.  

Sexual assaults happen on dark streets and walkways.8.  

Drinking with friends and acquaintances has no influence on coercive sexual incidents.9.  

Acquaintance rape is not really such a serious problem.10.  

All rapists rape for sex.11.  

Women could avoid acquaintance rape if they really wanted to.12.  

When a women says "No," she might mean "Yes."13.  

A man has to push for all he can get because a woman won't let him know what she wants.14.  

After shelling out for dinner, entertainment and drinks, you deserve something in return.15.  

Victims of acquaintance rape deserve it: They should not have gone out with the guy if he is such a
creep.

16.  

Acquaintance rape only happens to a few women.17.  

Women who dress seductively are asking to be raped.18.  

Common myth that perpetuate the rape culture
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The majority of reported rapes turn out to be false accusations.19.  

Rape is no big deal. The media has blown it all out of proportion.20.  

When two people are drunk, it is not fair to blame the man if the woman says she was raped.21.  

The victim is to blame.22.  

Common myth that perpetuate the rape culture
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National Statistics on Sexual Assault

1 in 3 adult women will be sexually assaulted in her lifetime.1.  

25% of women and 7% of men will be victims of domestic violence and or partner rape.2.  

Somewhere in America, a woman is raped every 45 seconds.3.  

In 1996, 307,000 female and 32,130 males were the victims of rape, attempted rape or sexual assault.4.  

Rape is the fastest growing violent crime in the United States.
Source: Center for Disease Control, 1994

5.  

The United States has the highest rape rate of the countries that report such statistics; 4 times higher
than Germany, 13 times higher than England, and 20 times higher than Japan.
(Source: Sexual Assault Information Page, 1996)

6.  

Only 20% of rapes and sexual assault are reported. (Approximately 10 times as many rapes are called in
to crisis lines as are reported to the police).
(Source: National Crime Victimization Survey. Bureau of Justice Statistics, US Department of Justice,
1997

7.  

68% of rape survivors knew the assailant.8.  

1 in 4 rapes took place in public place or in a parking garage.9.  

68% of rapes reported occured between the hours of 6pm and 6am.
(Source: Violence against Women. Bureau of Justice Statistics, US Dept. of Justice, 1994)

10.  

58% to 71% of all rapes are planned.11.  

75% of male college students and 55% of female college students involved in date rape had been
drinking or using drugs. (Source: NWS, "Rape in American: A Report to the Nation," 1992)

12.  

National Victim Center reports that approximately 700,000 women are raped or sexually assaulted each
year. (61% are between the ages of 11 and 18)

13.  

Women with a history of rape or sexual assault as children or as teens are twice as likely to experience
such victimization during college years. They are three times as likely to experience domestic violence
at the hands of a partner or spouse.

14.  

FBI reports a woman is battered every 15 seconds.15.  

During the 6 months following an episode of domestic violence, 32% of battered women are victimized
again.
(Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics. Preventing Domestic Violence Against Women. 1986.)

16.  

Women separated from their husbands were three times more likely to be victimized by spouses than
divorced women, and 25 times more likely to be victimized by spouses than married women.
(Source: U.S. Department of Justice Statistics, Bureau of Justice Statistics)

17.  

15-50% of abused women report interference from their partner with education, training, or work.18.  

Each year an estimated 3.3 million children are exposed to violence by family members against their19.  

National Statistics on sexual assault
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mother or female caretakers.
(Source: American Psychological Association. Violence and the Family. 1996)

40-60% of men who abuse women also abuse children.
(Source: American Psychological Association. Violence and the Family. 1996)

20.  

In homes where partner abuse occurs, children are 1,500 times more likely to be abused.21.  

In one study, nearly half of the victims who obtained a protection order were reabused within two years.
(Source: Buzawa and Buzawa (eds.). Do Arrests and Restraining Orders Work? 1996.)

22.  

The prevelence of domestic violence among gay and lesbian couples is approximately 25-33.
(Source: Barnes. "It's Just a Quarrel." American Bar Association.)

23.  

Each year medical expenses from domestic violence total at least $3 to $5 billion. Businesses forfeit
another $100 million in lost wages, sick leave, absenteeism, and no-productivity.
(Source: Stark and Flitcraft. General Facts about Domestic Violence. 1998)

24.  

National Statistics on sexual assault
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Sexual Assault Awareness

How Rape Affects Men

To most men, rape is a women's issue, not something that affects them or demands their immediate attention.
But the reality here, too, is not what men generally believe it to be. Whether or not men choose to recognize it,
men are hurt, just as the entire society is hurt, by attitudes and behaviors that restrict a person's freedom and
limit one's equal access. Because of rape we pay a terrible price in the quality of our relationships with women
and with men.

●   Rape Affects All of Us
A national survey estimated 1 out of every 4 college women reported being a victim of rape or
attempted rape.

1.  

Nearly 85% of all rapes involving college students are between people who know each other.2.  

Between 3-10% of all sexual assault survivors are men.3.  

For both men and women, the average age when a rape incident occured (either as a perpetrator or a
victim) was 18.5 years old.

4.  

While most men are not rapists, most rapists are men. Roughly 95% of the perpetrators of rape and
sexual assault are men.

5.  

Source: Warsaw, Robin (1988) I Never Called it Rape

●   Taking Action Against Rape.......Some important facts for you to consider!
Rape is an act of aggression.1.  

Rape is a crime punishable by law.2.  

Women do not provoke rape because of their appearance, behavior, or reputation.3.  

A high percentage of campus rapes involve the use of alcohol.4.  

False reports of rape are extremely rare.5.  

●   Some suggestions for ways men can help reduce the incidence of rape:
If you are unsure of what a woman wants, ask her. Discussing mutual expectations and clarifying any
mixed messages are effective ways of eliminating confusion and greatly reducing the risk of sexual
assault.

1.  

Take "no" for an answer. Do not assume that women say "no" when they really mean "maybe" or "yes."
If she really means "yes," then it's up to her to communicate her consent. If you are not willing to accept
"no" from a partner, then a "yes" really has no meaning either.

2.  

Awarness
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Local Sexual Assault Resources

Programming
Sexual Information and Referral Center: 335-SIRC, Health and Wellness Services Office in Ad
Annex.
Alternatives to Violence of the Palouse: 332-0552 or 883-HELP
WSU Police: 335-COPS

●   

24 Hour Emergency Services
Crisis Line: 332-1505
Alternatives to Violence of the Palouse: 332-HELP or 883-HELP
Pullman Memorial Hospital: 332-2541
WSU Police: 332-COPS

●   

Counseling, Support, & Advocacy
WSU Counseling Services: 335-4511
Alternatives to Violence of the Palouse: 332-HELP or 883-HELP

●   

Safety Services
Women's Transit: 335-6830

●   

Reporting
WSU Police: 335-COPS
WSU Office of Student Affairs/Sexual Assault Task Force: 335-4531
Pullman Police: 332-2521

●   

Spokane Sexual Assault Center
Symore Bldg., #200 S 7 Howard St.
Spokane WA 99204
24 Hour Crisis: (509)624-RAPE
(800)545-7554
Business: (509)747-8224
FAX: (509)747-0609

●   

YWCA Alternatives to Domestic Violence: (509)326-2255●   

WSU Spokane Student Services: (509)358-7526●   

resources
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Reporting

If You Have Been Raped:
Find a safe place and stay there.●   

Talk to a friend, relative or someone that you can trust.●   

You may choose to call Crisis Line, 335-1505 or ATVP, 332-HELP or other services listed. They will
support you and help you explore your options. An advocate is also available to accompany you to the
hospital and/or police station.

●   

You may seek medical attention at the hospital, 332-2541. Remember there will be more evidence if
you do not take a shower or change your clothing. You may also receive medical attention for the
prevention of pregnancy and the treatment of sexually transmitted infections. A report does not have to
be filed if you choose to go to the hospital.

●   

You may choose to report the assault with the police, 335-COPS or 332-2521.●   

You may choose to report the assault to Student Affairs, 335-4531, if the perpetrator is a WSU student.●   

If you are a male sexual assault survivor...
Some of the feelings a male sexual assault survivor may have are similar to those of a female sexual
assault survivor. You may face different issues, however, and may have special questions about medical
procedures, reporting to law enforcement and finding resources and support. Crisis centers, law
enforcement agencies, counseling centers, and medical facilities can help you explore your options.

●   

If Someone You Know Has Been Raped:
Support the victim. You may want to ask what she/he needs you to do.●   

Help her/him look at the options and resources available; let the victim decide what is best for her/him.
It is important that the victim have the power to choose what is most comfortable and safe.

●   

The victim may need you to accompany her/him to the hospital, police station, home or shelter. She/he
may need you to compile a list of resources for her/him to contact.

●   

You may experience feelings of anger, confusion, powerlessness, and guilt after someone close to you
has been sexually assaulted.

●   

It is normal for you to also need support. You may want to contact a counselor, ATVP, or any other
resources available.

●   

It is important that you turn to someone other than the victim for support. The victim may feel guilty if
her/his traumatic experience causes problems for you.

●   

Understanding the traumatic emotional effects of sexual assault on the survivor is important and will
make the crisis less difficult for both of you.

●   

Reporting
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Possible Reactions Following A Rape:
Weight gain or loss.●   

Changes in eating or sleeping habits.●   

Dressing differently than you did before the rape.●   

Changes in your social habits, i.e., spending more time alone or with other people than you did before
the rape.

●   

Feeling guilty or responsible.●   

Feeling out of control.●   

Unexplained fear or anxiety.●   

Feeling depressed or hopeless.●   

Changes in your attitudes towards men.●   

Frequent angry exchanges between you and your partner that did not exist before the rape.●   

Fear of your partner.●   

Remembering other situations when you felt afraid and/or powerless.●   

Changes in your sexual responses, i.e., lack of desire, lack of orgasm, painful intercourse, etc.●   

Changes in your sexual behavior, either lack of interest in sex or increase in sexual partners.●   

Inablility to continue a sexual experience due to anxiety or memories of the rape.●   

Wanting to talk to someone about the rape and/or your feelings.●   

Memories of past sexual assault or abuse.●   

Although these are some common reactions, victims may react in different ways, Sexual assault
survivors may experience emotional trauma, often referred to as "post-traumatic stress disorder"
(PTSD) or "rape trauma syndrome." Counseling may be a viable option for you to consider as you
begin your healing process.

●   

Reporting:

●   Common Protocol for Reporting of Sexual Assault
Complete the initial report of the sexual assault.1.  

Encourage the victim to obtain a medical examination to ensure her/his physical well-being and to
provide for the collection of evidence.

2.  

As soon as possible, encourage the direct involvement of law enforcement an as investigator or in the
consultant capacity for the purpose of collecting the necessary evidentiary items.

3.  

Manner of reporting:
(A) The sexual assault uniform report may be filled out by the victim or by the person in contact with
the victim. Simply reporting is extremely important.
(B) In order to pursue any action whether criminal or university judicial hearings, permission must be
granted by the victim to law enforcement. If granted, police will conduct an investigation which will
include the collection of evidence and the interviews of all parties involved.
(C) If law enforcement is not involved initially, successful prosecution is unlikely. Gathering facts and
medical evidence immediately will enhance criminal and civil proceedings in the future.
(D) The victim may decide to prosecute at a later date.

4.  

Reporting
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(E) The victim may elect to remain anonymous. Any information about the suspect involved will be
shared with local law inforcement agencies to determine the possibility of repeat offenders.

Inform the victim of additional services on campus and in the community. If you wish to file an
unofficial report of a coercive sexual experience, you may obtain a Washington State University
Unwanted Sexual Conduct Report Form form your residence advisor, a conselor, an advocate from
ATVP or other support services. The Unwanted Sexual Contact Report Form is not a police report. This
form is designed to provide for a confidential report of incidents of unwanted sexual contact and sexual
assault against student members of the WSU Campus community. The information will be used to help
track incidents and to assist with prevention/ education efforts.

5.  

Discuss with the victim any additional quesions or concerns she/he may have (e.g. whether and how to
tell family and friends, how to access support for others.)

6.  

Reporting
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Spokane Police Department: (509)625-4000●   

Tri Cities Sexual Assault Response Center
640 Jadwin Ave., Suite D
Richland, WA 99352
24 Hour Crisis: (800)946-7273
Business: (509)946-2377
FAX: (509)946-6348

●   

Columbia Basin Domestic Violence Services: (509)582-9841●   

WSU Tri-Cities Student Services: (509)372-7208●   

Pasco Police Department: (509)545-3421●   

Kennewick Police Department: (509)585-4208●   

Richland Police Department: (509)946-5111●   

Clark County Sexual Assault Program
1115 Esther St.
Vancouver, WA 98660
24 Hour Crisis: (360)695-0501
(800)695-0167
Business: (360)696-0167
FAX: (360)693-1864

●   

YWCA - Sexual Assault Support Group
3609 Main Street
Vancouver WA 98663
(360)694-7046

●   

Counseling Center of Vancouver
521 East 33rd Street
Vancouver WA 98663
(360)694-7046
Note: WSU pays for the first five visits for personal counseling with a referral from the Office of
Student Services.

●   

WSUV Office of Student Services: (360)336-9567●   

YWCA safechoice: (360)695-0501●   

Vancouver Police Department: (360)696-8292●   

resources
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WSU Sexual Assault Task force
●   Mission:

The Sexual Assault Task Force was established to respond to the sexual victimization of students and
members of the University community, with the purpose of decreasing and ultimately eliminating coercive
sexual experiences. It is the mission of the Task Force to collect and review information on sexual assault and
to advise university adminstration on how to address the wide scope of issues related to this problem
including formulation of policy, prevention education, victim support services, reporting assaults and
accountability of perpetrators.

●   Goals:

In support of its mission, the Sexual Assault Task Force has identified these primary goals:

Provide a structure that assumes a leadership role in addressing sexual assault issues within the WSU
community.

1.  

Collect, analyze, and utilize data on sexual assault.2.  

Increase public awareness of sexual assault issues and resources.3.  

Provide a network for the design, inplementation, coordination, and evaluation of sexual assault
research and prevention education programs.

4.  

Provide a network for coordinating services to effectively respond to victims and others affected by
sexual assault, and to effectively report such incidents.

5.  

Promote the accurate and consistent reporting of incidents of sexual assault and encourage the provision
of fair processes for holding perpetrators accountable.

6.  

In order to fulfill these goals, three sub-committees have been established. The sub-committees are Data
Collection and Research, Education and Outreach, and Response and Repoting.

7.  

resources
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Don't pressure a woman to have sex. It is never okay to use force or coercion. Realize that women don't
provoke rape by their appearance or by agreeing to go to a man's apartment. The person responsible for
the rape is the person who coerces.

3.  

Avoid excessive use of alcohol or drugs. Avoid having sex with a woman who is intoxicated. A woman
who is incapacitated or too intoxicated to consent is by law not consenting.

4.  

Understand how sexual stereotypes influence attitudes and behaviors. Do not give in to peer pressure to
have sexual intercourse. Learn ways to express feelings directly and nonviolently.

5.  

Confront peers who joke or brag about rape.6.  

●   If You Are A Male Sexual Assault Survivor

Some of the feelings a male sexual assault survivor may have are similar to those of a female sexual assault
survivor. You may feel powerlessness, self-blame, and fear. You may face different issues, however, and may
have special questions about medical procedures, reporting to law enforcement and finding resources and
support. Crisis centers, law enforcement agencies, counseling centers, and medical facilities can help you
explore your options.

Party Safety

Whenever there's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand. So it's no surprise that many campus rapes
involve alcohol. But you should know that under any circumstances, sex without the other person's consent is
considered rape. Rape is a felony punishable by prison. Drinking is no excuse. That's why, when you party,
it's good to know what your limits are. You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big
problem later.

●   Choice, not chance

Go only where you want to and with whom you want...don't be pressured into a tough spot or drink
more than you feel comfortable with.

●   

Get out of a situation when your gut says "No Way"...say what you mean and stick with it.●   

If you drink, stay in control...many date and gang rapes involve the use of alcohol and/or the use of
drugs, so if you have a clear idea of both your drinking and sexual limits, you are less likely to get in a
situation where indecision may be interpreted as consent.

●   

Demand that others respect your limits. Communicate clearly and deliver the message that you
intend...it's important that actions match your words.

●   

If an individual gives you verbal or nonverbal messages that he/she does not want sex, don't persist...No
means No!

●   

"This Bud's for you..." Before you go out, create a buddy system. Don't leave a friend without a ride
home; and be assertive in a potentially dangerous situation.

●   

If you have reason to believe someone is being raped, call the police immediately!●   

Learn to defend yourself.●   

Awarness
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●   Making Choices to Reduce Risk

Use campus resources to learn about issues of sexual assault awareness, alcohol awareness, sex roles
and dating expectations.

●   

Talk openly to friends about these issues and speak out when you hear comments that degrade women.●   

Before a party, make guidelines with friends for responsible party behavior.●   

Be aware of peer pressure. Get help from friends to avoid a potential problem.●   

●   Suggested Ways to Avoid Circumstances Which Might Lead to Rape

●   Suggestions For Men:
Understand your sexual desires and limits. You are responsible for your actions as an individual and as
a member of a group. Resist social pressure.

1.  

Being turned down when you ask for sexual relations is not a rejection of you personally. A woman
who says "no" to sexual relations is not necessarily rejecting you. She is expressing her unwillingness
to participate in a specific act at a specific time.

2.  

Accept the women's decision. "No" means "no." Don't read in other meanings. Don't continue after the
women says "no."

3.  

Don't assume that just because a woman flirts or dresses in a manner which you consider sexy that she
wants to engage in sexual activity.

4.  

Don't assume that previous permission for sexual activity applies to the current situation.5.  

Avoid excessive use of alcohol and drugs. Alcohol and drugs interfere with clear thinking and effective
communication.

6.  

●   Suggestions For Women:

Understand your sexual desires and limits. Believe in your right to set those limits. If you are not sure,
stop.

1.  

Communicate your limits clearly. If someone starts to offend you, tell him so, firmly and promptly.
Polite approaches might be misunderstood or ignored. Say "no" when you mean "no."

2.  

Be assertive. Passivity might be interpreted as permission. Be direct and firm with someone who is
pressuring you sexually.

3.  

Pay attention to what is happening around you. If you feel threatened, don't be embarrassed to ask for
help or leave.

4.  

Trust your intuition. If you feel you are being pressured into unwanted sexual relations, don't hesitate to
express your unwillingness, even if it might appear rude.

5.  

Avoid excessive use of alcohol and drugs. Alcohol and drugs interfere with clear thinking, effective
communication, and your ability to respond in your own best interest.

6.  

Awarness
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Date Rape Drugs

Rohypnol, Ketamine, and GHB are commonly known as "Date rape drugs," which are used by perpetrators to
drug victims and then sexually assault them. Drugs have been used for the purpose of sexual assault/
exploitation for years, but recently there has been a suspected increase in their use for this purpose, especially
on college and university campuses.

●   Risk Reduction:

Never leave your drink unattended.1.  

Don't accept open-container drinks from anyone but a bartender or server.2.  

Keep your drink near you at a bar or club to prevent someone from slipping a drug into it.3.  

Only go out with a group of friends, arranging beforehand to watch each other's drinks. If you arrive as
a group, leave as a group.

4.  

Watch out for your friends. If a friend shows symptoms of date-rape drug ingestion, seek medical
attention immediately.

5.  

●   Testing and Treatment: If a victim believes he/she may have been drugged he/she can do the following:

Get medical attention, including requesting specific tests for Rohypnol and GHB;1.  

Rohypnol can be detected in a person's urine for up to 7 hours after ingestion; GHB for 12 hours.2.  

Tests for Rohypnol and GHB can be done in an emergency room and by other medical providers;3.  

Consider reporting the assault to the police and getting an exam as soon as possible. This is the usual
protocol for sexual assaults.

4.  

●   Legal Consequences: As with all drugs and alcohol, a person on Rohpynol, GHB, or Ketamine is never
capable of sexual consent, no matter how clear-headed they appear. Even if the person says she/he willingly
gives consent, it is still rape if that person has sex with another individual. If your partner seems to be under
the influence of alcohol or drugs, wait until the effects wear off until pursuing any sexual activity.

●   Rohypnol: Rohypnol is sedative similar to Valium, but with ten times the strength. Slipped in a drink,
Rohypnol leaves no detectable taste, odor or color. (Chemical name: Flunirazepam. Street names: Roofies,
Roach, R-2, Mind Erasers, circles, Mexican Valium, rib, roach-2, roopies and rope.)

Sedative effects begin within 30 minutes of ingestion and can last up to 8 hours.●   

Victims often pass out or become so dazed that they cannot remember nor control what is going on
around them. To other people, he/she will appear to be heavily intoxicated.

●   

In conjunction with alcohol or narcotics, Rohypnol can be lethal.●   

●   GHB: Most often a clear liquid with a salty taste, GHB is a central nervous system depressant. (Chemical
names: Gamma-hydroxyburtyrate; Gamma-hydroxy-butyramine; Gamma- hydroxybutyric acid. Street name
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include: Grievous Bodily Harm, Liquid G. Somatomax, Cherry Meth, Easy Lay and Gamma 10.)

Physical symptoms can appear within 15 minutes of ingestion; can cause intoxication followed by deep
sedation, lasting up to 8 hours.

●   

Victims may experience reduced inhibitations, nausea, convulsions, amnesia and loss of consciousness.●   

Can slow heart beat, decrease respiratory effort.●   

Mixed with alcohol, GHB can cause the central nervous system to shut down, resulting in respiratory
distress, coma or death.

●   

●   Ketamine: Ketamine Hydrochloride is a powerful drug which is often found in raves and similar
atmospheres. Ketamine is a fast-acting general anesthetic. (Chemical names: Ketaset, Vetalar. Street names:
Special K, Ket K, Vitamin K, Kit Kat, Keller, Cat Valium, Purple and Super C.) Physical effects/symtoms
iclude:

Effects typically last for an hour, but can last up to 6 hours. Generally, victims do not recover
completely for up to 48 hours.

●   

Impairs judgement, causes paranoia, confusion, amnesia, numbness, and respiratory depression.●   

Causes a trance-like state accompanied by dizziness, hallucination, and unconsciousness.●   

Can lead to oxygen starvation to the brain and muscles.●   

When A Date Becomes A Crime

It happens when an individual forces another to have sex against his/her will. And even when it involves
college students, it's still considered a criminal offense, a felony, punishable by prison. So if you want to keep
a good time from turning into a bad one, try to keep this in mind. When does a date becomes a crime? When
one individual says "No," and the other refuses to listen.

●   Date Rape is...
Not the victim's fault.●   

Forcible sexual activity against an individual's will by someone he/she knows.●   

A majority of incidents involve women between the ages 17 and 24.●   

The rapist uses verbal and/or physical force to overpower his/her date.●   

The survivor of a date rape may feel guilty, ashamed or confused. She/he may mistakenly believe it was
his/her fault or that the incident could have been prevented. After an attack, a victim's sense of trust in
his/her own judgment in others may be violated.

●   

A survior may be afraid to face the rapist again. He/she may be anxious about others finding out and
may not seek help and support.

●   

●   Take an Assertive Stand...
Stay in touch with your feelings and values... your uncertainty may make it difficult to communicate
clearly.

●   
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Believe in your right to express your feelings and learn to do it assertively.●   

Know you have a right to set sexual limits and nobody has the right to force you to do something you
don't want to.

●   

Beware of specific situations in which you don't feel relaxed and in control. Trust your feelings!●   

●   Control Your Environment
Decide how much personal information you are comfortable giving out without jeopardizing your
safety.

●   

Be aware that if you accept a ride home from someone you don't know or feel comfortable with, you
are jeopardizing your safety.

●   

Let someone know your plans (name of your date, when you will be coming home, etc.)●   

Make responsible decisions about alcohol and/or drugs.●   

Take a self defense class to familiarize yourself with basic techniques for dealing with sexual assault.●   

●   Take Action Against Rape
Remember, date rape is not a victim's fault.●   

It is NEVER OK to force yourself on another person...even if you think she/he might be teasing you or
leading you on.

●   

Men are often pressured to be aggressive, forceful and to "score." These unproductive interactions can
lead to sexual aggression.

●   

Beware of attitudes you hold that may foster aggression in relationships... "I'm less of a man if I don't
score." "Her lips say no but her eyes say yes." "Men who are sensitive are wimps."

●   

●   What to do if you've been raped
GET HELP- you don't have to go through this alone.●   

Find a safe place to go.●   

You have many options. You may choose what you want to do and what you don't.●   

Call a friend, family member, or a rape crisis center for support.●   

You may also call a rape crisis hotline for information and help in exploring your options.●   

You may go to a hospital for treatment of external and/or internal injuries, tests for pregnancy and
sexually transmitted diseases, evidence collection, and support services.

●   

You may choose not to bathe, change clothes, or straighten up the area. You may want to have evidence
collected at the hospital, in case you decide to report the assault in the future.

●   

Reporting to the police is your choice. You don't have to decide immediately but it is advisable that you
do.

●   
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History of MEN ONLY at WSU 
 
 

The MEN ONLY program was developed in Spring 1996 in response to a need for new 
programming to address sexual assault.  Gretal Leibnitz, Ph.D., HWS Sexuality 
Education Coordinator, originated the program with the assistance of Bruce Palmer, 
Emeritus Professor of Psychology; Jim Nielsen, Common Ministry Minister.  Randy 
Jorgenson, Residence Life Director, was also involved occasionally.  These men were 
instrumental in developing a Men’s Studies class (ironically as part of the Women’s 
Studies Program) and were thus open to the idea of sexual assault programming provided 
by men for men. (As an aside, the MEN ONLY program was initially called BY MEN 
FOR MEN—but that was confused with bi-men, or bisexual men, for men.)   
 
Discussions with the original group of four began in Fall 1995. A model developed by 
Alan Berkowitz, Ph.D., used at Hobart College, a small liberal arts institution, was used 
as the foundation for the MEN ONLY program.  Ironically, Charles Neis, a graduate 
student who worked with Dr. Berkowitz at Hobart was seeking his graduate degree at 
Washington University at this time.  Brock Salzman, the SIRC/CEAK Graduate Advisor, 
introduced Charles to Gretal.  Charles assumed the position of primary trainer and 
coordinator of the first MEN ONLY program facilitators at WSU. 
 
During the first couple semesters, the Hobart model of a mentor paired with trained peer-
educators to provide outreaches to all male audiences, was used.  Later, it became evident 
that this model was not particularly useful.  The mentors did not seem to have a 
significant role.  Subsequently, Charles continued to provide training, demonstrated how 
to give an outreach, then had the trainee provide an outreach with him, and trainees 
provided their own outreaches.  Typically the outreaches were provided by two peer-
educators. 
 
The MEN ONLY program continued in various forms, Charles providing the majority of 
the training and programming; Charles teaching a leadership class whose members 
provided outreach; and Gretal once more assuming the responsibility for the MEN ONLY 
program in 1998-9.  In the Spring of 1999 Craig Ortega, supervised by Gretal,  
volunteered his time to develop a training manual. Once Gretal assumed responsibility 
for the MEN ONLY program, she asked for S & A fee money to support the program 
through the SIRC/CEAK group.  S & A fees provided money to hire a ¼ graduate 
assistant for Fall 1999.   
 
Jose Gutierrez, a former SIRC peer educator, was hired at the graduate assistant in 
November 1999.  Jose and Gretal developed Spring 2000 goals.  These goals included 
recruiting 5 male peer-educators, providing a training retreat with Charles as trainer, 
providing 1 campus wide MEN ONLY presentation and a monthly presentation for 
fraternities/residence halls/ other all-male audiences.  Jose has exceeded those current 
goals! 
 



 

 

Steven Nettles, ABD Graduate in Education, was hired as the graduate assistant in 
September 2000.  Steven, although an ex-military man and a non-traditional student, was 
well received by the peer educators.  Under his mentorship the group became very 
diverse ethically, culturally, and had both undergraduate and graduate student presenters.   
 
Irshad Altheimer continued the tradition of demanding professionalism initiated by 
Steven Nettles.  Facilitators attend , Men ONLY presented at a National BACCHUS and 
GAMMA peer-education network Conference in San Francisco, as well as Vancouver, 
BC and 3 Universities in the Ukraine.  Despite the fact that we maintain a small program 
(about 5-8 facilitators) the program is well received and highly successful.   
 



 

 

Men ONLY Program 
Model Outline 

 
I. Introduction of program and facilitators 
 
II. Ice Breaker (e.g., “name” and “Extent to which you think rape is a problem on 

campus?”) 
 

III. Facilitator reason for Men ONLY involvement 
 

IV. Format and Program agenda 
 

V. Definitions, Facts, Figures, (Laws) 
 

VI. Exercises (e.g., “ Ideal Man/Ideal Woman “, Language and objectification) 
 

VII. Video presentation and discussion (e.g., “Is this depiction realistic?”; “How 
common is something like this?”) 

 
VIII. Consent (i.e., rape prevention programming) 

 
IX. Final Questions/Thought Homework 

 
X. Campus and other resources 



 

 

Job Description 
MEN ONLY Coordinator 

10 hour/week part-time position 
 
 
Brief description of required duties for the MEN ONLY assistantship: 
! Report weekly to the Sexuality Education Coordinator 
! Serve as a liaison between the MEN ONLY, SIRC, and the Sexuality Education Coordinator 
! Develop/update a MEN ONLY training manual to be used in training recruits 
! Recruit trainees for the MEN ONLY program 
! Organize, coordinate, and provide training, including a retreat 
! Offer guidance and support to MEN ONLY trainees 
! Assist MEN ONLY trainees in programmatic contribution to Sexual Assault Awareness Week and 

Safe Spring Break Week. 
! Keep trainees on task and organized 
! Oversee outreach scheduling and evaluation 
! Promote the MEN ONLY program 
! Attend the Sexual Assault Task Force Meetings 
! Provide a semester program summary to the Sexuality Education Coordinator 
! Other duties as pertinent 
 
Qualifications Required: 

• Must have B.S./B.A 
 
Qualifications Preferred: 

• Graduate student in the fields of Psychology, Sociology, Education, Communications, Human 
Development, Leadership Development or related fields 

• Background experience with peer education program. 
• Education in areas of human sexuality, gender studies, multicultural studies and/or substance 

abuse 
• Work-study 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear WSU community member: 
 
My name is                      , graduate coordinator of the MEN ONLY program for 200X-
200X.  I am asking for your assistance in helping me to identify excellent male peer-
educators you think might be willing to volunteer or participate for credit in a program 
with a socially charged mission.   
 
The MEN ONLY program was developed to provide males with an open and free forum 
for discussing issues concerning sexual responsibility, sexual assault, and rape.  The 
objective of the program is to address gender role conditioning and social pressures that 
may cause men to place themselves in compromising situations that have social, 
emotional, and legal consequences.   
 
MEN ONLY is a professional program that strongly adheres to honesty, integrity and 
confidentiality.  We serve the community by providing educational outreach to various 
groups of men within residence halls, fraternities, off-campus groups and departments 
(e.g., Athletics, ROTC).  MEN ONLY advocates social and sexual responsibility by 
challenging men to hold each other accountable for their community’s safety and well-
being. Facilitators in the MEN ONLY program recognize that rape is a social ill and 
believe that issues associated with rape culture can, should, and need to be addressed.   
 
We are currently seeking your help in identifying campus leaders who you believe have 
the potential to serve as MEN ONLY facilitators for the 200X-200X school year. If you 
are aware of anyone that is interested please recommend him or contact me directly at 
(509) 337472-8234 or (email address). 
  
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Name 
MEN ONLY program coordinator 



 

Western 
Washington 
University 

 
 

Crime and Sexual Assault Support Services (CASAS) 
Prevention and Wellness Services, OM 565 

MS 9039 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
Phone: (360) 650-7982 

Fax: (360) 650-7919 
 

For more information, contact: 
Sarah Rankin at sarah.rankin@wwu.edu 

 
 

CASAS Web site: 
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~casas/ 

 
 

WEAVE Web site: 
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~wellness/lapprogram/lapweave.html 

 
 

Western Men Against Violence Web site: 
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~wellness/lapprogram/lapwmav.html 

 
For More information about WMAV, contact: 

Brian Pahl at brian.pahl@wwu.edu 

mailto:sarah.rankin@wwu.edu
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~casas/
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~wellness/lapprogram/lapweave.html
http://www.ac.wwu.edu/~wellness/lapprogram/lapwmav.html
mailto:brian.pahl@wwu.edu


















 

 

Effective Date: October 2000  Page: 1 of 2 
 

DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
1. WWU Employees Actively Support Students and Notify University Police 

 
WWU employees are responsible for actively supporting students in accessing the 
institutional coordinated violence response services and procedures. WWU 
employees are also responsible for reporting acts of violence on campus to 
University Police. 

 
2. CASAS (Prevention & Wellness Services) Provides Case Management Services 

 
CASAS provides case management services, including coordinating the support, 
information, and referral services provided to student victims of violence. 

 
3. University Police Department Investigates and Informs University Community 

 
University Police Department conducts a criminal investigation of reports of violence 
and determines if a "timely warning" to the community is needed. University Police 
Department informs key staff of the need for university or university residence 
community response and informs Vice Presidents of the potential activation of 
University Emergency Response procedures. 

 
4. Student Health Center Provides Medical Services to Student Victims of Violence 

 
5. Counseling Center Provides Counseling Services to Student Victims of Violence 

 
6. Counseling Center On-Call Counselor Provides Emergency Mental Health Services to 

Student Victims of Violence and Other Students Impacted by the Incident of Violence 
 
7. Residence Life Staff Coordinates Response to Reports of Violence Occurring in 

University Residences 
 

Residence Life staff reports violent incidents occurring in University Residences to 
University Police when appropriate. Residence Life staff ensure that CASAS services are 
available to students and coordinates and implement the residence hall community 
response programs as appropriate. 

          
          8.  University Judicial Officer Investigates and Adjudicates Reports of Violence Perpetrated  
     by Students 
 

University Judicial Officer follows the Student Rights and Responsibility Code to investigate 
and adjudicate reports of violence perpetrated by students. 

 



 

 

    9.  Dean of Students Coordinates Community Response to Acts of Violence on Campus and  
    Ensures That Support Is Provided to Students 
 

Dean of Students coordinates the community response to an act of violence on campus and 
ensures that support is offered and provided to students impacted by the violence. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving a report of violence from a student, the Employee: 

 
1. Calls University Police and reports the incident if the report/situation entails: 

 
• Apparent/potential danger to persons 
• Likely to continue and/or re-occur 
• Violence resulted in physical harm 

 
2. Listens to student and provides support as appropriate. 

 
3. Actively supports student in contacting (i.e. offers to make phone call, walking student to CASAS, 

meeting with student and CASAS staff, providing printed information on CASAS). 
 

4. If student is unwilling to contact CASAS, employee is encouraged to consult with CASAS to 
obtain information on next step to take. 

 
5. If employee is designated as a "campus security authority" under the federal Clery Act, employee is 

required to report the incident using the on-line Clery Act Incident Report form. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving a report of violence from a student, CASAS Staff: 

 
1. Ensures student is safe. 

 
2. Offers immediate medical support. (Health Center procedures) 

 
3. Offers immediate emotional support (Counseling Center procedures) 

 
4. Refers student to University Police. (University Police procedures) 

 
If student is unwilling to report to University Police, CASAS offers option of providing 
offender profile to University Police. (CASAS procedures) 

 
If student is unwilling for CASAS to submit offender profile, CASAS submits anonymous 
offender profile for incidents that occur oncampus or poses threat to the community at 
large. (CASAS procedures) 

 
5. Ensures that comprehensive case management support, information and referral services have 

been offered. (CASAS Checklist) 
 

6. Follows up with student to ensure needs are being addressed. (CASAS procedures) 
 

After receiving a report of violence from a third party, CASAS Staff: 
 

1. Contacts student on-site or by phone. 
 

2. Coordinates response with University Police if appropriate. 
 

3. Offers immediate medical support. (Health Center procedures) 
 

4. Offers immediate emotional support. (Counseling Center procedures) 
 

5. Refers student to University Police. (University Police procedures) 
 
              If student is unwilling to report to University Police, CASAS offers option of providing  
              offender profile to University Police (CASAS procedures). 

 
If student is unwilling for CASAS to submit offender profile, CASAS submits offender 
profile for incidents that occur on-campus or poses threat to the community at large. 
(CASAS procedures). 

 



 

 

6. Ensures that comprehensive case management support, information and referral services 
have been offered. (CASAS Checklist) 

 
7. Follows up with student to ensure needs are being addressed. (CASAS procedures) 

 
After receiving a call from an employee seeking a consult regarding a report of violence, CASAS Staff: 
 

1. Provides immediate referrals for medical, legal and/or counseling services as appropriate. 
 

2. Reviews all appropriate services with the employee to review with student. 
 

3. Forwards CASAS brochures to employee. 
 

4. Follows up with employee regarding questions or needs the student may have had and to 
ensure that needs of both employee and student are addressed. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving a report of violence on campus, University Police Officer: 

 
1. Investigates and, if possible, apprehends perpetrator (University Police protocol) 

 
2. Calls CASAS and coordinates with CASAS to ensure advocacy resources are provided. 

 
3. Determines if "timely warning" of community is necessary. 

 
If timely warning of community is necessary, contacts key staff. (Emergency 
Response Procedures)  
Informs Dean of Students, Associate Director of University Residences 

 
If timely warning of community is not necessary, informs Dean of Students, 
Associate Director of Residence Life, next working day. 

 
4. Ensures protocol of criminal justice is followed (University Police protocol) 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving call/contact from student victim, Health Center Staff: 

 
1. Provides medical assistance as requested/needed. (Health Center protocols)  

 
     2.  Actively supports student in contacting CASAS 
 
                        If student refuses referral, consults with CASAS case manager. 
 
     3.  Acts as CASAS Liaison with student and ensures provision of selected CASAS information and  

    referral services. (Student Health Center procedures). 
 
     4.  Provides medical follow up as appropriate. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving request for counseling services from student victim, Counseling Center Staff: 

 
1. Provides counseling services as appropriate. (Counseling Center procedures) 

 
2. Actively supports student in contacting CASAS. 

 
If student refuses referral, consults with CASAS case manager. 

 
Acts as CASAS Liaison with student and ensures provision of selected 
CASAS information and referral services. (Counseling Center procedures) 

 
3. Provides counseling services follow up as appropriate. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving report from CASAS or other staff member that a student victim or other student requires 
immediate emotional support, On-Call Counselor: 

 
1. Makes direct contact with student(s) either via the phone or in person. 

 
2. Assesses emotional support needed and provides support as appropriate. 
 (On-Call Counselor procedures) 
 
3.  Ensures appropriate follow-up with Counseling Center staff and/or CASAS so that CASAS case 
management support, information and referral services are offered. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE  
OCCURRING IN UNIVERSITY RESIDENCES  

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
Action by:       Action: 
 
Resident Advisor   1.  Calls University Police and reports incident if report    

 -OR-                entails: 
Resident Director         
      • Apparent/potential danger to persons 

• Likely to continue and/or re-occur 
• Violence resulted in physical harm 

 
       2.  Listens to student and provides support as appropriate. 
 
       3.  Actively supports student in contacting CASAS (i.e. offers to  

           make phone call, walks student to CASAS, meets with student and  
           CASAS staff, provides printed information about CASAS). 

 
If student is unwilling to contact CASAS, informs student  that 
RA/RD is required to consult with CASAS. 

 
                                                    4.  Informs CASAS of incident. 
 
                                                    5.  Informs Resident Director of incident. 
 
Resident Director        6.  Informs Assistant Director of Residence Life of incident. 
 
Assistant Director        7.  Informs Associate Director of Residence Life of incident. 
 
Resident Director,   8.  Assess nature of incident and climate of residence hall. 
Assistant Director, 
And Associate Director 
       9.  Develop strategy for University Residences community response in 

           conjunction with Dean of Students and University Police as   
           appropriate. 

 
10. Implement University Residences community response as   

       appropriate. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving a report of violence perpetrated by a student, University Judicial Officer: 

 
1. Refers victim to University Police. 

 
2. Refers victim to CASAS. 

 
3. Consults with CASAS. 

 
4. Determines if incident falls within jurisdiction of the Student Rights and Responsibilities Code. 

 
If incident falls within jurisdiction of Code, initiates judicial proceedings. 

 
If incident does not fall within the jurisdiction of the Code, reviews case and, if appropriate, 
issues informal "no contact" order to accused student. If "no contact" order violated, initiates 
judicial proceedings. 

 
5. Determines outcomes and sanctions. 

 
6. Follows up to ensure compliance with sanctions. 
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TASK OUTLINE 
 
RESPONDING TO REPORTS OF VIOLENCE 

This includes all types of violence to persons, including assault, domestic violence, sexual 
assault, etc. 

 
After receiving notification of an act of violence on campus, Dean of Students: 

 
1. Consults with key staff (i.e. University Police, Residence Life staff, Vice President of Student 

Affairs, etc.) to determine campus climate, to identify students directly impacted by situation, and to 
review expected community impact of violence. 

 
2. Coordinates development of an educational/informational program to ensure community is 

informed of incident (as appropriate) and of action taken by university. 
 

3. Coordinates services to ensure that students have the support needed to deal with emotional 
impact of violence. 

 
4. Implements educational/information programs. 

 
5. Continually assesses campus climate to ensure on-going community response is appropriate to 

situation. 
 

6. Implements additional programs/services as needed. 
 



 

 

Gender Mending 
Facilitator's Outline 

 
Program Length: 1 ½  hrs. 
• Provide nametags if you think that this would help the group dynamics. Use your best judgement. 

 
STANDARD LIFESTYLE ADVISOR INTRODUCTION (5 minutes) 
• Hi, my name is  and I'm part of the LA Program. LA's are trained to be peer 
 health educators on a variety of topics such as the one I'm talking about tonight. 
• We do a variety of different projects such as Men Against Violence, WEAVE, HIV testing, CPR, etc. 
• If you want to learn more about the program we have brochures available on the table. We'll hang around to talk 

after the program, or you can go to Prevention and Wellness Services on the 5th floor of Old Main. 
• Thanks for coming tonight and special thanks to (RA's name) for asking us here 
 tonight. 

 
GROUND RULES (3-5 minutes) 
These will be posted up in the room. Elaborate on points that you think are important. 
• Listen to and respect each other--don't interrupt the speaker. 
• Be honest. We're all here to learn from each other. It's time to break down barriers. 
• Verbally attacking someone is not OK. 
• Respect confidentiality. 
• Speak to your own experience-don't make generalizations. 
• Make no assumptions (about anyone's background, their values or who they love) 
• Try to avoid dominating the conversation. 
• Participation. Let's talk together. You also have the right to pass. 
• Because of time restraints, we may not get to every question. 

 
Ask the group if everyone can agree to this list or if we have left anything out. 

 
PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP and Format (5 minutes) 
The reason we're here tonight is to have a conversation in an open atmosphere about women and 
men. We often hear about the "Battle of the Sexes" or "Men are from Mars, Women are from 
Venus," but there is very little out there that helps us break down stereotypes and learn to 
understand each other better. We think this is a pretty fun way for women and men to learn more 
about ourselves and each other and figure out ways for us to improve our relationships. This 
exercise isn't just about intimate relationships between men and women, but includes 
friendships, family relationships, working relationships, etc. 
Some things we hope you get out of the workshops include: 

• An increased awareness and respect for the differences between the genders. 
• Tools to improve communication and understanding. 
• Real information you can use to break down stereotypes and improve relationships. 
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FORMAT 
This workshop has three parts: 

1. Separate into groups of men and women. If you identify as transgender, you can go with the group you feel 
comfortable. 

2.   Come back to large group to share what was discussed in the small groups. 
3. Finally, we'll wrap it up with an exercise where you ask questions on everything you want to know about 

women or men. 
 
BREAK INTO SINGLE GENDER GROUPS (20 minutes) 
Appoint someone from group to make 3 butcher paper charts of what the group comes up with. If 
you have problems getting the group to talk, give your own examples to get things started. 
 
• Think for a moment about what it's like being a man or a woman. 
• We're going to spend 5 minutes on each question. 
 

1. What do you like/love about being a woman or a man? 
2. What is challenging or difficult about being a man or woman? 
3. (Index Card Exercise, Green Women, Yellow Men.) What do you want to know about men or women? 

(color-code the questions.) 
 
At the end of the time, appoint a spokesperson for each chart. 
 
GROUP DISCUSSION (20 minutes - 5 to 10 minutes for each group) 
•    Decide who goes first. 
•    Let the groups know that they must wait to respond until both groups have spoken and are completely finished        

reporting on the charts. You will only be reporting on questions l and 2. Ask the group to write down comments                   
they want to come back to in discussion. 

• After both groups are done reporting on their lists, stop and have a short group discussion using the following 
questions as discussion starters. This is the time when you will need to use your facilitation skills. Try not to let 
things drag, and if you see or hear something that feels disrespectful or hurtful, stop. Call it on the spot, and ask 
people to remember the Ground rules we all agreed to follow. You could also ask for responses to the statement. 
Example: "All men are pigs." Response "Is this an accurate statement?" You can follow this by reminding 
participants one of the purposes of the workshop is to break down stereotypes, not to continue acting them out. 

 
Questions to ask the group (if you think you have time): 
• Were you surprised by anything you heard? 
• What did you learn? 
• What more do you want to hear about? 
• What did you hear that you had not thought about before? 
 



 

 

The Index Cards (around 20 minutes) 
* WEAVE rep. reads questions for men to answer. WMAV rep. reads questions for women to answer. 
 
* Instruct the participants that there is not open discussion. or follow up on the questions until everyone in the 

specific group has answered. Also let them know we might not have time to ask ALL questions. 
 
* Again, pay attention to time and flow. Do not stay on one question too long. 
 
END OF WORKSHOP (5-10 minutes) 
The following are questions you'll want to ask if they haven't already been addressed. 
• What did you learn that you really want to remember? 
• What did you learn that you would like to pass on to someone else? 
• What can you do to put what you learned into action? 
 
Be sure to pass out Participant Evaluation. 
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Project Objectives and Overview 
 
 
 

A focus group with Women with disAbilities was conducted in an effort to ensure that Prevention and 
Wellness Services Crime and Sexual Assault Support Services (CASAS) Program provides quality, inclusive, and 
sensitive services to all Western students. 

The purpose of this focus group was to conduct an assessment of the issue of violence for women with 
disAbilities in order to: 1) assess their perception and definition of violence; 2) identify barriers to seeking services; 
and 3) evaluate the effectiveness of current advertisement and prevention efforts. The following questions were 
developed to address these points: 
 

1. How do you feel women with disAbilities view the issue of violence? 
 

2. What are your thoughts on how to develop the knowledge with people with disAbilities that they are at 
higher risk to be victims of crime and provide risk reduction strategies? 

 
3. Do you think there are specific forms of violence that are unique to people with disAbilities? 

 
4. What are the barriers to reporting or telling someone she's been victimized for women with disAbilities? 

 
5. If violence were to affect you, where would you seek assistance? What are the barriers? 

 
6. Series of questions about CASAS materials. 

 
7. Is there any question I didn't ask that you think I should have or would have been helpful? 

 
Throughout the focus group, participants also provided feedback about the general level of safety on campus 

and generated ideas for additional prevention and educational efforts. 
 
Focus Group Participants 
 

To recruit students as participants for the focus group, the Office of Student Life mailed approximately 150 
invitations to every female student registered with a disAbility (see appendix A). The disAbility categories served by 
the Office of Student Life are: deaf and hard of hearing, mobility, learning disAbility, visual impairment, 
chronic/acute health, neurological impairment, psychological disAbility. 
 

A total of 5 participants attended the two-hour focus group. Although there were few participants, each female student 
received the initial letter demonstrating Western's desire to create inclusive and sensitive programs. All participants had either a 
learning or psychological disAbility. However, the participants expressed viewpoints of other disability groups in an effort to 
give their concerns a voice. 
 
Focus Group Results 
 

Seven questions about the issue of violence and availability of services were posed to the group for their perspective 
and feedback. Each question is followed by a series of quotes or major themes that emerged during the discussion. 
 
1.  How do you feel women with disAbilities view the issue of violence? 
 
"You're told if you're going someplace at night you should walk briskly and look like you know where you're going, you can't 
do that in a chair, or on crutches." 
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"They (people in wheel chairs) should be made aware of green coats and emergency phones." 
 
"You can call green coats but what if you're deaf? How do you get that support? Is there another way of doing that?" 
 
"Provide CASAS materials in Braille for blind students and have someone who signs at presentations to make that open so it 
doesn't have to be a special request." 
 
"I have a night class and a woman who has a mobility issue and I always walk out with her to make sure she gets to her car 
safely." 
 
2. What are your thoughts about how to develop the knowledge with people with disAbilities that they are at higher 

risk to be victims of crime and provide risk reduction strategies? 
 
"Set up staged act in Red Square to get a bunch of attention. We could set up signs, brochures, and fliers. We all know about 
Bible Bob because he's there, he's loud, and he gets his point across." "It creates dialogue too." "Would perhaps get more males 
interested too." 
 
"You also miss cues if you're not aware of things; you miss cues that you're in danger." 

 
"I think having a disability can be an ego blow and it can really lower your self-esteem. I think that rape is still romanticized, it's 
a myth that a man wants some starlet and maybe students don't feel they're that amazing sexual amazon that men are looking to 
rape and not recognizing it's an act of violence and not necessarily a sexual act." 
 
"I would say that for myself and my own struggle with self-esteem, I think `why in the hell would anybody want me?' That's not 
what it's even about, an issue of somebody wanting me. It's just an all out violent act, an issue of power and control." 
 
"Self-esteem is an issue. I know for myself, I was like `I'm an attractive, intelligent being' but I didn't feel that way because I 
struggled so long just getting through the education system and interacting and connecting with people. That was an issue and I 
think I missed important cues that put me at risk. I learned about being in situations that I shouldn't be in but I missed them 
because I just didn't catch them. Part of that was self-esteem and part of that was just not catching the visual and auditory and 
not trusting my intuitive sense to pick up those pieces." 
 
"I think there's a problem with certain illnesses that make a person hypersexual. Often times with certain personality disorders 
or bipolar disorders just even depression, it will alter your ability to make good choices for yourself. And I think that's a concern 
for mentally ill students. It's really sad because this hyper-sexuality is part of their illness and they can't see anything else and if 
they got in the wrong hands they could be terribly abused. It's very complex." 
 
3. Do you think there are specific forms of violence that are unique to people with disAbilities? 
 
"I think there are certain forms of violence that contribute to certain disabilities. I don't know that I would even be registered 
with the disAbility group here or be on all the medications I'm on or be in the therapy sessions I was in if I had not been 
emotionally abused all those years in my marriage. Who's to stay how it starts with emotional disabilities. Does it start with 
your chemistry, in your environment, are they in your genes, what is it? But I really think it's a spiral and once you start 
experiencing it becomes part of your physiology and it changes the way your brain thinks and that's permanent. So some ways 
you can backtrack that and you can treat it but a lot of the medications I'm on are just going to cover up symptoms so I can live 
a full life. They're going to infiltrate my brains to balance me because I was abused because of who I am. How do you stop that? 
How do you know where to begin? I think in particular, abuse contributes to disability." 
 
"I know in thinking about all the pieces I had to do, I could handle going to school or I could deal with the sexual assaults but I 
couldn't do both and when I tried to do both it was very complicated. I felt like a complete and total mess and no one wanted to 
hear it so I shouldn't talk about that." 
 
"We should have more programs where you see, like they have I'm a breast cancer survivor, where you see I'm a survivor of 
rape and really like that shock value. Shaking it up." 
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"We should have more programs where you see, like they have I'm a breast cancer survivor, where you see I'm a survivor of 
rape and really like that shock value. Shaking it up." 
 
"It's always had that connotation that it's your fault and I know we've come a long way to making that go away but I still come 
up against that whole thing that mental illness is something you have to be quiet about. I was recently made to feel ashamed 
because of who I am and what I have to deal with. We still need to get that education out there and I think a button would be 
great (I'm a survivor of rape)." 
 
"I think including information about victim blaming is very important." 
 
4. What are the barriers to reporting or telling someone she's been victimized for women with disAbilities? 
 
"She may not realize she's been abused. It took me years to realize I'd been abused. I didn't have a clue, I thought it was all me." 
 
"I think women with disabilities share the same shame and feeling of not being believed because perhaps maybe they don't even 
believe in themselves and don't even recognize they're being abused. I don't think there's much difference in the effect that it has 
on people." 
 
"You already feel marginalized and I think that would add to it." 
 
5. If violence were to affect you, where would you seek assistance? What are the barriers? 
 
"Encourage them to go to the police. Then I'd find out who the specialists are who know how to contend with violence." 
 
"Advisors and heads of departments are places people might go. Advisors should be educated about referrals." 
 
"Talk to friends who need to know how to help and also need support for themselves." 
 
"If someone's been through sexual victimization they might not feel comfortable going to the police because of the self-blame 
thing but they'd probably go to a close friend about it. 
 
6.  Materials feedback 
 
• What are the brochures saying to you? "Help is available." "Good attention getter." 
 
"Don't like the bright, neon color. Difficult to focus on." "Need text broken up." "Like the Dating Violence poster." "Thought 
the 2 sexual assault brochures were two different colors of the same brochure. Need to differentiate the two." "Like having a 
pouch that holds cards you can take with you." "Like the safety whistles." 
 
• Picture of the woman on the brochures: "Like the picture." "Bothered that you can't see her face in the picture. It's almost like 
she's ashamed and is hiding. It looks like a victim." "I see it as saying it's private, your identity is safe." "I think of it as a woman 
in a confessional so the confidentiality aspect comes across. I think `oh, they're not going to tell anybody'." "Seeing a woman's 
face on the poster looking at you would be really really powerful. It would make you realize it's a person, a human being, a 
whole person, a woman being abused." "Also see her as the woman on the other line waiting to talk to you." "I thought the 
phone was kleenex and she was crying." 
 
• Do the services described in the materials seem inclusive and welcoming? "Yes." "I like it that you're located on the 5th floor, 
it's private up here." "I wish they gave you real walls in your office though." 
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7. Is there any question I didn't ask that you think I should have or would have been helpful? 
 
"Just as far as being more aware of CASAS and it's services, what can we as students do to help out." 
 
"I'd like to help you spread the word." 
 
"Teachers need to receive training about this issue. They're the one constant on campus, every student has professors." 
 
8. General comments regarding safety and availability of services on campus that emerged throughout the focus 

group: 
 
•  The Green Coats Service: 
 "A woman that works there would ask `can't you walk, it's not that far' when I call 
 for an escort." 
 

"Green Coats need to be trained on dealing with everybody, not just people with disAbilities." 
 

 
"Treated like you're calling just because you don't want to walk." 

 
Lighting on campus: "The lighting on this campus sucks." 

 
"Too many dark puddles everywhere and even where there is a light, it's too dim." 

 
"That's true for campus and just slightly off-campus too. I have to walk down Indian and High Street and I always have to 
walk in the street because there's no lights there and there's all this bramble on the side and it scares me. It's not cut back. 
Even though I know I'm more likely to be assaulted in my home and by an acquaintance, it's still very disconcerting. I don't 
stay on campus at night because I'm uncomfortable with the lighting issues." 

 
"I don't take evening classes. I just won't do it." 

 
Advertisement of services: "Need to advertise services better" (CASAS, Green Coats, support groups, free counseling 
services) 

 
"Use e-mail list serve of Western students to notify people about services." 

 
Freshmen "Safety Orientation" "Safety should be a required part of orientation. Sexual assault is more likely to occur in the 
first quarter of school so having that as part of the orientation process and having a safety workshop focusing on the green 
coats and rape awareness and all the other pieces that go along with that would be good." 

 
"First year students are unsure where they are, don't know where they're going. They've got that posture and you are 
victimized a lot because of your posture because of what you put out." 

 
"While we're waiting until we can do freshmen orientation, it would be nice to get some information into freshmen hands. 
I'm thinking it wouldn't be a bad idea to have a refrigerator magnet made up that's got phone numbers and a reminder to 
make sure someone knows where you are or whatever you want to put on there for safety's sake." 

 
"Summer start could be one way of opening up a channel. Have a certain part be about prevention and wellness. We could 
get people before they've even moved into the dorms. I kept all the information from summer start. That could be one way 
of reaching people. Also, going to classes like you [the focus group facilitator] came to my class. Try to require professors 
to take 10 minutes out of the end of their class to talk about it." 
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• Raising awareness of the issue of sexual assault: 
 "Have a stage in Red Square with actresses doing rape scenes." 
 

"Remember that not all students have time to hang out in Red Square. Also, for some students being so blatant is 
overwhelming and not acceptable and it's hard to hear the message when you're completely overwhelmed by the 
presentation. It needs to be presented in a way that isn't always overwhelming and is sensitive to cultural issues. 

 
Discussion of Results and Recommendations 

 
 
The purpose of this project was to assess the issue of violence and barriers to seeking services for women with 

disAbilities. The responses described within this report include various themes service providers for people with 
disAbilities should strive to understand. Strategies for improving the feeling of safety on campus and raising awareness 
about victimization also emerged. 

In summary, participants expressed several themes: 
 

1. Fear of walking on or around campus after dark. 
 

• Western provides Green Coats, or escorts, for this purpose. It was agreed that training for Green Coats would 
improve their sensitivity to this fear. 

 
• Increasing the amount of lighting on campus and its surrounding area would also increase comfort levels. 

 
2. All participants also strongly agreed that a mandatory freshmen safety orientation 

would increase students' ability to prevent being victimized. 
 

3. Safety issues are different for women with disAbilities. 
• Women with disAbilities are especially in need of education about how to notice and react to warning signs or 

cues of danger and how to identify behaviors as abusive or inappropriate. 
 

• Other effective ways to educate students about victimization included classroom presentations and information 
through professors. As one participant noted "teachers need to receive training about this issue. They're the one 
constant on campus, every student has professors." 

 
4. Additional barriers women with disAbilities face that emerged include 

• Minimizing their risk level for being sexually assaulted due to low self-esteem. 
 

• Admitting to anyone that they have been victimized is also increasingly difficult because it is one more way they 
are made to feel marginalized or different from the general population. 

 
5. Women with disAbilities need alternative forms of information. 

•      Brochures translated into Braille and signing interpreters at CASAS events would send the message that CASAS is 
        available to visually and hearing impaired students. 

   •     Avoiding neon colors and too much text is important, especially for people who struggle with reading in general. 
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W.E.A.V.E. 
Women's Empowerment And Violence Education 

 
Mission: Mission: Mission: Mission:     
The mission of the Women's Empowerment And Violence Education team (WEAVE) is to 
promote and nurture the empowerment and strength of women. We are dedicated to ending 
all forms of violence against women through encouraging communication between the 
sexes, coordinating events that raise campus awareness, and taking action when violence 
occurs. 
 
Outcomes: 
1. Increase the number of reports to CASAS. 
 
2. Increase the number of events on campus dealing with women's empowerment and healthy 

relationships. 
 
3. Increase awareness of violence against women (sexual assault and dating violence). 
 
4. Decrease negative attitudes toward women (use of negative words, victim blaming, and 

stereotypes). 
 
Activities: 
 
FALL QUARTER 
• Vagina Monologues 
• Develop CASAS web page: www.wwu.edu/casas 
• Bathroom Stall Outreach 
• On-campus public bathrooms, dorms, bars 
• Programs 
• Rape Awareness 
 
WINTER QUARTER 
• Vagina Monologues 
• Bathroom Stall Outreach (cont.) 
• Take Back the Night Promotion 
• Programs 
• Rape Awareness 
• Gender Mending 
• Juvenile Detention 
• Develop Dating Violence (Healthy Relationships) Outline 
 
SPRING QUARTER 

• Programs 
• Rape Awareness 
• Gender Mending 
• Juvenile Detention 
• Dating Violence (Healthy Relationships) 
• Sexual Assault Action Week 













































 

 

Western Men Against Violence 
 
Western Men Against Violence, a program sponsored by Prevention and Wellness Services, consists of Western 
male students, staff, and faculty committed to ending violence in all its forms, with a special emphasis on ending 
men's violence against women. We are working to end men's violence by promoting men's health and wellbeing. 
WMAV is building a community of healthy men through educational outreach programs, discussion groups, service 
projects, and special events aimed at encouraging men to value themselves and all members of the community. 
 
Some of our Main Messages include: 
 
• Men must take responsibility for ending violence against women. 
 
• Men can and do control violent and sexual urges. 
 
• We live in a culture which silently supports violence. We can change that culture. 
 
• Violence thrives in silence. Speak up when you hear sexist or degrading language. 
 
Ways YOU can be involved... 
Simply make a commitment to treat others with respect and dignity. If you would like to be affiliated with the group, 
here is what we do:  
Speaker's Bureau Members of the Speaker's Bureau commit to 4 hours of service per week. Presentations are done 
in a variety of settings on and off campus in residence halls, classrooms, special events, and at the juvenile detention 
center. You may also have the opportunity to present off campus in collaboration with community agencies on issues 
of domestic and sexual violence.  
Community Service At least once a quarter, Western Men Against Violence aims to do a community service 
project. Ongoing projects may include: assisting community agencies with fund raising, office work, or providing 
technical assistance and computer support, establishing a mentoring program to work with Western students in need, 
or to work with boys in the community.  
Awareness Our Awareness Team uses various forms of media to inform the community about the reality of 
violence, and provides information and tools people can use to prevent violence. Examples include: writing letters to 
the editor, opinion pieces, helping write and produce a newsletter, assisting social marketers in creating 
advertisements, posters, and brochures. The Awareness Team may also staff information tables and conduct outreach 
on campus.  
Events This group works as a team to create events for the campus community or collaborates with other groups on 
already established campus events. Some examples include: Red Square Info Fair, Domestic Violence Prevention 
Months activities, a White Ribbon Campaign (to show support for ending men's violence against women), brining 
speakers to campus, Sexual Assault Action Week, and Take Back the Night. 















The following is an example of material that may be covered during a two to three day training for male (and 
female?) peer educators working to prevent violence on a college campus. It comes out of the work we are 
doing in the Men’s Violence Prevention Project, Prevention and Wellness Services, at Western Washington 
University. The exercises used here may be used as you see here in the training, and some of them can make 
up entire programs themselves. If you have any questions, please contact Brian Pahl, Project Coordinator, at 
360.650.3290 or brian.pahl@wwu.edu or www.wwu.edu/~wmav.   
 
Topics/Issues to be Covered: 
1. Team Building exercises (weaved throughout the 2 days) 
2. Structural/philosophical framework of the group 
3. Outcomes Based Planning  
4. Curriculum Development/Program Ideas 
5. Facilitation Skills Building 
6. Recruitment 
 
August 22 Schedule 
8:30 – 9:00 Breakfast/Team Building 
9:00 – 9:30 Opening Circle: Introductions, Groundrules, Expectations, Why are you HERE?  
9:30 – 10:30 Education and Violence Prevention Theory 
10:30 – 10:45 BREAK 
10:45 – 11:30 Intro Dynamics of Violence 
11:30 – 12:30 LUNCH 
12:30 – 12:45 Team Building/Energizer 
12:45 – 2:00 Dynamics of Violence continued 
2:00 – 2:15 BREAK 
2:15 - 4:00 Gender Socialization 
4:00 – 4:30 Closing Circle 
 
August 23 Schedule 
8:30 – 9:00 Breakfast 
9:00 – 9:30 Opening Circle: Check-in, Questions regarding previous day  
9:30 – 10:30 Knowing/Teaching/Discussing Consent 
10:30 – 10:45 BREAK 
10:45 – 11:30 Main Messages/Outcomes Based Planning 
11:30 – 12:30 LUNCH 
12:30 – 12:45 Team Builder/Energizer 
12:45 – 1:30 Outcomes continued 
1:30 – 2:00 Closing Circle 
 
Team Building Exercises 

• Sing Down – The facilitator divides group into 3-4 teams. The facilitator calls out a word. Teams 
have one minute to come up with as many songs as possible that include the word. Each team has a 
turn to sing a song that includes the chosen word. Once a team sings the part of the song that includes 
the word, the next team gets a turn and so on. Everyone in the group must sing. When a team runs out 
of songs to sing, they are out of the game. The last team “standing” is the winner.  

 

mailto:brian.pahl@wwu.edu
http://www.wwu.edu/~wmav


• Clap Exchange  
Step 1 – The group sits in a tight circle, knees almost touching. The facilitator “sends” a clap around 
the circle. It will travel like this: I turn my body, twisting at the waist, to face the person on my right 
and that person turns to face me. We clap our own hands together in unison. One sound. That person 
twists to face the person on her right. They clap in unison. …and so on. Listen to the rhythm. After 
the clap has gone around the circle and people understand the point, continue the exercise at an 
increased speed.  
 
Step 2 – Instead of a single clap, try a rhythm. Think of a heartbeat. The way this clap moves is that 
the person on my left and I clap our hands together, like a “high five,” then I clap my own hands 
together, then twist to my right for a “high five” with the person on my right, who claps his hands 
together, then twist for a “high five” with the person on his right…and so on.  
 
Once the group understands this, start to send may of this same rhythm around the circle. Keep them 
together. One sound. It should not sound like applause. A third step can be added to this game 
making the rhythm more complex.  

 
• Knots  

Method #1 – Everyone stand in a circle, facing inward, holding hands, eyes open. Slowly people 
intertwine by crossing over and under each other’s arms across the circle, but never letting go of the 
hands they are holding. Then, without talking, they undo the knot with eyes open. If they are really 
good at this, then try with the eyes closed.  
 
Method #2 - Everyone stand in a tight circle, shoulder to shoulder. Raise your hands above your 
heads, and step in further, breaking the circle, but still facing the center. Now reach across and each 
hand should take a hand. Don’t take the same person’s two hands. The facilitator should check for 
this and help to match any “lonely” hands. Without talking undo the knot. For a real challenge do this 
with the eyes closed.  
 

Groundrules 
I use the “CARING” Groundrules 
C- Confidentiality 
A – Ask Questions at any time 
R – Right to Pass 
I – Make “I” Statements 
N – No put downs 
G – Give EQUAL time 
 
Expectations 

• You will take the Groundrules seriously.  
• You know what you need. Take notes or participate in the discussion at a level that works for you. I 

will occasionally make suggestions for you to write down elements of the training I think might be 
particularly helpful. 

• There is no ONE truth. What is being shared here is a collection of research, stories, experiences, and 
opinions. It is important that you contribute to the sharing and keep in mind that there are individuals 



not represented here who also have their own unique truths. Your contribution to the group process is 
vital. 

• Keep in mind that everything we cover should be thought of in 2 distinct ways: 1) What does all this 
mean for me, personally? and  2) How can I use these tools and information to work with other men? 
It is important that we not exclude ourselves from the opportunity for growth. It is far too easy to 
approach this work as “what can I do to help ‘those’ guys” and forget that each of us has the 
opportunity for growth and development. 

 
Why are you HERE (when you could have chosen to do anything else with your time)? 
(Some answers I have received:) 
I’m tired of guys always being the problem. 
Because I don’t want anyone to have to go through what my friend went through. 
I want to combine this work with my interest in medicine. 
I am active in other social justice work and it made sense to get involved in this, too. 
I like how I feel when I am in this group.  
 
(The following came out of a training I did with a group of men. As part of their introductions and “why they 
are here” many of them mentioned their interest in the interconnectedness of oppressions. Out of this 
discussion came a discussion on the intersections of racism, homophobia, and sexism with violence against 
women. Some of that discussion is listed next. It was a great lead into discussing the theoretical and 
structural framework of the group. My questions are in bold; their answers are bulleted.) 
 
How does violence against women affect men? 

• When women are assaulted, you care and you feel helpless. 
• If you know the person, it really hits home. Even if you don’t know the person, it makes you feel 

powerless. 
• It forces men to reconsider their societal role as the protector of women; it makes you reconsider your 

role, period. 
• Men feel powerless to do anything about it. 
• It creates an inherent distrust between women and men. 
• It confines men or groups men into “Perpetrators.” 
• I have to witness women’s fear when they cross the street, or get out of an elevator because of my 

presence.  
• It speaks ill of society. If men are not speaking out against violence, we are condoning it. 
 

How is violence against women related to racism? 
• It is oppression. 
• People make assumptions about what a rapist looks like. 
• Society, some parts of society, deem some rapists to be “worse” than others based on their race. 
• The ways white men perceive women of color as hyper sexualized objects. There are unreasonable 

sexual expectations and assumptions made about these women. 
• Some women of minority groups are actually targeted for rape based on these assumptions or based 

on their “second class” status. 
• Men of color who rape are treated differently, worse, than white men who rape.  

 
 



What is the connection between homophobia and violence against women? 
• Men reduce men by using homophobic remarks. Some men use this as motivation for violence to 

“recover” their status as “real” men. 
• Homosexual men are not considered masculine. They are considered womanlike and weak and 

dispensable. 
• Homophobia leads some men to adopt a super imposed (hyper) masculine ideal. 
• It makes you afraid your friends won’t respect you if you have any identifiable feminine qualities.  
• To be considered masculine, there is a notion that men have to be aggressive when it comes to sex. 

To be a real man means to be in control. 
• There is a huge emphasis in our “training” to be men that we need always to be in control.  
• It limits people from being fully human. 
• Even if intimacy is what men want in their interactions with women, homophobia leads men to reject 

that aspect of themselves. 
 
Educational and Violence Prevention Theory 
This is a BRIEF interpretation of theories used at WWU to support the work of the Men’s Violence 
Prevention Project. You will find a description of the theory as well as how it is used in working with men 
against violence.   
 
A. Social Norms Theory 

We use Social Norms Theory to address the so called “collective mindset” of the community. While 
the specific social norms about violence as they exist in our particular communities may not be 
known, we can hypothesize a few that exist based on examination of the community and other 
evidence.  

1. Men are predisposed to commit violence and rape. The reality is that most men do not 
commit rape, do not beat their partners, and are not in jail. The messages we send to “men 
at large” should bring this to light and at the same time encourage men to actively 
participate in prevention efforts. 

2. Men do not care. Research compiled at college campuses around the country proves 
otherwise. Men in large numbers DO care about violence and want to do something but 
they think other men do not care, so they remain silent and inactive. See Alan Berkowitz’s 
work at www.alanberkowitz.com. This false belief is known as Pluralistic Ignorance.    

3. There is nothing I can do about violence. Unfortunately the number of folks who believe 
this to be true is still alarmingly high. Effective violence prevention projects will 
illuminate #’s 1 and 2 above AND give concrete, realistic tools for people to use in the 
effort to end violence. The messages should be Positive, Inclusive, and Empowering. See 
www.socialnorms.org.  

B. Stages of Change 
Stages of Change theory is another useful tool in building a framework that shapes our work to end 
violence. It assumes that change is not as simple as turning on a light bulb, realizing that change is 
necessary, and then going about the work of making the change a reality.  

1. Precontemplation – not thinking about a change or not thinking a change is necessary. 
2. Contemplation – some realization a change might be called for and weighing the pros and 

cons of making a change. 
3. Preparation – Making little changes and figuring out to deal with the real hard parts. 
4. Action – Doing it.  

http://www.alanberkowitz.com/
http://www.socialnorms.org/


5. Maintenance – Making it a part of our lives.  
6. Slips – Falling off the wagon and going through all the stages several times before the 

change really lasts. 
C. Diffusion of Innovations 

Diffusion of Innovations (D.O.I.) addresses how new ideas, products and social practices spread 
within society or from one society to another. We use this theory to guide our approach and our 
message and in deciding who the targets of our messages will be. D.O.I. breaks an audience into 5 
groups:  

1. Innovators – a small group who are more likely to take risks. 
2. Early Adopters – a somewhat larger group characterized by a high degree of opinion 

leadership. 
3. Early Majority – a much larger group, willing to adopt new ideas just before the average 

member of a  system. 
4. Late Majority – another large sized group less willing to adopt new ideas but who “go 

along” with what it seems others are doing.  
5. Laggards – a  small group on the “other” end of the spectrum with traditional values, they 

are last in the social system to adopt an innovation. They pay little attention to the 
opinions of others. 

 
At Western, our approach has been to target messages to Innovators and Early Adopters. Some 
consider this “preaching to the choir” but I believe establishing this foundation is absolutely 
necessary if we are eventually going to be successful with messages aimed at the Early and Late 
Majority. In my experience, approaching the most stereotypically masculine guys with a message that 
asks them to redefine masculinity or with a message about male privilege is doomed for failure. As a 
group, they are not ready to hear it, and men who are in the group but do not share the group 
mentality are not safe speaking up against it. Ultimately we will be more successful if we increase the 
numbers of men in our “ranks” who are speaking out against violence against women, who are 
demanding safety and equality in our communities, and who model healthy intimate relationships.  
 

D. Standpoint 
Standpoint is the place from each of us views the world. It is based on things like our sex, gender 
identity, ethnic background, economic and educational status, sexual orientation, religious or spiritual 
traditions, life experiences and so on. Standpoint recognizes there is no ONE truth or reality, but that 
each of us based on the above factors in our lives has our own truth, our own reality.  
 
Rather than approach our audiences from a place of judgmentalism, we must attempt to keep in mind 
Standpoint if we are to meet our audiences where they are. Standpoint assumes the best about people, 
and in so doing we can explore together the issues at hand. When I am working with a group of men, 
they are much more likely to engage in dialogue, to look at difficult issues, and to be motivated to get 
involved if they feel respected and heard by me.  
 
While we keep Standpoint in mind as we approach audiences, it is also something we teach audiences 
to make them aware of their own prejudices and judgments. This is especially helpful when 
incorporating discussions on the intersections of oppressions to violence against women work.  

 



E. What else do we know that frames how we do the work? 
• Men (as all people) are inherently “good” 
• Most men are not violent 
• Gender is a construct 
• Stereotypical masculinity is linked to violent behavior 
• People respond positively when they are respected and heard 
• People respond negatively if they are silenced, if their life experiences are not respected and validated 
• We CAN change the culture 

 
Dynamics of Violence  
A. Definitions and Examples of Violence 

1. What is Violence? – physical, sexual, emotional, verbal harm done to a person by another person, 
or an act that one does to her/himself. The person “receiving” the act (the victim/survivor) is the one 
who determines whether she has experienced violence.  
2. Sexual Assault, Dating Violence, Stalking – see your state, local, and campus resources to 
familiarize yourself with the definitions as they apply to the population you will be working with. 
3. Break into small groups. Brainstorm examples for each of the following as they relate to intimate 
partner violence specifically but also as they relate to the larger society: Physical, Sexual, Verbal, 
Emotional/Other Violence 

• Physical – hitting, punching, slapping, biting, kicking, grabbing, scratching, using 
weapons 

• Sexual – Rape, incest, molestation, attempted rape, sexual assault or abuse, 
coercion, degrading remarks/jokes, harassment, fondling, unwanted touching 

• Verbal – yelling, screaming, jokes, name-calling, harassment, rumors, put-downs, 
threats 

• Emotional/Other – all of the above constitute emotional violence as well, cheating, 
lying, broken promises, isolation, intimidation, blaming the victim, ignoring, passive 
aggression,  racism, poverty, sexism, all forms of oppression, war 

 
Purpose: The purpose of this exercise is to NAME the violence. This can be healing for survivors, and it is 
very helpful to us in working to prevent violence because violence becomes tangible. What makes these 
things violence? The impact. An audience can argue with you all day long about the examples listed here. 
What can not be argued is the impact or effect these things may have on a person. In fact you may have had 
disagreements in your group about what you listed, or you may have withheld an example for fear that your 
group members would not agree. That is an important part of the exercise to point out what a victim/survivor 
experiences. If you had trouble deciding in your group what was violence, then imagine the difficulty a 
person who has experienced violence has in NAMING what happened to him. It is important if you use 
this exercise that you avoid arguments about which acts are and are not violent. The point is not to 
convince your audience that “cheating” is violence, for example, the point of the exercise is to 
encourage them to 1) name violent acts, 2)  struggle through that naming process, and 3) gain an 
understanding about how each of us defines and is affected by violence differently.  
 
B. The Violence Against Women Continuum 

On the next page you will find the Violence Against Women Continuum. It is used as a tool to 
examine the “state” of violence against women in our culture and to point out that acts of rape, 
physical assault, and the murder of women do not happen in a vacuum. It is used to counter the 



beliefs that violence is normal in men, and that there is nothing we can do about violence except 
change the behavior of women or maybe jail the perpetrators. It is used to support an approach to 
violence prevention that addresses societal and cultural “viewpoints” which lead to and ultimately 
accept violent behavior. It is used in conjunction with the previously mentioned theories to address 
collective responsibility for working to end violence against women.     
 
As you can see, the continuum exists on a pyramid modeling the reality that things at the bottom of 
the pyramid occur far more frequently than acts along the top. It also illustrates that what occurs at 
the bottom of the pyramid serves to support what exists at the top. If we can wipe out or at the very 
least reduce the bottom, we are more likely to do the same at the top.  



 

Violence Against Women Continuum 
 

DEATH.. 
Rape with murder 

Domestic Homicide 
Suicide 

 
SEXUAL MUTILATION 
Cutting and burning 

 
….…..RAPE/DOMESTIC VIOLENCE….…. 
Forced oral, anal, or vaginal penetration 

Marital/Partner Rape 
Physical, Verbal, Emotional Abuse 

 
…..…….…...UNWANTED SEXUAL TOUCH……..….. 

Molestation 
Sexual Assault 

 
….……..……..…..UNWANTED PHYSICAL TOUCH……….…….…. 

Grabbing/ touching 
Brushing against body 

 
…………...…......……INVASIONS OF SPACE………..………..…………… 

Jokes/ catcalls 
Obscene phone calls 

Harassment 
Looks/ leers 

Intimidation/threats 
 

………………………….…………………SEXISM………..………………………………… 
Male qualities/attributes more valued than female qualities 

Men dominating positions of power 
Women/ children portrayed as sexual objects in the media 

Pornography 
 

……………………………………….ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS….………………………………….. 
Women and children are less valuable 

Males should be tough and strong 
Women should be nice 

Violence is normal 
Victims are to blame 

 
 

 



C. The Heart Exercise 
The Heart Exercise, adapted from the Oakland Men’s Project, enables us to further 
examine possible causes for violent behavior as well as to discuss the impact 
violence has in our lives. It assumes that all of us are born “good” and that we all 
experience a variety of events in our lives that lead to pain and suffering. It is this 
unresolved pain and suffering experienced by each and every one of us that has the 
potential to lead any person to violence. VERY IMPORTANT: This is not an 
excuse for violent behavior. Violence should not be tolerated whatsoever; however, 
if our aim to stop violence, the Heart Exercise provides us with a model for 
understanding that behavior and tools that enable us to work toward its prevention. 
 
Facilitator draws a large heart on the board. To the audience: Picture a baby 
(represented by the heart on the board). Think of one word you would use to 
describe the baby. What are some words that come to mind? Facilitator writes the 
words given by the audience inside the heart. Write down whatever examples you 
are given. “Beautiful, intelligent, curious, innocent, vulnerable, loveable, 
dependent” are frequent examples.  

 
To the audience: For those of you taking notes, write your name above the heart. 
Take a moment to think about these words as a description of you. Do they fit? Can 
you see these things in yourself? If no, why not? What kinds of things get in the 
way of seeing ourselves in a way you just described?  

 
Now comes a series of questions about ways people get hurt/experience violence as 
they are growing up. Facilitator asks this series of questions. For each response 
you get, put a small line across a word in the heart. We will discuss this more in a 
moment, but the lines represent pain and scars in our lives.  
 
Picture that baby now as a 2 year old child. What gets said to or done to this child 
when her parents or caretakers don’t have time for her. What happens when he 
needs attention or food or love and his caretakers don’t want to be bothered? “Not 
now! the child gets hit or slapped, ask your mom (or dad), they get put into their 
room, they are restrained, put in front of the TV” are common responses. 
Occasionally someone will argue about this question and about the responses. 
Redirect them to the goal of the exercise which is to examine the impact these 
actions have on people.  
 
Now picture the child as a teenager. What gets said to or done to this girl who isn’t 
acting the way girls are “supposed” to act? What happens if she is not pretty 
enough, or if she likes sports, or doesn’t wear the right clothes, or doesn’t follow 
other stereotypical norms for girls? How is she treated by her peers? “She gets 
isolated, left out, teased, picked on, made to feel unattractive, unworthy” are 
common responses. Ask this question for boys. Then ask the question for a child 
who does not have white skin, or is not form the United States, does not speak 
English, or speaks with an accent? What gets said to or about, or what gets done to 
a child who is lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, or questions her sexuality? 



Remember for each response to put a line on the heart. Make a point of discussing 
the physical violence people experience just because they don’t “fit in.”  Many of 
the responses begin to sound similar so I will ask the questions differently and not 
spend too much time on one. If you aren’t getting responses, move on to another 
question or reframe the question. When you are finished, take a moment, step back 
and examine what has been created. What you originally wrote inside the heart 
should be covered somewhat by the lines you used to mark up the heart.  
   
What do you think these lines represent? (scars, pain, hurt) From these 
experiences, can you imagine how difficult it gets to see what is good about 
ourselves?  
 
Draw 3 large arcs around the outside of the heart. What are some ways the 
violence this person experienced may have affected their behavior? What are things 
this person might do in response to the violence he experienced? Write the 
responses in various places throughout the arcs that you drew. “Become violent, 
join a gang, isolate, abuse alcohol and drugs, think about suicide, eating disorders, 
attempt suicide, act like everything was fine, good grades/bad grades, class clown, 
top athlete” are common responses. 

 
What do these arcs (and your responses) represent? “Shields, barriers, boundaries 
to avoid further hurt, to try and forget about the hurt, cover it up.” Why do we put 
up these barriers? “To cover up the pain, to keep our pain private, to try and make 
it disappear, to avoid being hurt even more.”   

 
Further points to include in discussion… 
• Violence that we enact toward others is often the result of our own unhealed hurts; 

we are doing this to try and protect ourselves. 
• People who are violent are not BAD people; they are people who have been hurt 

who do bad things. The fact they have been hurt does not excuse their behavior, but 
it helps us begin to understand why people may do the things they do. 

• It is possible to get back to all the ways we described a baby as being. Instead of 
putting up shields, we can work to heal the scars the pain. 

• This is how violence affects us as individuals AND as a community. We are all 
walking around with our shields up and instead of dealing with each other in a 
straightforward manner; we have to deal with each other’s shields. 

• Violence IS preventable. Violence IS NOT acceptable behavior. Though we are all 
capable of violence, we are also capable of healing from that which has hurt us; 
hence, we are capable of nonviolence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Using this in our work with men 
 

A. Act Like A Man 
This exercise is another that was adapted from Paul Kivel’s Men’s Work and from work 
done by the Oakland Men’s Project. The purpose of the exercise to engage men in dialogue 
about where and how they developed their ideas of masculinity and to identify the links 
that exist between stereotypical masculinity and violence, sexism, domination, power and 
control, and homophobia. 
 

Facilitator: Draw a circle on the board large enough to write a few words inside. Ask 
the group: What are some feelings typically not acceptable for men to feel? Write the 
responses inside the circle. “Sad, scared, hurt, weak” are typical.  

 
In response to a boy or man having these feelings someone might say “Act Like A 
Man!” What are they telling you that you are supposed to or to be like when they say 
this? Draw a large box around the circle. Write the responses inside the box, outside 
the circle. “Be tough or strong, don’t cry, don’t show emotion, keep it in” are typical 
responses.   

 
We call this the Act Like A Man Box. It shows how stereotypical masculinity traps or 
hides who we are inside. What potentially happens when we hold this inside for a long 
period of time? We explode – either by actively or inactively doing damage to 
ourselves, or by hurting someone else.  
 
What names do boys and men get called when they do show the feelings you see here? 
Write these outside the box on the right. Typical responses include “girl, faggot, gay, 
homo, weak, mama’s boy, sissy, pussy. What effect do these names have? What 
happens to boys and men physically when they’re not acting like men “should?” Write 
these on the left side of the box. Typical responses include “beaten up, hit, kicked, 
attacked, slapped, abused.” 

 
A kind of physical mistreatment males experience which doesn’t get much attention is 
sexual abuse. A study by David Finkelhor in 1992 found that 1 out of 6 males was 
sexually abused by the age of 18. Most of these boys are sexually abused by a man 
who is NOT gay, and like most perpetrators of sexual assault he appears “normal.”   
As you can imagine, the way boys and men are mistreated and boxed-in make it 
extremely difficult to talk about or to seek help. When we combine all of these 
variables, we can see how males are being trained to walk around like a time bomb. It’s 
very possible that this has much to do with the rate of violence committed by males. 

 
OTHER POSSIBLE DISCUSSION: 
What are times in your life you have felt “boxed in?” 
How does this pressure affect your relationships with other men? What about with 
women? 
What can you do or have you done to resist the pressure or to “re-write” what is 
expected of men? 



B. Playing the Game 
This exercise was originally developed to examine social and cultural “scripts” 
around gender and sexuality, and the values placed on men and women regarding 
sexual “choices” they make. It was used in HIV and AIDS prevention curriculum 
to provide students with something tangible to view and discuss what inhibits 
people from making safer choices around sex when pretty much everyone has 
information on ways to prevent the spread of STD’s and HIV. The exercise was 
adapted to incorporate a discussion about the relationship between sexual “scripts” 
and male violence. 
 
Facilitator draw a large box on the board. Draw a line down the middle of the box 
vertically and then do the same horizontally, creating 4 smaller boxes. On the top 
of the 2 boxes on the left write “male” and on top of the boxes on the right 
“female.” To the left of the boxes on top, write “sex” and to the left of the boxes on 
the bottom “no sex.” 
 
    male       female 

   
 
sex 
 
 
 
no 
sex 

  

 
 
To the audience: This is an activity to look at and discuss ways society views and 
treats women and men based on their choices. Before we begin, would you say that 
women and men are treated the same or differently based on how much sex they 
have had? “Hell no! Men who have sex become like gods and women who have sex 
become trash!” is essentially what I hear from people. Okay, well keep that in 
mind as we go through this. I am going to ask you for words or terms used for 
women and men based on their sexual choices here in a moment. Please do not 
censor yourselves. It is important to the exercise that you give honest feedback.  
 
What do men called or labeled if they have lots of sex or if they are PERCEIVED 
to have lots of sex? Write the responses in the top left box. “stud, player, pimp, 
daddy, mack, god, Adonis, he-man, Da Man, pig, dawg are among the many I have 
heard.  
 
Are these terms typically positive or negative? Right, for the guys up here, these 
things are positive; they are compliments. Draw a “+” to the left of the box and 
circle it. What about “pig and dawg?” They don’t seem very complimentary? What 
I often hear is that the person saying it might not mean it in a positive way, but it is 
claimed as a compliment just as you get “points” in some crowds for having served 



time, or for drinking an exorbitant amount of alcohol, for failing a class, or pissing 
off a teacher. Interesting, isn’t it?      
 
What about boys and men who haven’t had sex or who are perceived not to have 
sex? Write these in the bottom left box. “pussy, fag (or any number of other gay 
slurs), wimp, mama’s boy, weak, Boy, sissy, loser, limp dick” among other things.  
 
Are these typically positive or negative? Write a “ – “  outside the box and circle 
it. Right, it is generally not a compliment to be called a pussy or any of these other 
things for that matter.  
 
Let’s move over here to women. There have been occasions when I haven’t 
finished this sentence and men start shouting out “tramp, whore, slut…” If that 
happens, I point out the eagerness to get to this box and ask the group to keep that 
in mind for the discussion. What comes next is actually women who do not have 
sex.      
 
So, women who are not sexual or who are perceived to not be engaging in sex. 
What do we call them? Write these in the lower right box. “tight, frigid, clean, 
pure, sweet, good girl, daddy’s girl, religious, straight, square, lesbian (or a 
number of other lesbian slurs), Bitch, and Tease often comes up. I write “Tease” 
outside the boxes “straddling the line” between the top and the bottom boxes. We’ll 
address it during the discussion.  
 
Again, ask for whether these are positive or negative terms. I used to do this 
exercise with a lot of high school students and some college students. They 
responded immediately to the question saying that the terms could be positive OR 
negative. The more I have worked exclusively with college audiences, the fewer 
responses I get labeling this area as possibly positive. I’m not exactly sure what 
this is about, audiences have been same sex and mixed sexes, but it appears to me 
to be a manifestation of the growing pressure to be sexual the older one gets. Write 
a “+ and –“ outside the box. 
 
Okay, and finally, the one you have all been waiting for, what do we call women 
who have lots of sex or who are perceived to be sexual? “Whore, slut, tramp, ho, 
dirty, ‘hood rat, hoochie, trick, Bitch, sleeze, trash” and on it goes. Everywhere I 
have done this, regardless of the age or the ethnic make up group, the geographic 
location, the group always comes up with more names, they get louder, and they 
enunciate these words more clearly.  
 
And these words, terms, are they positive or negative? Right, of course. Not only 
are they meant as insults, they are often taken as insults. Although, like with many 
movements, I have heard that women are reclaiming some these terms or are 
reclaiming this “box” so to speak. Be prepared to address that should it arise in 
discussion.  
 



I want you to take a moment and just look at what you have created. Compare the 
boxes. Compare the value judgments placed on each of the behaviors. And don’t 
get too caught up on the terms themselves. The point of this is mainly to look at the 
judgment of the behaviors for women and men, not to debate whether the words are 
used or what exactly their intent is.  
 
Please write down a few of your thoughts. Keep them brief, but jot down a few 
things you notice from carefully examining what is up here. 
 
Facilitator, you can take this exercise in so many different places. I am only going 
to cover a few of them here. I try to complete the exercise in anywhere from 20 to 
40 minutes depending on how much the group is willing to participate.  
 
What are some things you notice? Here are synopses of replies. As I said above you 
can decide how much time to spend on each, or where you want to go with the 
conversation. Ultimately, we will get to what this all has to do with sexual assault, 
but if you have the time, see what the group comes up with first.  
 
It is acceptable, laudatory even, for men to be sexual and it is completely 
unacceptable for women. The funny thing is, if men are supposed to be sexual and 
women aren’t, who are men supposed to be having sex with? It just points out a lot 
of contradictions that exist in the culture.    
 
Women are bitches if they do have sex and bitches if they don’t. We’re “screwed” 
either way. According to this model, do women have control over their sexual 
choices? Are they free to make whatever choices they want about their sexuality? 
No, she might be trying to please her family, or god, or morality or whatever on 
one hand, but also wanting to please her sexual partner. There is no room for her 
to make her own choices free of judgment. This is precisely why I wrote “Tease” 
out here in the middle. Sometimes a woman who is trying to walk a fine line 
between both of these areas is labeled a “tease.” She’s just trying to figure out what 
she wants, or she is trying to please everyone. Maybe she dresses a certain way, or 
maybe she’ll do some things sexually and not others. All of this earns her that label. 
You can see how unfair it is.  
 
I also want to make really clear that I do not endorse this model. Rather than 
approving of all this, I am using the model to point out how things exist in our 
culture. We call it “The Game” because it gets in our heads and we play along often 
without even knowing it. But as you can see, and as we will continue to discuss, no 
one wins.  
 
Other things you notice? Men don’t really have a choice either. There is only one 
place for them to go if they don’t want to be considered a loser.  
 
The only thing according to this that is completely positive is for men who are 
having sex.  



If homophobia isn’t brought up, I will bring it up. According to this model, where 
am I if I am not heterosexual? The only place for me is down here in these negative 
places. What does that say about me and my sexuality? Some people argue that 
words are just words, that they don’t mean anything. I don’t agree. If I am a LGBT 
or questioning youth and all I hear is “That’s so gay! and Fag!” trust me, it has a 
huge impact on how I feel about myself and how I think others may feel about me. 
According to national statistics, 1/3 of teenagers who commit suicide identify as 
LGBT or questioning.  
 
Now, looking at this more closely, what might it have to do with sexual assault in 
our culture? Well, with what you were just talking about, someone might force a 
female to have sex to prove he is not gay.  
 
He might be so concerned with what others think of him that he will try to have sex 
with as many women as possible in order to avoid being labeled any of those things 
on the bottom. And if this is in his mind, do you think he is really concerned about 
whether the sex is consensual? Probably not. In fact, if he goes to a group of his 
friends, as some guys are known to do, and tells them that he got some, do you 
think they ask him “Was it consensual?” Lots of laughter and some discussion 
usually follows this.    
 
What a guy learns according to this is that the only way to be “the man” is to have 
intercourse; forcing a woman to do something she doesn’t want to do. This also 
refers to people as things rather than as people. Males who do not have sex and all 
women are negative things. This objectification combined with the pressure for a 
male to be sexual, powerful, and in control can lead to a male raping a woman or a 
man in order to exhibit that power. Also according to this model, a man is 
powerless unless he is being sexual. Power is gained through sex, consensual or 
otherwise.  
 
If a woman isn’t encouraged and supported in saying “yes” to sex, how can be 
empowered to say “no?” According to this, women are stripped of their ability to 
choose for themselves.  
 
How might this actually hurt men? It looks like men get all the benefits, but can 
you imagine that it could also be really destructive? This doesn’t allow men to find 
any meaning in their lives. It’s all about sex.  
 
We aren’t really able to establish relationships with women or men. It’s more 
about establishing power over them.  
 
Men can’t be satisfied with what this means for them. 
 
Men are probably the targets of a great deal of men’s violence. 
 



It must be really exhausting for men always trying to prove themselves. Yes, it leads 
to a lot of pretty destructive behaviors for us.  
 
Again, there are many other topics that may come up. I will leave you with the ones 
above. Keep in mind that this is an exploration of the topic, it is not an exact 
science. I have learned that some of these come up with some audiences and not 
with others. Some are more willing to discuss than others. Try not to get frustrated. 
Go with where the group is at. Use their examples and use other stories wherever 
you can to make your points clear. 
 
What can we do to CHANGE it? (A few examples of things that come up or that I 
will introduce) 

• Be conscious about our language and choice of words. 
• Interrupt when we hear these words being used. 
• Teach and encourage boys and men to adopt a full range of intimate 

behaviors, not just relying on sexual intercourse to meet their “needs.” 
• Teach boys and men that they have other options when they are horny. No 

one has died from blue balls. It isn’t up to their date or partner to take care 
of them.  

• Model, teach and encourage boys and men to find power in healthy, 
respectful behavior. “Giving up” power can be just as powerful (if not more 
so) as constantly seeking to “take it” from others.  

• Teach and encourage women to reclaim ownership of their bodies and of 
their sexuality. Their sexuality is not for men’s pleasure.  

• Honor males and females who choose to be abstinent.   
• Honor and support a multitude of sexual orientations.  

 
C. Men’s Stand Ups 

This is another exercise from Allan Creighton and the Oakland Men’s 
Project. I use the other two exercises in Gender Socialization to establish 
firmly that gender is a construct; it is fluid, changeable. They are also used 
to provide concrete examples of ways gender construction in men is linked 
to violence and domination over other men and of women. Weaved 
throughout these exercises are not discussions and arguments over 
definitions or statistics or “fault,” but discussions of IMPACT and 
EFFECT. What is revealed through these exercises are real, tangible 
examples of ways people are hurt by violence, coupled with discussions and 
strategizing about what can be done to create change. These Men’s Stand-
ups are meant to provide a final, real life example for men of how their 
masculinity was constructed in a way that limits them, that inhibits them 
from being fully human.  
 
To the audience: I am going to read a number of statements. If you decide 
the statement is true for you, please stand up. It is important that this 
exercise be done in silence. Each of you decide for yourself whether you 
want to stand. If you decide to stand up, do so silently, look around the 



room to see who is standing with you, and sit back down. Notice what you 
are feeling and thinking as each statement is read.  
 
Stand up if you’ve ever  

• worn blue jeans.   
• worried you were not tough enough. 
• exercised to make yourself tougher. 
• been disrespected by an adult. 
• been called a wimp, queer, or a fag. 
• been told to act like a man. 
• been hit by an older man.  
• been forced to fight. 
• been in a fight because you felt you had to prove you were a man. 
• been deliberately physically injured by another person. 
• been injured on a job. 
• been physically injured and hid the pain. 
• been sexually abused or touched in a way that you didn’t like by 

another person.  
• stopped yourself from showing affection, hugging, or touching 

another man because of how it might look. 
• got so mad while driving you drove fast or lost control of the car. 
• drunk or taken drugs to cover your feelings or hide pain. 
• felt like blowing yourself away. 
• hurt another person physically or sexually.  

 
Give the group a minute or so to collect itself. Depending on the size of the 
group, ask these processing questions all together, or if the group is too 
large, break into small groups and give each group a sheet with the 
questions written down. 
 

1. What feelings or thoughts did you have while going through 
the list above? 

2. Which of these experiences are most alive in your memory? 
Which of these experiences have been the most painful? 

3. Identify 3 qualities from the Act Like a Man Box that you 
are still trying to unlearn. (be tough, don’t show your 
emotions, get a girl to do what you want, be ready to fight, 
make lots of money, boss people around, don’t compromise, 
be in control, say the last word, etc.) 

4. What were some of the names used in your youth to keep 
guys in the box? Are there any new ones? Are there any that 
you find yourself using on other people?  

 



5. Do you have any “fighting words” that make you feel 
attacked and make you want to defend yourself? Why are 
they so powerful for you? 

6. What are you doing to take care of yourself, to unlearn these 
things?  

 
Closing Circle 
This circle is an opportunity to say anything you want about the day. Share feelings or 
thoughts. Ask questions. Or you have the right to pass. 
 
Some of what has been shared: 
This has been really motivating. 
I am excited to get started on the work. 
I feel closer to the group than I ever have.   
I have a lot to think about. 
I feel like we have the tools to do this now. 
 
DAY 2 
 
Concrete, Tangible Tools for Unlearning Stereotypical Masculinity and for Engaging 
Men to Join the Effort 
 
A. Men Benefit from Doing This Work. We have to show them this is true. 
What are the benefits for men to be non-violent/ outside of the masculine stereotype? 

• Intimacy and openness in relationships 
• Breaking down of sexual barriers 
• Able to express emotions 
• Trust 
• Free expression 
• Better interactions with women 
• Comfort with women and self 
• Lack of fear of women and how they are perceived 
• “Weight lifted” Pressure release of unrealistic expectations 
• Able to verbalize how they feel 
• They feel better 

  
B. Knowing, Teaching, Discussing CONSENT 

From my experience working with males as young as 11 and on into adulthood, 
most of them agree rape is bad and wrong, and they have some general idea of what 
the law says about rape, but when it comes to a discussion of Consent, they are 
relatively clueless. This is what leads me to believe that there is an unknown 
quantity of men out there committing rape not because they hate women, or 
because they are seeking power over women, but because among other things, they 
don’t REALLY know what rape is. Of course, I believe this is still related to 
sexism and patriarchy as systems of domination and control, but I have learned that 
they affect men and are practiced by men in different ways. It has also enabled me 



to take a more compassionate approach educating men about ways we can make 
our sexual experiences safe, equal, and always consensual. 
 
1.What is Consent? How would you define it in a sexual situation? 

a. an agreement 
b. approval 
c. saying “yes” 
d. getting parental permission (ha-ha – it can feel like this is what is needed 
sometimes) 
e. an agreement where both people are sober 
f. a situation where there is free will; the freedom to say “yes or no” 

These are all (mostly) good. I typically simplify it to “a sober agreement between 
the people involved, free of any sort of coercion or pressure.” Although this 
discussion can make having sex sound extremely complicated, that is not my intent. 
I do however believe men have a greater responsibility to create safe, equal sexual 
interactions. 
 
2. Being Sure Sex is Consensual 
So, I assume you all want to make sure that your sex is consensual. How do we go 
about doing that? If I am with my sexual partner, and I want to make sure that 
person wants to have sex, what do I do? 
 
It’s funny, “ask” is almost always the first thing people say, but then there is lots of 
conversation and disagreement around that. 
 

a. Okay, so the best thing for me do to is ask. It is at the top of our list 
because a verbal response is probably the clearest response we are going to 
get. If I ask, I am going to get a “yes, a no, or a maybe” or variations of 
those three things. There is the potential for a lot of discussion here: When 
does one ask? How often does one ask? What exactly is one asking for? And 
WHAT exactly does one say? 

 
b. Alright, so you want to be sure to get your partner’s consent, and you 
have heard that the best to do that is verbally. What do you say? How do 
you ask?  

1. Is this okay? Do you want to keep going? 
2. Would you like to engage in sexual activity? (I actually had a 

guy suggest this once.) 
3. Can I touch you here? Would you put your hand where you’d 

like me to touch you? 
4. Do you want to have sex? 
5. I was wondering if sex was in our future? 
6. Would this be a good time to ask if I should use a condom? 
7. Are you comfortable with this? Not can I get you another pillow, 

but are you comfortable with what is happening? 
8. Before we go any further we should talk. 



These are all possibilities. Some you might feel are better than others or 
more realistic for you than others. Some of you might still be thinking I’m 
nuts. That’s okay. I know this is a difficult thing to talk about. I also know 
that we have few if any examples of this taking place in reality. I am going 
to ask you to trust me. It’s like riding a bike; you might fall off a few times, 
you might feel really stupid, but you will eventually get the hang of it, and it 
could even make the intimacy between you and partner grow considerably. 
 
Again, there are so many directions this discussion can go that I can’t cover 
them all here. Other questions I might ask to spark discussion are: 

1. Why do we find it so hard to talk about sex? 
2. Why does this seem so unrealistic to some of you? 
3. Why might someone flat out refuse to ask? What might they be 

afraid of hearing? 
4. If you ask for sex, and the answer is “no” does that have to be 

the end of the event? (Trying to make the point that intimacy 
does not HAVE to = intercourse. There are other things a couple 
can do to please each other, to be close to each other than 
intercourse.) 

5. Do you have to ask the question every 5 minutes?  
6. Is consent to one activity, say sexual touching, consent to oral 

sex, or consent to intercourse?  
 
c. Paying attention to body language can be another way of determining if 
the interaction is consensual. However, let me be clear, in many situations, 
this is not anywhere near as reliable as getting consent verbally. If your 
partner is sober, fully conscious, and actively and willing participating in 
what you are doing, it is reasonable to believe that consent exists.  
 
Again, for all of the reasons I have listed, I still encourage you to have a 
conversation with your partner about sex. If you refuse to do this, and are 
relying on body language alone, also pay particular attention to your 
partner’s facial expressions, her body’s level of rigidity or reluctance, and 
whether or not she is actively participating in what you are doing.  
 
This is often where a discussion arises about alcohol and consent. Avoid 
arguments about the law. They are pointless and they are some men’s way 
of rejecting your suggestion that men take responsibility for establishing 
consent. I also personalize it sometimes: “I don’t care what the law says. I 
want my sexual partner to be fully conscious and aware of what is 
happening. I want to have sex with a person, with all of that person’s 
capabilities.”  
 
d. Finally, it is pretty safe to assume consent exists if your partner initiates a 
particular activity; however, it is consent only for that activity. Don’t 
assume that your partner is interested in intercourse if he initiates oral sex. I 



sometimes share stories I heard at the rape crisis center of this kind of thing 
happening. A woman would be interested in a guy, attracted to him, and 
initiate something on a date. This went from a fun, enjoyable thing for her 
(and what she thought would be for him) into a situation where she gets 
sexually assaulted. He often felt like she owed him because she started it, or 
that it was his right because she had aroused him. We have to teach guys 
differently.  

 
C. Outcomes Based Planning 

We often engage in this work mulling about day to day with ideas about where we 
are headed but without having clearly expressed those ideas or without defining the 
direction we are headed. It is simple to plan and carry out activities without a clear 
goal in mind, but ultimately it is not as effective as plotting your course.  
 
It is imperative to set goals and objectives in order to and to measure where we are 
in the process, as well as to look back on the route we have taken. Outcomes should 
be measurable. In order to accomplish this, it is a good idea to begin the outcome 
with “increase or decrease.” Once the goals and objectives are established, projects 
and activities can be planned that have a direct link to a specific goal.  
 
Potential Outcomes for a Group: 

• Increase the size of the group 
• Increase name recognition on campus 
• Increase awareness of violence against women and other forms of violence 
• Decrease incidents of dating/domestic violence 

 
Outcome related Activities/Events/Projects 

• Increase Size of Group  
o Website – will begin early in Fall Quarter, someone has contact? 
o Email list – begin to generate list at campus involvement event? 
o Use existing announcement systems 
o Newspaper 
o Be pro active 
o Letter to the editor  
o Nominations/Sign up sheets 
o Recruit at every event 
o Create different ways for involvement 

 
• Increase Name Recognition On Campus  

o Everything from “Increase size of group” 
o Talk to leaders on campus 
o Talk to faculty; ask for brief time in class 
o Tables 
o Flyers 
o Create a Logo, Buttons, T-shirt, Bumper sticker 

 



• Increase Awareness of Violence Against Women and Other Forms 
of Violence  

o Table tents 
o Flyers 
o Newsletters 
o Bulletin board kit for RA’s 
o Press kit 
o Classroom speaking 
o Educational programming 

• Decrease incidents of dating/domestic violence 
o Meet all other goals and objectives ☺  
o Encourage/teach healthy relationship behaviors 
o Encourage/teach men to adopt less rigid notions of masculinity 
o Decrease tolerability of violence 
o Provide education on clear communication 
o Give examples of respectful relationships 
o Create dialogue about the importance of equality in relationships 

 
Once all of this has been brainstormed and discussed, narrow it down to “doable” activities 
given the number of men in the group and the amount of time each person has. It is also 
very important to establish a timeline for the completion of the objectives and a list of 
tasks for each member to complete.  
 
D. Main Messages – I suggest getting these down to 4 or 5, but it’s a good start. Use 
these consistently in your advertising, speaking, etc. Be sure all members can address 
each one verbally. This will provide good facilitation/speaking practice and will 
prepare the group for explaining the concepts to its audiences. 
 
These are extremely important. I have had men involved in the program for as many 
as 3 years and they still struggle to define and explain what the group is about. If all 
members can articulate the main messages, they will be well on their way to helping 
others understand the purpose and goals of the group. 
 

1. Men (‘s voices) play an integral role in violence prevention 
2. MAV is pro-male/pro-female/pro-people 

• Proud to be feminist 
• Pro-feminist 
• Feminist does not equal anti-male 

3. Violence affects everyone 
4. Rape is not just a women’s issue 
5. Stereotypes lead to violence 
6. Men don’t have to be violent 
7. Men can be peaceful 
8. Aggression does not equal male 

 



E. Recruiting/Marketing Strategies – Reaching as many men as possible 
1. Peer education around the issues 
2. Incorporating Positive/Inclusive/Empowering messages 
3. Teaching men what they CAN do instead of telling them what NOT to do 
4. An interactive Website 
5. Literature/Brochures 
6. Information Tables 
7. Power point slides for professors 
8. Awareness events 
9. Coalition building 
10. Scheduling with events that already exist 

 
F. Ideas for Collaboration – these have come out of work with various university 
men’s programs as ideas for collaboration.  

1. Athletes – be present at games, ask them sign nonviolence commitment or 
pledge cards 

2. Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Alliance – guess the straight person panels, 
National Coming Out Day, World AIDS Day, Drag Show 

3. Women’s Group/Advocates – co-facilitate programs, table together, off campus 
service projects, a survivor panel made up of females and males, create a new 
program together, co-design the website, hold class/meeting time together, 
socials, potlucks, have a group liaison, co-design literature 

4. (Other groups geared toward social justice) 
5. Center for Multicultural affairs, Ethnic Student Center 
6. Women’s Center 
7. Black Student Union 
8. Asian Student Union 
9. Muslim Student Association 
10. Hillel 
11. Women’s Studies Student Council 
12. Commuter Student Association 

 
 



Web Links and Resources Related to  
Campus Sexual Assault 

 
Please note:  The contents of the following web sites and resources are not 

necessarily endorsed by WCSAP. 
 
 
Intercollegiate Coalition Against Sexual Assault 
http://students.syr.edu/icasa/index.html 
 
 
The National Network of the Clothesline Project 
http://www.clotheslineproject.org 
 
 
National Organization for Women: Focus on Campus Rape 
http://www.now.org/nnt/fall-99/campus.html 
 
 
National Sexual Violence Resource Center 
www.nsvrc.org 
 
 
Our Stories (video) 
www.OurStoriesOnline.com 
 
 
Rape Is…(video) 
www.rapeis.org 
 
 
Rape Treatment Center: Santa Monica—UCLA Medical Center 
www.911rape.org 
 
 
Safe Schools Coalition, Inc. (sponsor of annual International Sexual 
Assault and Harassment Conference) 
http://www.ed.mtu.edu/safe/ 
 
 
SAFER: Students Active for Ending Rape 
www.safercampus.org 
 
 
 

http://students.syr.edu/icasa/index.html
http://www.clotheslineproject.org/
http://www.now.org/nnt/fall-99/campus.html
http://www.nsvrc.org/
http://www.ourstoriesonline.com/
http://www.rapeis.org/
http://www.911rape.org/
http://www.ed.mtu.edu/safe/
http://www.safercampus.org/


Security on Campus, Inc. 
http://www.campussafety.org 
 
 
SOAR: Speaking Out About Rape 
www.soar99.org 
 
 
SpeakOut: The North American Student Coalition Against Sexual 
Violence 
http://members.aol.com/nascasv/coalition.html 
 
 
V-Day: Until the Violence Stops 
www.vday.org 
 
 
Violence Against Women Net 
http://www.vawnet.org/ 
 
 
Pacific Northwest Organizations 
 
 
Center for the Prevention of Sexual and Domestic Violence (religious 
resources) 
www.cpdsv.org 
 
 
Dynamic Directions 
Provides safety assessments of college, university of facility 
environments. 
P.O. Box 73, Cataldo, ID 83810  Phone: (208) 682-4564 
 
Hate Free Zone 
http://www.hatefreezone.org 
 
 
Home Alive 
Teaching tools for a life free from violence and hate. 
www.homealive.org 
 
 
Me Ra Koh: author of Beauty Restored (religious resource) 
www.merakoh.com 
 

http://www.campussafety.org/
http://www.soar99.org/
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The Northwest Network 
Support and advocacy for bisexual, trans, lesbian and gay survivors 
of abuse & dating violence. 
www.nwnetwork.org 
 
 
Tools for Change 
www.toolsforchange.org 
 
 
Washington Coalition of Sexual Assault Programs (Olympia, WA) 
www.wcsap.org 
 
 

National Reports on Campus Sexual Assault 
 
 
National Baseline Study on Campus Sexual Assault: Adjudication of 
Sexual Assault Cases © 2000 
by Sophie W. Penney, Ph.D., Lawrence Tucker, Ph.D., and John 
Wesley Lowery 
http://asja.tamu.edu/news/baseline_study.htm 
 
 
The Sexual Victimization of College Women, December 2000 
by Bonnie S. Fisher, Francis T. Cullen and Michael G. Turner 
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/svcw.htm 

http://www.nwnetwork.org/
http://www.toolsforchange.org/
http://www.wcsap.org/
http://asja.tamu.edu/news/baseline_study.htm
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The Tools for Change is a multicultural organization providing training, consulting and 
facilitation services on issues of gender, racial and class justice, women’s empowerment, healing 
and maintaining well-being in the midst of crisis.  We offer long-term consultation, large group 
meeting design and facilitation, as well as training on power, diversity and vision-building.  For 
those engaged in making social and ecological justice, we host gatherings to inspire dialogue, 
open the imagination, deepen relationships and empower people’s work.   
 
Our sister organization is the Tools For Change Institute a non profit dedicated to bringing 
history, heart,   spirit, values and vision into the center of public life. We assist groups and 
individuals to cultivate holistic approaches that open the imagination and foster creativity.  When 
heart and spirit are a part of everyday interactions, people come to trust their own wisdom, build 
authentic relations, inspire mutual support, work more effectively, and avoid burnout—all of 
which are vital to succeed in bringing about a just and sustainable society.  The Institute sponsors 
Circles for Change, a network of circles for people who come together to both gain clarity and 
the courage to act for justice.  
 
Co-founder, Margo Adair is the author of Meditations on Everything Under the Sun, Working 
Inside Out and co-authored, Breaking Old Pattern Weaving New Ties which has been a center 
piece in the campus Intergroup Dialogue campus movement. 
 
For an overview of some of the issues related to culture and sexual assault please see their paper 
The Intersections of  Racism, Classism & Gender Oppression Addressing Domestic Violence and 
Sexual Assaultt. 
  
Some workshops offered: 
 
! Gender Justice 
!  Healing the Healer 
!  Women’ Empowerment 
!  Communication & Conflict Resolution 

Skills 

! Freeing Ourselves from Interlocking 
Oppressions 

! Visioning Justice and Sustaining Activism

 
We offer many free resources for groups working to create just relations see our websites:  
 www.toolsforchange.org  and www.instituteforchange.org   
 
Write us at info@toolsforchange.org   or call  206 329-2201. 
 

http://www.instituteforchange.org/circles.htm
http://toolsforchange.org/publications/meditations/
http://toolsforchange.org/publications/WIO
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